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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to determine how far the women who served as
Women Airforce Service Pilots (WASP) during World War II were able to push the
parameters of the social, political and economic limits of American society. This work
establishes that these women were extraordinary when compared to their white, middle
class peers and so were among the most likely of American women to both be willing and
able to succeed at achieving their life goals, despite the society's limits on women.
While traditional archival sources such as government documents, contemporary
newspapers and magazines were utilized, the primary source for this study was the over
150 personal histories the author gathered from WASP from 1996 to 2002. With these
histories and other memoirs the author created an extensive database that tracked the
women from their youth to the present. With this information she was able to determine
both what the women wanted and what they did with their lives. The limits they faced in
reaching their goals and what they did to overcome those limits reveals a great deal about
American society and its behavior toward women.
The women of the WASP worked together to achieve their goal of continuing to
fly after the War. While a number of them made a career out of flying, many more found
other career paths rather than continuing to work in the expensive and male dominated
world of aviation. Regardless, these women as a group continued to be ahead of their
peers whether in their careers, their return to work after having children, or their
determination to lead their lives on their own terms. The WASP provide an example of
how far American women of their age cohort were able to push the limits of American
society.
Vl
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Flying. Just the word evokes such different images in the minds of different
people. For some it means white knuckles as they clench the armrests, anxious to hear the
flight attendant finally welcome them to their destination. For others it means the hassle
of crowded airports and over-zealous security guards, but a chance to get to that business
meeting or vacation relatively quickly. But for those who have a passion for it, flying
means the chance to escape the everyday world to soar among the clouds, free,
independent and as alive as a person can ever be. It is the third category to which the
women of the WASP, the Women Airforce Service Pilots, belong. These women flew for
the Army Air Force as civilians during the Second World War and they lived their lives
with the passion and enthusiasm of those who know what it is like to lift a craft off the
ground, move among the clouds, and then bring the craft safely back to earth. The sense
of power and strength that comes from that knowledge is within every pilot. Despite the
fact that they were women who came of age in the late 1930s and 1940s, the WASP were
no exception. 1

1

In the early to mid 1990s there were some general works on the WASP which helped address some of the
most basic questions about them but did not go very far in their analysis. The best by far as a general
history of the WASP was written by the niece of one of the women. See Sally Van Wagenen Keil, Those
Wonderful Women in their Flying Machines: The Unknown Heroines of World War II {New York: Four
Directions Press, 1979, 1990). Another work, filled with details but unfortunately also filled with mistakes,
was written by a WASP. See Byrd Howell Granger, On Final Approach: The Women Airforce Service
Pilots of World War II (Scottsdale, AZ: Falconer Publishing Company, 1991). A work written by another
WASP with lots of pictures and comments from some of the women who flew pursuit aircraft during the
War was Kay Gott, Women in Pursuit: Flying Fighters for the Air Transport Command Ferrying Division
During World War II (USA: Kay Gott, 1993). Another early general work, written by a journalist in a
journalistic rather than academic style, was Marianne Verges, On Silver Wings: The Women Airforce
Service Pilots of World War II, 1942-1944 {New York: Ballantine Books, 1991).

1

This dissertation, "Pushing the Envelope: The Women Airforce Service Pilots and
American Society," utilizes the WASP to learn more about life for women of their
generation. As will be shown, the WASP were an extraordinary group of individuals. The
lives they led give evidence of the complexity of life for the women of the World War II
generation and make clear that some seized opportunities that were not typically available
to those of their gender. 2 The women of the WASP show through their actions from their
youth through the late 1960s that American women could and did press society's social,
political and economic limits.
"Pushing the Envelope" is a phrase that has been taken from aviation and adopted
into the everyday American language. One can hear it being used both on the news and in
general conversation. It generally means pushing the limits of what might be expected or
considered acceptable. In aviation, the "envelope" is one of the first things a beginning
pilot learns about. It is quite simply the limit of a particular airplane's capabilities. When
an aircraft is designed the engineers calculate the "envelope" within which it should be
operated. Primarily, they are limits of a combination of speed and altitude. That is, at a
certain altitude, one must fly the plane a given minimum speed to keep it flying, and not
exceed a maximum speed at which it becomes aerodynamically unstable. To push the
envelope of an aircraft is to push the plane to its limits, as far as one dares, and stopping
just before destruction. Test pilots, experimental pilots, and military pilots often fly
around the edge of the "envelope" to determine what the actual limits of an aircraft are.
Sometimes certain modifications to an aircraft can change the aerodynamics of the plane,

2

For further discussion see Joanne Meyerowitz, ed., Not June Cleaver: Women and Gender in Postwar
America, 1945-1960 (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1994).
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and new limits must be found, "pushing" the envelope to new levels. As this dissertation
will show, the women ofthe WASP pushed the envelope ofwhat American society
accepted by living the lives they wanted for themselves.
During World War II, nearly all the belligerent nations expanded the envelope of
what was accepted and often expected oftheir women. 3 The United States was no
exception with American women stepping forward to do their part to achieve victory.
Historians have debated about the amount ofcontrol these women had over their wartime
and postwar lives for the past thirty years, but it is apparent to all that World War II
changed the lives, even ifonly temporarily, ofmillions ofAmerican women. 4
The roles women carried out were varied. Voluntary services were an important
part ofthe women's efforts and encompassed women ofall ages. Organizations such as
the American Red Cross were vital to the war effort, making surgical dressings, running
blood banks and carrying out other important duties. 5 The United Services Organization
(USO) volunteers spent hours oftheir owri time trying to make "the lonely feel at
home."6 Thousands ofwomen became part ofthe "Women's Land Army," to meet the
agricultural needs ofthe nation. Many individual women grew "Victory Gardens" at
home to supplement their families' ration coupons and to enable more food to be sent to
3

The notable exceptions being Germany and Japan.
William Chafe was one of the first to investigate American women in the postwar years. He argued that
World War II was a watershed event for American women and that it permanently changed the role
women, particularly married women, were able to play in the work force. All historians of this topic since
have had to address his work. In her article "Rewriting History," Joan Scott argued that the watershed
themes of women in wartime are ''ultimately unresolvable" and isolate women's history from History.
Despite her dismissal, most historians at least note the early work of Chafe. William Henry Chafe, The
American Woman: Her Changing Social, Economic and Political Roles, 1920-1979 (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1972), 176. Joan Scott, "Rewriting History," Behind the Lines: Gender and the Two
World Wars, ed. Margaret Randolph Higonnet (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1987), 25.
5
Doris Weatherford, American Women and World War II (New York: Facts on File, 1991), 16.
6
Weatherford, American Women, 230-231.
4

3

the men and women at the front. Despite their efforts to enrich their families' diets, the
women still dealt with shortages regularly, particularly of sugar, butter, meat and other
household staples. 7
Millions of women joined the wartime workforce. As American men left for the
military, women stepped into their jobs and the War created new opportunities for
women as well. Sixteen percent of working women were holding jobs in the war
industries by 1944 and married women were targeted as potential workers for the first
time. 8 This shift to recruiting married women to work contrasted the harsh opposition to
married women working during the Great Depression. The emergency of the War forced
society to change its views. It was not an easy transition. According to D'Ann Campbell
in her Women at War With America, the American government used massive propaganda
to get women into the military and factories, and that despite their effort they were still
short of their goals. Campbell argued American society did not, or could not, accept the
dramatic changes in women's roles. 9 Yet, once the initial resistance to the idea of full
tiine homemakers working was overcome by propaganda efforts, they eventually made
up one-third of all women defense workers. In 1944, for the first time in American

history, married women outnumbered single women in the work force. 10
Women performed a wide variety ofjobs during the War. While many women
continued to hold the pre-war traditionally female jobs as teachers and office clerks,
others stepped into jobs that men had typically held. Among the most challenging to
7

Weatherford, American Women, 203, 205-206.
Sberna Berger Gluck, Rosie the Riveter Revisited: Women, The War and Social Change (New York:
Meridian, 1988), 10.
9
D' Ann Campbell, Women at War With America: Private Lives in a Patriotic Era (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1984), 14.
10
Gluck, Rosie the Riveter, 13.
8

4

traditional ideas about gender work roles was their work in the War industries. The image
of Rosie the Riveter is the most widely known of women War workers. Thousands of
women worked in the aircraft industry as riveters, welders, engineers and in numerous
other positions. 1 1 Women also worked in the shipyards of the nation helping to build and
repair ships necessary for the War effort. The War industry found women willing to fill
their vacancies, whatever.the job. As the War progressed, the military realized it needed
women too. 1 2
Some 1 3,000 women served in the Navy and Marines during the First World War,
but women were not retained between the Wars. This was a clear indication that the
government saw their recruitment as an emergency measure rather than a permanent
expansion of women's roles. Women would face a similar realization in the mid- 1 940s.
With the emergency of the Second World War, the government quickly began efforts to
utilize women in all branches of the Armed Services. In May 1 942 President Roosevelt
signed Public Law 5 54, creating the Women's Anny Auxiliary Corps (WAAC). 1 3 Two
months later, the Navy had their own women's corps, the Women Accepted for
Voluntary Emergency Service, known to all as the WAVES. The primary difference

11

Sberna Berga Gluck provides great insight into the experiences of the women who worked as "Rosies" in
the Los Angeles area aircraft industry in her work of edited oral histories with the women, Rosie the Riveter
Revisited: Women, The War and Social Change (New York: Meridian, 1988).
12
There are several good overviews of American women's experiences in the military, particularly World
War II. See for example, Olga Gruhitz-Hoyt, They Also Served: American Women in World War II (New
York: Carol Publishing Group, 1995). Also see, Major General Jeanne M. Holm, USAF (Ret.), In Defense
of a Nation: Servicewomen in World War II (Washington DC: Military Women's Press, 1998). The classic
comprehensive work on American women in the military from the Revolution through the 1980s is Major
General Jeanne Holm, USAF (Ret.), Women in the Military: An Unfinished Revolution (CA: Presidio Press,
1982).
13
Mattie E. Treadwell, United States Army in World War II: The Women 's Army Corps (Washington DC:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1953), 45.

5

between the WAACs and the WAYES was that the WAYES were brought into the Navy
as full members rather that an auxiliary corps.
The WAAC did not become a full partner in the Anny until their transition into
the Women' s Army Corps (WAC) in July 1 943. The requirements for the WA YES were
higher than the WAAC as well: a college degree or two years of college and two years of
professional work experience. Both groups required the women to be older than the men
in the same service. This is fairly easy to understand when one realizes that both the
Anny and Navy needed the men as potential combatants, while they needed the women
to present a good image and complete primarily office and organizational work. 1 4 The
Anny in particular struggled with recruiting skilled women. Recruiting less skilled and
"quality" women created two potential problems for the WAAC (and later WAC). First,
because it gave the impression that less skilled, experienced or educated women were
common, the more skilled women were less likely to want to be a part of the
organization. Second, it created a potential assignment problem for if a woman recruit
was unskilled there was no alternative work for her, in contrast to unskilled men in the
Army who could be transferred to manual labor. These potential problems likely
influenced the recruiting standards of all the military branches, not just the WAAC. 1 5
The Coast Guard's S PARs (Semper Paratus - Always Ready) joined the Anny
and Navy women on November 22, 1 942. And on January 28, 1 943, the Marines finally
began enlisting women. They were not differentiated from the men by any particular

14
15

Weatherford, American Women, 32-32.
Holm, Major General Jeanne. USAF (Ret). Women in the Military: An Unfinished Revolution.
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name and were simply called Marines. 1 6 Recruiting for all four groups was fierce, with
the WACs having huge, unrealistic goals. When the WAAC became the WAC in July
1 943, the Army asked the women's leader, Colonel Oveta Culp Hobby, for 600,000
women. 1 7 Only 1 00,000 women were ever WACs. The other services had more success
in part because they set more realistic goals and in part because they offered more
advantages to better-qualified women, such as direct commissions for college women. 1 8
The numbers of women in the WAC were so low that at one point the government
considered drafting women into the Army. A September 1 943 Gallup Poll revealed that
81 % of those polled preferred drafting single women into the WAC over drafting married
men with families for the same non-combat duties. 1 9 Despite the general public support,
the Army never activated a draft of women. The shortage was not dire enough for the
Army to challenge traditional gender roles of a military draft being a masculine
experience. Many women apparently saw the lack of a draft as proof that the need for
women in the military was not crucial. Thousands of women were making good money in
the War industries and many could not (or did not want to) afford to lose their high
wages, particularly those with husbands who had given up jobs to be in the military
16

Weatherford, American Women, 32.
Despite the fact that Colonel Hobby commanded so many women and was an important part of women's
participation in World War II, there has been no scholarly biography written on her. Some of her papers are
held at Rice University while the remainder continue to be held privately. In the papers at Rice there is no
correspondence with Cochran, Love, or anyone else concerning women pilots becoming a part of the
WAC.
18
Treadwell, The Women 's Army Corps, 23 1 . For an extensive study of the WAC, particularly their
recruiting problems, one should see both Mattie Treadwell's, The Women 's Army Corps, Leisa Meyer 's
Creating GI Jane which will be discussed in more depth in chapter two. Treadwell, The Women 's Army
Corps. Leisa D. Meyer, Creating GI Jane: Sexuality and Power in the Women 's Army Corps During World
War II (New York: Columbia University Press, 1 996).
19
The question read: "The Army can either draft 300,000 single women, aged 2 1 -35, for the WACs for
non-fighting jobs, or it can draft the same number of married men with families for the same work. Which
plan would you favor?" Dr. George H. Gallup, The Gallup Poll: Public Opinion 1935-1971, vol. I (New
York: Random House, 1 972), 406.
17
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themselves. 20 One area where women were willing to give up the flexibility and good pay
of War industry jobs, was as pilots for the Army Air Force. Some 25,000 women applied
to join the Women Airforce Service Pilots, while only 1,830 were accepted for training. 2 1
These women who wanted to fly for their country were not unique to the United States.
In the besieged nation of Russia, woinen not only flew, but served as combat
pilots. The Russian women served as fighter pilots and also flew dive bombers, night
bombers, naval aircraft, and others. Many of the women earned the privilege of being
registered Soviet Heroines, one of the highest honors bestowed on Soviet citizens. 22
Another group of women who carried out an important duty flying during the War were
the women of the Air Transport Auxiliary (ATA) in Great Britain. 23 Unlike the Russian
women, the ATA women did not fly combat for Great Britain, but they did aid in the
success of the Allied cause. 24 The ATA's primary duty was to ferry aircraft from the
factories to the airbases for the Royal Air Force. Although initially the women were
limited to flying light trainer aircraft, as they proved their abilities to fly they slowly

20

The women who often joined the WAC did so primarily out of patriotism and/or because they perceived
a new opportunity. A recent memoir which reveals the good and bad ofbeing a WAC in World War II is
Grace Porter Miller, Call of Duty: A Montana Girl in World War II (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 1999). A well-written and critical work on the experience of African-American women
in the WAC is Brenda L. Moore, To Serve My Country, To Serve My Race: The Story of the Only African
American WA Cs Stationed Overseas During World War II (New York: New York University Press, 1996).
21
Jacqueline Cochran, Final Report on Women Pilot Program, 1945. From Texas Woman's University's
WASP Collection, Denton, Texas.
22
For more on the fascinating experiences of the Russian women pilots, see the various works of Reina
Pennington as well as those of Kazimiera Janina Cottam. Reina Pennington, Wings, Women, and War:
Soviet Ainvomen in World War II Combat (Manhattan: University Press of Kansas, 2002). Kazimiera J.
Cottam, Women in Air War: The Eastern Front of World War II (Nepean, Canada: New Military
Publishing, 1997).
23
The ATA was made up of both male and female pilots. Many of the men were too old to fly combat or
had been injured, including one man who flew for the ATA despite the fact that he only had one arm. The
women, once they had briefly proven themselves, were given the same opportunities to fly every aircraft
that the men were.
24
Although there is at least one work in progress, by Dr. Jacque Boyd, there are no recent works on the
women of the ATA.
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made the transition into more advanced planes. As this work will show, the WASP faced
a similar proving ground. By June 1943, the women ofthe ATA were paid rates equal to
the men and flew any ofthe one hundred twenty types ofplanes the ATA flew, including
the four-engine bombers. 25
In addition to the British, women from nine other nations flew for the ATA,
including pilots from New Zealand, Australia, South Africa, Poland, Chile, Canada,
Ireland, Holland, and the United States. 26 The American contingent was by far the largest
with twenty-six women flying for the ATA. Jacqueline Cochran, a prominent pilot and
businesswoman, recruited the women to fly in Britain partially to help the British war
effort, and partially to help demonstrate to American military leaders that women were
capable and helpful as military pilots. Cochran had been flying since 1932 when she
earned her license while on a two-week vacation. She justified her efforts by utilizing her
flying to promote her cosmetics business. She married prominent millionaire Floyd
Odium in the 1936 and gained instant access to both wealth and the influence that it could
bring. She used that clout to earn a position ofleadership in women's role in wartime
aviation. 27
In June of 1941 Cochran used her connections and helped ferry a Lockheed
Hudson from Canada to England in an effort to prove to the American leaders that
women were capable offlying heavy bombers. While in England she talked with the
British ATA leaders about the possibility ofbringing some American women over to help
25

Pauline Gower, "The ATA Girls," Flying, August 1943, 3 1 .
E. C. Cheeseman, Brie/Glory: The Story ofATA (Leicester: Harborough Publishing Company, 1946;
reprint, Connecticut: Prescott Publishing, 1 979), appendix.
27
Jacqueline Cochran and Maryann Bucknum Brinley, Jackie Cochran: The Autobiography ofthe Greatest
Woman Pilot in Aviation History (New York: Bantam Books, 1987).
26
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fly. The British, desperate for pilots, agreed. In July 1 94 1 , Jacqueline Cochran suggested
the utilization of women pilots to President Franklin Roosevelt himself. 28 Later that fall,
Cochran tried to convince General Henry "Hap" Arnold (head of the AAF) to start a
women's flying program in the United States. Cochran proposed that women pilots be
trained to replace men in all non-combat flying duties. Arnold said no, explaining that
women were not yet needed. According to Cochran, in October of 1 941 , Arnold
encouraged her to "complete my English experiment and to get the experience I would
need when the time came for American women to rally to our defense." Cochran claims
Arnold then reassured her that when that time came, she would lead the women.29 While
Cochran's prewar beliefs are not documented, in the 1 950s she was an advocate for
airpower as a defensive tool. Her postwar attitudes, along with this early push to promote
women pilots, suggests that while perhaps not an interventionist, Cochran did support
preparedness and a strong national defense. 30

28

Cochran' s husband was Floyd Odium, one of the wealthiest and most influential men of his day, and
therefore Cochran had access to political leaders who would help her achieve her goals. Although after the
War Cochran was an ardent supporter of Eisenhower, before the 1 940s she tended to vote independent.
Billie Pittman Ayers and Beth Dees. Supenvoman Jacqueline Cochran: Family Memories about the
Famous Pilot, Patn'ot, Wife and Businesswoman (USA: First Books, 200 1 ) 1 2 1 . ·
There is only limited evidence of the meeting. Eleanor Roosevelt was a strong advocate for women in
general and appeared to support aviation as well. See Susan Ware, Still Missing: Amelia Earhart and the
Search for Modern Feminism (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1 993). The only direct support
Eleanor Roosevelt gave the WASP was her 1 September 1 942 "My Day" column in which she promotes
the use of women as pilots. Eleanor Roosevelt, "My Day," 1 September 1 956. Gray Collection. WASP
Collection, Texas Woman's University, Denton, Texas. For the most meticulous work on Eleanor
Roosevelt see Blanche Wiesen Cook, Eleanor Roosevelt, vols 1 and 2 (New York: Penguin Books, 1 9931 999). Also see Joan Hoff-Wilson and Marjorie Lightman, ed., Without Precedent: The Life and Career of
Eleanor Roosevelt (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1 984). For more about her "My Day" columns,
see David Emblidge, ed., My Day: The Best ofEleanor Roosevelt 's Acclaimed Newspaper Columns, 19361962 ·(New York: De Capo Press, 200 1 ).
29
Cochran and Brinley, Jackie Cochran, 1 73, 1 82.
30
Jacqueline Cochran was also an early and loud supporter of an independent Air Force. She did not
advocate women holding a flying position in that new Air Force. Jacqueline Cochran letter to Harry' C.
Harper, 26 January 1 956. Jacqueline Cochran Collection, Dwight D. Eisenhower Library, Atchison,
Kansas.
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The American women she gathered began arriving in Britain in the spring of
1942. While Cochran was in Britain, the Ferrying Division of the Air Transport
Command, a part of the United States' Army Air Force (AAF), began to utilize women
pilots in America. When she discovered women were going to fly for the AAF, Cochran
was furious. She wanted to lead the American women and believed she had General
Arnold's blessing. Cochran hurried back to the United States to be certain the women
were utilized and led as she saw fit. 3 1
As early as May 1940, Nancy Love suggested to the Army Air Corps that women
could be used as pilots. Love, a physician's daughter, earned her private pilot license at
age sixteen in 1930. She earned her commercial and transport ratings while attending
Vassar College and upon graduation, took a sales job with Inter-City Air Service of
Boston. She married the owner, Robert Love, and through her work in the business came
to know some of the military pilots. 32 Love wrote a letter to Lieutenant Colonel Robert
Olds, who was in the Plans Division of the Office of the Chief of the Air Corps, revealing
that she knew of forty-nine highly qualified pilots who were "up to handling pretty
complicated stuff." Love proposed that a small, elite group of highly qualified women be
utilized. In June the Plans Division considered bringing in 1 00 women pilots "as co
pilots in transport·squadrons for ferrying single engine aircraft," in order to release male
·
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A good part of this background information can be found in the author's masters thesis. Katherine Sharp
Landdeck, Experiment in the Cockpit: The Women Airforce Service Pilots of World War II (Masters
Thesis, University of Tennessee at Knoxville, 1997). The scope of the thesis was limited primarily to what
the WASP did during the War, why they were disbanded, and whether they were effective in their duties.
This background information is very similar to the background in the thesis because it is important to
understanding the rest of both works.
32
As fascinating an individual as Nancy Harkness Love was, nothing has been written about her other than
an occasional magazine article. Her papers continue to be held privately. The author hopes to pursue further
research about Love in the future. Love is listed among Michigan's "Women Who Made a Difference," in
the Michigan History Magazine, 84, no. 2 (March/April 2000): 48.
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pilots for other duties. They even discussed commissioning the women as second
lieutenants in the Air Corps Reserve. Then Brigadier General Arnold rejected the plan,
arguing "if women pilots were to be used, it should be as co-pilots on the airlines, thus
releasing pilots for the army."33 By September 1942, Arnold's arguments against using
women were no longer valid.34 The AAF needed all the pilots it could get.
The AAF, under the approval of General Olds, appointed Love Director of
Women Pilots while Cochran was in England with the ATA. Love began recruiting
highly experienced women to fly as civilians for the Ferrying Division of the AAF, or
FERD. She wanted the women to fly along-side the men doing the same jobs rather than
being segregated because of their gender.35 These initial twenty-five women were
designated as the Women's Auxiliary Ferrying Squadron, or WAFS. Upon her return
from England, Cochran began organizing the Women's Flying Training Detachment, or
WFTD, with the �lessing of General Arnold. 36 Cochran asserted the AAF needed the
WFTD to train women pilots who had some experience, but were not qualified to join the
WAFS directly. With plans to eventually bring the women into the AAF and as a further
step in the experiment to determine what women pilots could do, Cochran developed the

training program based on the AAF's male cadets program. The female trainees took the
33

Walter J. Marx, Captain, Ferrying Division, Historical Officer. Historical Branch, Intelligence and
Security Division, Headquarters, Air Transport Command. History ofthe Air Transport Command:
Women Pilots in the Air Transport Command (Washington DC: GPO, March 1 945), 3-4.
34
Although Arnold was an eventual proponent of the WASP and was vital to their success, they were only
a very minor part of his role in World War II. He devotes only one page to them in his postwar book,
Global Mission, and the more recent biography put out as part of the Smithsonian History of Aviation
Series only mentions the women in passing. Henry "Hap" Arnold, Global Mission (New York: Harper
Bros., 1 949). Dik Alan Daso, Hap Arnold and the Evolution ofAmerican Airpower (Washington:
Smithsonian Institution Press, 2000).
35
Biographical sketch ofNancy Harkness Love prepared by Dr. Henry 0. Malone, August 1 999. In
author's possession.
36
Cochran began the training program September 15, 1942.
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same courses and did the same flying (with the exception ofcombat maneuvers) as the
male trainees, although in a completely segregated program. The women even followed
the male pattern oftheir classes being designated by the year they were to graduate and
the order in which they would graduate. For example, the first class was class 43-W- 1 ,
because they graduated in 1943 and were the first class. The "W' desi gnated that they
were women (versus the AAF's male cadets), but when addressing themselves, the
women normally left the "W' out.
Primarily for the sake ofsimplification ofpolicy making, in early August 1 943
the AAF consolidated the WAFS and the WFTD into the Women Airforce Service Pilots
or WASP. Jacqueline Cochran became their Director and Nancy Love became the
Executive ofWomen Pilots in the Air Transport Command (ofwhich the Ferrying
Division was a part). For the remainder ofthis study, unless specifically referring to the
WAFS, all ofthe women pilots will be referred to as WASP, despite the fact that the
name was not used until August 1943. The women carried out a wide variety ofmissions
from their initial ferrying to towing targets, to test flying, and they were successful in all
these duties. Despite their success, the WASP were disbanded on December 20th 1944,
well before the War was over.
Upon their deactivation, the majority of the WASP attempted to continue flying
for a living. Their relative lack ofsuccess in finding work in the male-dominated field of
aviation was similar to the experiences ofother American women who worked during the
War, only to find themselves out ofa job once the defense industries slowed and the
conflict ended. The women's skills in their jobs did not factor into the decision to let
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them go in favor of men. Rather, for a variety of reasons, American society favored men
holding the jobs over women, particularly married women. 37
In her work, American Women and World War II, Doris Weatherford discusses
the fears of another economic depression as the War began to wind to a close, and cites
titles of magazine articles such as "Getting Rid of the Women," "Watch Out for the
Women," and "Give Back the Jobs," as representative of attitudes of the times.38
According to Leila J. Rupp, author of Mobilizing Women for War: German and
American Propaganda, 1939-1945, the increased role of women in the workforce was

never meant to be permanent. She charges "it is clear that the wartime changes expanded
the options of women in a way intended by the propagandists as temporary." More
importantly, Rupp explains that the acceptable public image of women expanded during
the War only because it was necessary, but that "the wartime range of options would
contract once again in peacetime. "39 These conclusions conflict with William Henry
Chafe's assertion that the War brought about permanent changes for American women,
revealing the conflicting arguments to the watershed theory depending on which
questions and sources the historian chooses. 40
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Sberna Berger Gluck provides numerous examples of skilled women losing their jobs to men in her study
of working class women in the defense plants of wartime Los Angeles. Sberna Berger Gluck, Rosie the
Riveter Revisited: Women, The War, and Social Change (New York: Penguin Books, 1 987).
38
Weatherford, American Women, 306. For further discussion of gender discrimination/segregation see
Ruth Milkman, Gender at Work: The Dynamics ofJob Segregation by Sex During World War II (Chicago:
University of Illinois Press, 1 987).
39
Leila Rupp, Mobilizing Women for War: German and American Propaganda, 1939-1945 (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1 978), 1 75.
40
Chafe, American Woman. For other works on women in the War era consult D' Ann Campbell, Women at
War With America: Private Lives in a Patriotic Era (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1 984), and
Olga Gruhitz-Hoyt, They Also Served.: American Women in World War II (New York: Carol Publishing
Group, 1 995).
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Other government efforts to prepare women to leave their jobs upon the
conclusion ofthe War are revealed in Maureen Honey's work Creating Rosie the Riveter:
Class, Gender and Propaganda During World War II. According to Honey, the

government used propaganda throughout the War to emphasize the nuclear family. She
argues that the nuclear family was presented, and seen, as representative of"the survival
ofdecency and humanity in a world rent by suffering." This image grew stronger as the
War ended, and women were "idealized as healers who would salve men's wounds while
,
nurturing the generation that would harvest the rich fruit ofpostwar prosperity.' 4 1
Honey's work is supported by Elaine Tyler May in her Homeward Bound: American
Families in the Cold War Era. May discusses the postwar period and the government's

efforts at both international and domestic containment. That effort focused on promoting
the vital importance ofthe "traditional" nuclear family, with the mother at home with the
three or more children, and the father working to support them. May emphasizes the link
between the government's Cold War battles and its efforts to contain American society,
particularly women. 42
Margaret and Patrice Higonnet would argue that the WASP were allowed to fly
military planes but limited to domestic flying only because a new level ofimportance,
combat flying, was available for men. They assert their "double helix" theory - that is,
men and women are always in dominant and subordinate (with men being dominant and
women being subordinate) positions and that as men moved up in the tasks they carried
out, women were granted new opportunities but as the men declined, the women lost
Maureen Honey, Creating Rosie the Riveter: Class, Gender and Propaganda During World War II
(Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1984), 2 1 6.
42
Elaine Tyler May, Homeward Bound: American Families in the Cold War Era (New York: Basic Books,
1988).
41
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those opportunities because they were forced by cultural perception to always remain
subordinate to the men. The example with the WASP is clear. As men moved into
combat flying, the AAF allowed women to fly military planes domestically. As fewer
men had the chance to fly in combat, Congress limited the women's opportunities
according!y. 43
This dissertation on the women of the WASP addresses a number of these
historical questions. It enters the watershed argument by demonstrating a sense of
continuity in the women's pre and postwar lives, showing that the War only created
temporary opportunities in the vocation of their choice, flying. It engages the debate
about postwar America as well by revealing what the women wanted postwar and what
they were able to achieve. On a broader spectrum it asks how far society expanded what
it allowed and expected of American women, and what limits women faced, despite the
emergency of War. What were American women able to do in the postwar period and
how and why did that change over time? The WASP demonstrate the acceptable social,
political and economic limits for white middle-class American women from the 1 930s to
the late l 960s.
This work is different from other studies of women in the twentieth century and
those on the WASP themselves in a number of ways. First, there simp_ly are not many
studies on white, clearly middle-class women in this period. May's Homeward Bound
addresses the impact of Cold War America on American families and thereby touches on
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Margaret and Patrice Higonnet, "The Double Helix," Behind the Lines: Gender and the Two World
Wars, Margaret Randolph Higonnet, et al, ed., (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1 987), 3 1 -47.
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the middle-class experience, but that is not the primary focus of her study. 44 Joanne
Meyerowitz' s groundbreaking work, Not June Cleaver, reveals the complexity of 1 950s
American society, but her group of essays focuses primarily on working-class or others
outside of middle-class society. 45 Even Eugenia Kaledin's classic Mothers and More does
not focus on middle-class women. Tom Engelhardt's The End of Victory Culture, while
sharply demonstrating the demise of the national ''victory'' narrative, neglects women
altogether. 46 Despite scouring various academic journals and thesis and dissertations,
works on white, middle-class American women in the postwar American period are few
and far between.
In the past ten years or so there have been several works on different groups of
professional women, of which the WASP could be considered a part (as aviators). In her
Policing Women, Janis Appier argues that despite the fact that women had served as
members of police departments since the early teens, it was not until the 1 970s that the
policewomen' s roles shifted beyond the most "feminine" duties. The expansion of the
women into some of the more "distinctly masculine" aspects of the job came about in
part thanks to agitation during the women's movement.47 According to Joan Roberts and
Thetis Group, American nurses were also able to expand their roles to more respected
and better paying positions such as independent practitioners, nurse practitioners, and
others, in conjunction with the women's movement of the late 1 960s and 1 970s. Roberts

May, Homeward Bound.
Joanne Meyerowitz, ed., Not June Cleaver: Women and Gender in Postwar America, 1945-1960
(Philadelpia: Temple University Press, 1994).
46
Tom Englehardt, The End of Victory Culture: Cold War America and the Disillusioning of a Generation
(New York: Basic Books, 1995).
47
Janis Appier, Policing Women: The Sexual Politics ofLaw Enforcement and the LAPD (Philadelphia:
Temple University Press, 1998).
44
45
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and Group assert that nurses must be vocal feminists in order to get the respect and pay
that are their due. 48
Female journalists and photographers have also been subjects of study recently.
Naomi Rosenblum reveals art and professionalism in her A History of Women
Photographers. Although women have been a part of photography from its inception, and

have been a prominent part of the profession, they are still under-recognized by museums
and books in proportion to their numbers. In The Women Who Wrote the War, Nancy
Caldwell Sorel tells the intriguing story of American women journalists who covered the
Second World War. Her women, many of whom were from elite rather than middle-class
backgrounds, were limited by the American government via the military in the kinds of
stories they could write. They were not allowed to go to the front lines or to be in harm's
way and so were relegated to personal interest-type stories. Although a �umber of the
women broke the rules in pursuit of a story, it was not until the 1980s (again, coinciding
with the Women's Movement) that women journalists were able to accompany troops
into combat. 49
As is clear, the WASP were not unique. That is not being argued here. The WASP
were among a relatively small number of women who penetrated a male-controlled
profession (in their case military aviation), if only for a short time. This work is about the
women who were WASP. They were extraordinary when compared to all but a very
The nursing profession is 97% female. Joan I. Roberts and Thetis M. Group, Feminism and Nursing: An
Historical Perspective on Power, Status, and Political Activism in the Nursing Profession (Westport, CT:
Praeger Publishers, 1 990).
49
Nancy Caldwell Sorel, The Women Who Wrote the War (New York: Arcade Publishing, 1 999). For other
works on professional women see Jacqueline Goggin, "Challenging Sexual Discrimination in the Historical
Profession: Women Historians and the American Historical Association, 1 890- 1 940," The American
Historical Review 97, issue 3 (June 1 992): 769-802; and Ellen S. More, Restoring the Balance: Women
Physicians and the Profession ofMedicine 1850-1995 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1 999).
48
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limited number of their peers, and still stood out even among other extraordinary women.
In contrast to Appier's policewomen, Rosenblum's photographers, and Sorel's
journalists, the WASP were not able to follow the profession they had trained for:
commercial aviation. There is no "feminine" type of flying. An airp lane is an airp lane
and the best way to make money with that airp lane is to fly it full of people. 50 This work
focuses on the WASP who existed in a specific moment of time and were of a specific
age cohort. While they for the most part were not able to make careers out of coµnnercial
aviation, what they did do with their lives in the postwar years tells us not only about
them, but about American society as well. 51
There are a number of works on the WASP, but they do not address the issues set
forth in this dissertation. The majority of the books about the WASP are anecdotal and
often in memoir or biographical form. 52 There have been two recent dissertations dealing
with the WASP, but neither addresses the topic as this work does. Rhonda Lynn Smith's
"Jacqueline Cochran: An American Aviator in Peace and War" tells Cochran's story
through the 1 930s arrd World War II. Smith relies too heavily on Cochran's life

so Some would argue that flying planes full of freight is more lucrative than people, but that is a debate for
another time and place.
51
For an extensive discussion of women's economic history see work by Alice Kessler-Harris. Her classic
is Out to Work: A History of Wage Earning Women in the United States (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1 982). Her most recent work argues that gender and ideas about gender roles has played an intricate
part in how Americans view what is "fair" in their various social programs. See Alice Kessler-Harris, In
Pursuit ofEquity: Women, Men, and the Questfor Economic Citizenship in 2<fh Century America (New
York: Oxford University Press, 200 l ).
52
The books written about and by the WASP for general education and entertainment purposes are
numerous. The best general work is Sally Van Wagenen Keirs Those Wonderful Women in Their Flying
Machines: The Unknown Heroines of World War II (New York: Four Directions Press, 1979, 1990). Jean
Hascall Cole presents the experiences of one class, 44-W-2, in her work Women Pilots of World War II
(Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1992). Rob Simbeck artfully tells the tale of Cornelia Fort, a
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according to Cochran, accepting her often-exaggerated tales as fact. 53 Margaret
McCaffrey's dissertation, "Constructing Gender Through Representation: The Women
Airforce Service Pilots · (WASP) of World War II" utilizes postmodern feminism to argue
that women cannot "earn" full citizenship through military service because the American
military contructs gendered differences and uses "experimentation" to "test" women's
abilities, thereby integrating women into the military while "refusing them full status as
citizen-soldiers."54 McCaffrey further asserts "the military is a significant institution in
constructing and policing gendered difference and maintaining gender as an asymmetrical
(protector/protected) relationship of power."55 While her work is very useful to the
historical discussion of gender, citizenship and military service, it is limited to the WASP
experience with the military, particularly their disbandment in 1944 and their efforts for
veteran's recognition in the 1970s. This dissertation goes beyond the women's military
experience and investigates their lives after the military and what they were and were not
able to achieve in their lives in the 1950s and 1960s. 56
Another work that addresses the WASP disbandment and their efforts in the
1 970s is Molly Merryman's Clipped Wings. Merryman's book is the first academic
publication with the WASP as its center. Despite Merryman's solid presentation of the ·
53
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media outburst against the WASP, she is somewhat limited in her overall analysis.
Merryman approaches the disbandment by intersecting her study with "theories of
feminist history to reveal a pattern in which cultural gender constructions were forcefully
maintained because of erosions that were occurring as women substantially increased
their roles in the work force and the military."57 Utilizing this method, Merryman takes
one aspect of the WASP disbandment, the prejudice and fear generated by women
fulfilling traditional men's roles and the drive to return women to the home, and excludes
other important factors. Although her arguments about the gender-biased views of
American society are for the most part accurate, she misses or dismisses pivotal issues
that complete the picture including the status of the War and the leaders, particularly
Jacqueline Cochran.
Merryman seems to have accepted the prevalent but inaccurate view that all
WASP flew new fighters or bombers and carried out exciting duties. This is a common
misconception as most of the literature and publicity to date have focused on those duties.
She argues that AAF male pilot trainees resented the WASP because they wanted the
easy and glamorous jobs the women had rather than being sent into combat overseas. 58
As will be shown in chapter four, it was not AAF pilots trying to avoid combat flying
who opposed the WASP, rather it was civilian male flight instructors _who, with the close
of hundreds of flight schools which supplied potential pilots to the AAF, were now
eligible for the draft as infantry. Merryman's work is important because it is the first
57
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publication to focus on the WASP story, and her analysis of the WASP disbandment is an
important starting point for researchers.
This dissertation is different from previous works not only because of the
different questions I ask, as has been discussed, but also because of the sources I use to
answer those questions. I created an extensive database based on personal histories
shared through interviews and questionnaires I gathered from over 150 WASP from 1996
to the present. These histories were comprehensive in nature, beginning with questions
about their families and childhood, following them through their WASP experience, into
the postwar period, and then a decade-by-decade description of their lives roughly
through the present. Some of the women were more descriptive of different periods in
their lives than others, but when put together in a database, solid conclusions can be
drawn about the women's lives. A third source utilized in the database was a book of one
page biographies, submitted by the WASP themselves for the publication. Overall, this
study encompasses twenty-percent of the women who served in World War II as part of
the WASP. 59
The majority of the interviews conducted for this study were completed at air
shows and other aviation-related events. The inherent flaw with this fact is that the
WASP who were interviewed were healthy and wealthy enough to attend these events
and so might have a more positive outlook than others who were not interviewed. Many
of the questionnaires were sent to WASP based on references from women met at the
shows and conferences and this may represent a more diverse group. I recognize that I
59

WASP Betty Turner began gathering these biographies after a discussion with the author about her
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asked the women to recall events from over fifty years ago, and as a result corroborated
their stories with primary documents and other WASP whenever possible. As for the
memoirs used in this study, I recognize that they were likely presented in the best light
possible and have corroborated those stories whenever possible as well. 60
Oral history is incredibly effective as a tool to learn the stories ofthose who have
never written down their own tale or been considered important enough for others to
write it down. With the growth ofsocial history and the examination of"others," that is
those who are not white, male leaders but instead make up the vast majority ofAmerican
society, oral history has become more accepted within the historical profession. One of
the many challenges oforal history ofcourse is that the subject talks back and may make
the historian rethink his/her work. That is, history is much cleaner when the subjects of
that history are already dead. A subject can argue against the historian's premise based on
their own experiences. Part ofthe challenge ofcourse is to determine how accurate the
subject's story really is. 6 1
My own experience completing oral histories has been challenging in part
because my subjects are in their 70s and 80s. When I began doing oral histories on
WASP in 1 996, there were very few who the others steered me away from, sadly noting,
"she's just not as sharp as she used to be." Today, knowing so many of the women as
well as I do, it is easy for me to recognize those whose stories are confused and "not so
sharp." Unfortunately, those women's stories are unlikely to ever be told. Another

° For a discussion of the challenges of using oral history see Edward Coffman, "Talking About War:
Reflections on Doing Oral History and Military History," The Journal of American History, (September
2000): 582-591; and Donald A. Ritchie, Doing Oral History (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1995).
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important aspect of the interview process is trust. The subject must trust the interviewer
or they will only provide stilted answers, often what they believe the interviewer wants to
hear. Early in my research, in some cases the WASP tried to steer the interview away
from what they were sure I wanted. As will be djscussed in later chapters, on the issue of
discrimination, several of the women vehemently argued that they were ·not discriminated
against at all. They would then go on to explain that they were tired of people always
wanting to know just the bad parts of their experience. Rather than appear as victims, the
women would simply deny anything bad ever happened. Fortunately, as the women have
grown to trust ine (I have been to at least two WASP events a year since 1996), they have
realized the sincerity of my work and have opened up. In oral history, it is essential to
have a member of the group one hopes to study to introduce you as "okay." It gives the
opportunity for trust to develop and more quality interviews to take place. 62
One of the strongest sources to provide the voice of the women at the time is a
series of newsletters published by the WASP from November 1944 to the fall of 195 1,
and again from 1964 to 1969. These newsletters reveal not only what the women were
doing from their deactivation to 1 95 1 and then in the 1 960s, but what they were thinking
as revealed through their articles and editorials. One limitation to the newsletters include
the fact that the voices of all WASP are not represented, only those who continued to
participate in the organization. As chapter fo1:1r will reveal, this absence tells its own
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story. 63 I have consulted more traditional archival sources as well such as contemporary
newspaper and magazine articles, and government documents including the
Congressional Record and confidential AAF memorandums and histories. I have
attempted to corroborate both the personal histories as well as the government sources as
I understand the danger of poor memories and tainted evidence.
The chapters of this dissertation work together to answer the questions about how
far American women were able to push the social, political and economic parameters
American society established in the War and postwar period. They follow the women
from their youth, through the War, and into the postwar period, ending in 1 969 with a
WASP reunion celebrating twenty-five years since their disbandment. Chapter two
provides the background of who the WASP were. These women were young, white and
middle-class. But more importantly, they were exceptional when compared to the general
white female population (as described by the US Census Bureau). The women of the
WASP were better educated and more daring than their peers. They make an ideal group
to examine the limits American society placed on women. The obstacles these women
faced and either failed or succeeded to overcome, reveal the parameters of society, for if
they were not able to push beyond society's limits, it is unlikely that any but the most
outstanding individuals would be able to do so.
Chapter three explains the roles the WASP carried out during the War, and why
they were deactivated in. December 1 944. This chapter reveals the conflicting images of
the women as pigtail-wearing girls, playing in the man's world of military aviation versus
63
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their reality of serious pilots effectively doing a s_erious job. The battle to militarize the
women, and their eventual disbandment is also central to the chapter. Despite the
complexity of the WASP experience, it is clear that their gender both got them and cost
them their jobs with the AAF.
Chapter four shows the WASP fight for acceptance as pilots in postwar America.
The women organized as the Order ofFifinella and worked to adjust to postwar living on
their own terms. Finding flying jobs was a priority for the women who did not marry
right away, and continued to be important to many of those who did. Their efforts in this
period from their deactivation in 1944 to 1949 reveal both the women's tenacity and the
limits women faced in American society.
Chapter five focuses on the women's lives through the �950s and 1960s. This
period saw the death of the Order ofFifinella and the disappearance of the WASP as a
group in the early years, and the rebirth of the organization as the women began to realize
their own importance. The WASP experience during the 1950s and 1960s revealed that
these women were still ahead of their peers in challenging what society expected of
women. Even when the organization ceased to exist, they continued to challenge the
norm and push the envelope of society's limits. The WASP provide a starting point for
historians to expand their understanding of that generation of women. Comparative work
needs to be done on other middle class, professional women in order to determine if the
WASP were unique, or, more likely, were one of several groups of extraordinary women.
Learning who these women of the WASP were is the first key to understanding the lives
they led.
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CHAPTER TWO
DETERMINED TO SUCCEED
Lois Hollingsworth Ziler worked in the research division of United Aircraft when
she first heard of the WASP. A pilot since she was sixteen, Ziler happily used the
aeronautical engineering degree she had earned while on scholarship at Purdue
University. She contacted Jacqueline Cochran, attended the mandatory interview, and
joined the third class of WASP trainees. 1 As this chapter will show, Ziler, with her pilot's
license, college education and professional job all earned in the depths of the Depression,
· was typical for a WASP. Investigating the lives the women of the WASP led before
World War II is essential to understanding the significance of the War in their lives.
Understanding who these women were will also help establish the legitimacy of the
central question of this work. These women were young, white and middle-class, and
were extraordinary when compared to the general white female population. The
opportunities these women created and seized in their youth and indicate that they were
among the most likely of American women to push the envelope of society's limits on
women's lives. 2 The women were all pilots, and became involved in flying at the end of
the "golden age" of aviation.
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Women have been a part of aviation since its inception. Wilber and Orville
Wright's sister Katherine contributed both knowledge and money to their efforts to fly.
Orville Wright later spoke of his sister as essential to their success. "When the world
speaks of the Wrights, it must include my sister,'� Wright declared, "[because] she
inspired so much of our effort."3 Katherine Wright never learned to fly, but Blanche
Stuart. Scott became the first woman to solo a heavier-than-air craft in September 1 9 1 0.
Harriet Quimby followed and became the first American woman, ·and only the second
woman in the world, to earn her pilot's license in August 1 9 1 1 . Several women including
Marjorie and Katherine Stimson, Ruth Law, and African-American barnstormer Bessie
Coleman followed Quimby into aviation. 4
Despite their early involvement, women aviators were still a considerable
minority in the 1 920s and 1 930s, with approximately 500 women pilots equaling less
than one-thirtieth of all aviators. Although they were relatively small in number, women
aviators were a highly visible part of the "airmindedness" that Joseph Com describes as
the ''winged gospel" of that period. Aviation was a daily part of American's lives,
providing drama and celebrity with the adventure created by the aircraft. 5 Amelia Earhart
was perhaps the best-known woman aviator and was an American icon in the 1 930s.
Called "Lady Lindy" as much for her flying prowess as for her tall, lean frame that
resembled Charles Lindbergh's, Earhart was at the center of women's aviation activities.
In May 1 927, Lindbergh made his historic flight across the Atlantic Ocean. In June 1 928,
3
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Earhart became the first woman to cross the Atlantic, albeit as a passenger of a male
crew. She became an instant celebrity, but in May 1 932 she flew across the Atlantic on
her own and became immortal. Earhart's image inspired hundreds of women to take an
interest in aviation and gave her the power to influence everything from fashion to
feminism. When she was lost at sea in July 1 93 7 she was mourned by the entire nation. 6
Earhart's journeys were well-publicized and in part because of her dramatic loss
at sea, she is remembered today as the female aviator of the period, but other women
aviators made the news as well. Women began competing in the prestigious Bendix
Trophy Race, a transcontinental speed race, in 1935. Amelia Earhart and Jacqueline
Cochran were the only women entrants in that first race women were allowed, but in
1 936 Louise Thaden and Blanche Noyes took first place, Laura Ingalls came in second,
and Amelia Earhart and Helen Richey finished fifth. The initiators of the race had not
thought that women would be capable of tackling the race with the same stamina as the
men and, to be fair, they offered a $2,500 prize to the first woman to finish the race. As a
result of their win, Thaden and Noyes won the $2,500 and the $4,500 ·first prize. 7 Women
had been racing since the early 1 930s, but the Bendix was a significant proving ground
for women pilots because it was a grueling, coast-to-coast, endurap.ce race. Thaden and
Noyes winning in 1 936 and Jacqueline Cochran placing third in 1 937 and first in 1 938,
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served as strong evidence that, despite jokes about the "cockpit" to the contrary, the
gender of the pilot did not determine the success or failure of a flight. 8
Women continued to break records of all sorts in the 1930s, including everything
from transcontinental speed records, to endurance records, to the record for the most
consecutive barrel rolls.9 Women also worked in aviation. According to Joseph Com, one
out of five women pilots were involved in aviation professionally as flight instructors
(essentially teachers, a culturally accepted role for women), aerial photographers, owners
of flying services, and most commonly, as an airplane salesperson. Women were often
quite effective in aircraft sales and the general promotion of aviation in part because of
the prejudiced views against them. The theory was that if the "fragile sex" could fly
airplanes and set aerial records just like men, then flying airplanes must be easy and even
safe. Many women pilots of the 1930s took advantage of this stereotype and found
positions with aircraft manufacturers, or were sponsored by them in return for positive
promotion of their safe, easy-to-fly aircraft. 1 0
Although helpful in these limited ways, the image of women pilots as weaker and
less capable than their male counterparts hurt the women as well. The one job women
pilots were not able to break into was passenger-flying commercial pilot. In 1934 Helen
Richey came the closest to breaking into the boy's club of commercial aviation. Richey
was hired as a co-pilot on Central Airlines' Washington DC to Pittsburgh route. Although
well known as a racing and stunt pilot, Richey was hired more for her publicity value as a
An old but enduring joke within the aviation community -is "well you know, they call it a cockpit for a
reaso�." Today it is most often told in a very light-hearted manner and is meant to tease the female pilots in
the crowd who normally respond with a good-humored come back of their own.
9
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woman than for her piloting expertise. One example is a Collier 's article that began "This
is Pilot Richey. Yes, she's a girl. She's young. She's pretty. She 's a good flyer. But she's
more than that . . . . " 1 1 Despite the publicity she brought to their company, Central Airlines '
male pilots were not supportive of Richey and refused to admit her into their pilot's
association, an all male organization. The male pilots complained to the Air Commerce
Department that Richey was too weak to fly in bad weather. 1 2 Despite the absurdity of
their claim, the Department agreed and declared women pilots on scheduled air carriers
could only fly in fair weather, ravaging women's ability to do the job. Ten months after
she was hired, Richey resigned her position in disgust. She had only been allowed to fly a
dozen round trips. 1 3 It is clear that while women joined men in the general "golden age"
of aviation in the 1 930s, they did not share all the same opportunities.
A search of Air Commerce records did not result in any documentation of the
Richey incident. In fact, the Department does not mention women at all in its very
detailed chronology of its history from 1 926 to 1 996. 1 4 After extensive research, it is
evident that there is no official history of the Air Commerce Department. According to
Dominic Pisano, Chairman of the Aeronautics Division and the Smithsonian National Air
and Space Museum and author of To Fill the Sides With Pilots, such a work does not
11
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exist. He explains, "I would have liked to include more on the subject in my book, but I
simply couldn't find any primary source material." 1 5 This lack of mention of women in
the history that is available is perhaps even more revealing than its alleged limitation of
Richey's flying. The federal government agency in charge of promoting and regulating
aviation did not take women pilots into consideration and did nothing to protect their
rights as aviators. This neglect reveals the attitudes of both the government and society
towards gender equality in this era. 1 6 It would not be until the 1970s, after the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, that women would begin to fly as airline pilots.
Though they were unsuccessful in their protests of Richey's situation, the Ninety
Nines, an all-women pilot's organization, worked hard to promote the positive roles
women held in aviation, as well as aviation in gen.eral. Formed in 1929 and named after
the number of charter members, the Ninety-Nines tried to protect women's flying
opportunities, but still represented the women's more "traditional" interests as is revealed
in their newletter's stories on cooking and fashion. 1 7 The clothes women pilots wore was
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often as important to news stories as the actual feats of the pilots, and Amelia Earhart
even made the most of this fact by beginning her own line of "air-minded" fashions. 1 8
Many women pilots of the period made a concerted effort to show the general
public that they were still gentle women and fit the more feminine term "aviatrix" rather
than the masculine "aviator." The women worked to prove they were feminine to
challenge the idea that only men or manly women could fly airplanes. Jacqueline
Cochran went so far as to refresh her hair and make-up after landing and before she got
out of the cockpit to face reporters so she would look ladylike. 1 9 She later insisted that the
women who served under her command as WASP took equal care to always appear
feminine so as not to threaten the male ego. This tactic backfires on Cochran on more
than one occasion. Shortly after she won the Bendix race in 1 93 8 she was accused of not
actually flying the route herself partially because she looked so refreshed upon emerging
from the cockpit. And when she was fighting for the militarization of the WASP in 1944,
the image of her pretty "girl" pilots hurt their believability as serious pilots. 20
Paige Dougherty Delano addresses the issue of women's make-up in the World
War II era arguing that, "for all its complexity, by the 1 930s, make-up promised the
fulfillment of consumerism, modernity, and a female youthfulness which bespoke desires
for economic, social, and sexual independence, however much these were attainable for
most women."2 1 Cochran was always aware of her power as a woman and, as will be
shown in chapter three, was often accused of manipulating the men around her. It is
18
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likely that she, and perhaps other independent women aviators of the thirties, emphasized
their femininity to pacify the men who controlled the aviation industry into letting them
do what they wanted. Whatever their motivations, women pilots were trapped by their
own efforts to promot_e aviation as so safe and easy that even a woman can do it, and by
downplaying their own competence and reliability. The women of the WASP came of
age during this complex and exciting period of aviation history. Aviation was everywhere
and the women who became WASP all had stories about what made them want to fly. 22
Many WASP cite Amelia Earhart as their inspiration. For others, just seeing any
woman in aviation motivated them. Faith Buchner Richards grew up attending air shows
with her father. At one show she saw a woman pilot and decided "if she could do it, I
could do it too."23 Several WASP had the good fortune to be daughters or sisters of pilots
who passed on to them the love of flight. Perhaps the most common first experience with
aviation came when a barnstormer pilot landed in a field nearby many young WASP' s
homes. Charlyne Creger grew up watching the birds fl y overhead in Oklahoma, dreami�g
of flying, until one day a barnstormer by the name of Wiley Post landed outside of town.
To get a ride, passengers had to produce ten wrappers from the local bakery's bread
(Post's sponsor) and since Creger's family could not afford to buy bread from the store
( evidence that not all WASP came from the middle class), she spent the entire day
gathering wrappers from her neighbors. She got her flight from Post and swore she would
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become a pilot herself one day. 24 The women of the WASP had many other reasons for
wanting to fly, which range from a desire to impress a potential boyfriend a scheme to cut
down travel time to the beach. 25
Most WASP cite a strong female role model or supportive family as a powerful
influence on their lives and in developing their independent spirit. Susan Ware devotes an
entire chapter of her Holding Their Own: American Women in the 1930s to "Popular
Culture, Popular Heroines." Ware argues that determining the popular heroines of the
1 930s helps reveal how society viewed the roles of women in general. The role models of
the 1 930s were often strong, independent women who worked in professional jobs and
held their own with the men around them. Examples in film include Katherine Hepburn
and Claudette Colbert, and successful women in sports such as Babe Didrickson were
often promoted as well. 26 And in aviation, Amelia Earhart reigned supreme. 27 While
these strong women of the 1 930s were likely influences on the WASP as they came of
age in that period, many of them cited women closer than the big screen or magazine as
being most influential in their lives.
The WASP were clearly influenced by their mothers. Faith Buchner Richards'
mother was a college English professor wh<? raised her to be independent. 28 Penelope
Pierce Garrett's mother was "very supportive. Mother was far ahead of [the] times and
very supportive of women." Garrett's mother had worked at the Hull House in Chicago
24
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with Jane Addams, indicating her progressive beliefs about society as well as her
economic status. 29 Betty Brown, whose mother died at Christmas-time just before Betty
was to report for training, went to Texas knowing she had been given her mother's
blessing. "She wanted me to be sure that I made up my mind what I wanted to do, and
then do it, whatever it was." The rest of her family showed their support by pitching in to
buy her a plane ticket from Detroit to Dallas for her WASP training in Sweetwater,
Texas. 30
Iris Cummings Critchell swam on the 1 936 United States Olympic Team, much to
the pleasure of her father. Her mother, a Swarthmore College graduate herself,
encouraged Critchell's academics, including courses in aeronautics. 3 1 Tex Brown
Meachem recounts that her mother always told her she could do whatever she wanted,
and was somewhat adventurous herself. According to -Meachem, when her mother
learned of her admittance to the WASP, she told her to be the "best damn pilot in the Air
Force."32 It is clear from these few examples that the women of the WASP were
motivated by their families to be independent, strong women who followed their own
goals and dreams, not those set for them by society. For these women, the dream that
linked them all together was aviation, and they were determined to achieve that goal.
Flying was an activity limited primarily to the wealthy, the brave, or the lucky
until 1 939, when the opportunity to learn to fly was opened to thousands of Americans,
including a number of future WASP. At that time, Robert Hinkley, the head administrator
of the Civil Aeronautics Authority (CAA), the precursor of today's FAA, initiated the
29
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Civilian Pilot Training Program (CPTP). The CPTP was a dual program ofsorts, serving
both to help the struggling civilian aviation industry and to increase the number ofpilots
in the United States who might later be used for national defense. The CAA estimated
that there were only 3,800 commercial and 3,600 private pilots between the ages of
eighteen and thirty in the United States in 1939, many ofwhom would not be physically
qualified to fly for the military, leaving a serious shortage in case ofnational emergency.
The CPTP could help fill that ·gap. The CPTP not only helped alleviate the nationwide
shortage ofpilots, it gave many ofthe women who joined the early WASP classes their
opportunity to fly, making it vital to the success ofthe women's program. 33
The CPTP became a part ofover 435 colleges with the schools providing ground
courses such as aerodynamics, meteorology, air regulations and basic mechanics, and
local flight operators providing thirty-five to fifty hours offlight training. Women were
allowed into the program, although with the exception ofa few women's colleges, they
were limited to a ratio ofone for every ten male students. 34 According to Deborah
Douglas, the women's inclusion was experimental and the attitude ofthe CPTP toward
women was "based on the premise that women made most ofthe important financial
decisions in a household, and thus could have a substantial impact on the aviation sales
market. For example, a woman who knew about aviation would be supportive ofa pilot
husband who wanted to buy an airplane."35 The fact that women's inclusion in the CPTP
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was not to prepare female pilots for military flying would mean the opportunity for
women to learn to fly at the government's expense was short-lived.
As the United States moved closer to war, the CPTP began to take its role of
training future military pilots more seriously, and in early 1941 all trainees had to make
non-binding agreements to serve in the military if the nation went to war. By June 1941,
the agreements became legal obligations to join the service and women were immediately
excluded from joining the CPTP. When women protested this action they each received a
letter from Robert Hinkley which stated: "If, or when, the time comes when trained girls
are needed in non-combat work to release men for active duty, that will be a different
situation."36 CAA officials responded to First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt's complaints about
their actions with a letter explaining, "it is generally recognized that male pilots have a
wider and more varied potential usefulness to the armed forces than female pilots," and
maintained that they were acting accordingly. 3 7 Despite the limited time women were
eligible for the CPTP, the number of women pilots in the United States increased from
675 in 1939 to almost three thousand by 1 July 1941.38
Although the admission of women into the CPTP ended too soon for many
women to take advantage �f the opportunity, a number of future WASP did make it
through the program. Of the women who described how they learned to fly for this study,
forty-two percent learned in the CPTP. Most of them were college students, but some
non-college students like Florence Shutsy Reynolds were able to take the ground school
and if they were one of the top two on the final written exam, they were admitted to the
36
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9
flying portion of the program. 3 Sixty-seven percent of those women who went through

the CPTP program were WAFS or graduated from the WFTD program in 1 943 . Nine of
the women graduated with the first class in 1 944, class 44-1 . In other words, nearly
eighty-five percent of the women who are known to have learned to fly in the CPTP were
either original WAFS or from the first nine out of eighteen WASP classes. The early end
to the. CPTP for women, and the increasingly younger WASP as the age minimum was
lowered can explain this. One significance of this fact is that essentially forty-two percent
of the WASP learned to fly for free, meaning that it is possible that more women from
less economically advantaged backgrounds had a chance to fly and eventually serve their
country as pilots. Another important aspect of the fact that so many of the early WASP
learned to fly through the CPTP is that if women had not been allowed to participate in
the program, the availability of women pilots for the training program would have been
severely reduced, greatly limiting the early phases of the experiment. The CPTP was
clearly a significant factor in the success of the WASP.
The WASP who did not learn to fly through the CPTP earned their required flight
time in a number of ways.

4

° Florene Miller Watson, one of the original WAFS, was one

of the fortunate ones who had daily access to a plane. Watson's father bought his family a
Luscombe in 1 940 so that she and her brothers could learn to fly. According to Watson,
her father wanted his children to be able to contribute if the United States ever joined the
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war in Europe. 41 Other women held partnerships in aircraft and so had frequent access as
well.
A few future WASP had friends who owned airplanes, some of the women's
parents paid for their training, and many worked or borrowed money to pay for their
flying time. Some of the women, such as Geri Nyman, found jobs at the airport and often
worked strictly for flight time. Nyman could not afford the flying lessons, but she earned
her ground instructor's rating, taught ground school at the local flight school, and learned
to fly for her efforts as an instructor.42 Anne Noggle worked at two different airports, one
for money and one for flying time.43 The women who became WASP were dedicated to
their desire to fly and worked hard to gain even the slightest bit of flying time.
Women who worked hard to earn flying time but were still not allowed to apply
to the WASP program were African-Americans.44 As civilians, the WASP were not
legally required to follow the segregation imposed on the military branches in the 1940s.
Despite this, the WASP were white, with only limited exceptions. Two Chinese
Americans, Maggie Gee and Hazel Ah Ying Lee provided some nominal racial diversity
for the WASP. At least two women were part Native American. Margaret Chamberlain
Tamplin is on the rolls of the Cherokee Tribe, and Ola M. Rexroat is on the rolls for the
41
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Oglala band of the Lakota Tribe. 45 It is not known if other WASP were members of
Native American tribes. While Gee and Lee were clearly Asian in appearance, Tamplin
and Rexroat could "pass" for white as early pictures of them show. This appearance of
''whiteness" was important for a program that was struggling to be accepted by the
leaders of the AAF and the public, or so Jacqueline Cochran seemed to believe. One can
assume that Gee and Lee were allowed to join because of the strong American alliance
with China during the War.
The WASP program did not include any African-American women, although at
least one woman applied and went through an interview. In an interview with the Oral
History Research Office of Columbia University in 1 960, Jacqueline Cochran explained
her version of the circumstances of that meeting.
One day I got a letter from a Negro girl who lived in Jersey. She was a
school teacher and certainly had the qualifications on paper. I knew that
the problem of integration was great. . . with perhaps five girls to a room,
and I knew that it would never work. I didn't care but that doesn't mean
that everybody felt that way. So I asked this girl to meet me in my
apartment in New York. I sat down with her and outlined the problems
and when I got through she said that I wouldn't be bothered with another
Negro and I wasn't. It was the only program where we didn't have a Negro
in it and not because I wanted to keep them out . . . but with only one or two
and the limited number of girls in the program, it would have been a
terrible problem. 46

While Cochran claims she was not "bothered" by any other black applicants, several
black women applied to the program, but because of the loss of the records, it is not
known exactly how many. The name of the woman from New Jersey has been lost to
history, but one woman, Mildred Hemmons Carter, remembers applying for the WASP.
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Carter earned her pilot's license at the Tuskegee Institute's civilian training school in
1 94 1 , alongside several of the men who later became Tuskegee Airmen during the War.
Upon hearing of the WASP she optimistically applied, knowing that her nation needed
her skills as a pilot. But instead of flying for her country, Carter received a short letter
that stated, despite her qualifications, she was not eligible because of her race. 47
While Cochran may have believed what she said about it simply being too
difficult to bring black women into the already tenuously organized WASP, Brenda
Moore reveals the complexity of the black-white race issues during the War in her To
Serve My Country, To Serve My Race. Moore describes the difficult experience black

women had during World War II. The WAAC quickly admitted African-American
women thanks to the efforts of black political organizations, and gave them their share of
officer positions, but the women remained segregated. The WAAC, eventually the WAC,
was a large enough organization that the black women could be segregated from the
white women and still be a large enough group to be effectively utilized. Other branches
of the military were not so willing to incorporate black women. The Marines did not
admit African American women until 1 949, four years after the end of World War II. 48
The segregation and outright exclusion in other military organizations seem to
support Cochran's refusal to admit black women into the WASP. But the WAVES, the
Navy women, suggest there was another possibility. According to Moore, the Navy did
not admit black women until over two years after their founding with the argument that
47
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there were no black men going to sea for the women to replace. 49 This argument held
sway until President Roosevelt ordered the Navy to admit them. The significance ofthese
black WAVES is not that they were admitted so late, rather that they were integrated with
the white women because, according to Moore, there were so few ofthem. Moore
presents a quote from the former director ofthe WAVES, Mildred McAfee Horton, who
asserted that the integration ofthe black women was not seen as a problem. The black
WAVES were given the same privileges and were roommates with the white WAVES. 50
This Navy experience suggests that perhaps qualified black women pilots could have
been integrated into the WASP after all.
In the above statements Cochran appears to be most concerned with whether
white WASP would accept having a black woman as a bay mate. Being originally from
Florida, she may have had a different perspective on what southern whites might
accept. 5 1 While, as Moore has shown, Cochran's arguments may have been unfounded,
race relations at the time were tenuous. The women ofthe WASP were from all over the
country, including the South, and they trained in Texas. Prejudice against African
Americahs was quite prevalent in the 1940s, and segregation was still the norm. All
branches ofthe military were still officially segregated during World War II, (although
the Navy women have proven an exception, albeit late in the War) including the Army
Air Force, as is evidenced by the all African-American Tuskegee Airmen. The WASP
program was small and with its experimental status, already struggling to prove women
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could fly, Cochran believed the program was simply in too weak a position to be the first
integrated unit. As will be shown in later chapters, the WASP were pushing the limits of
· what the military allowed for their gender by flying AAF planes. Cochran was unwilling
to push the race question, but perhaps, as the WAVES experience suggests, she could
have.
The race "problem" challenged the American military and government. Both
desperately needed black men and women both in military roles and in the workforce on
the homefront, but problems of racial segregation still plagued the nation. Black
Americans at the time called for a "Double 'V "' campaign - victory against the enemy
abroad and victory against discrimination at home. Many historians see World War II as
the beginning of the Civil Rights movement that would explode in the 1950s and 1960s. 52
Despite the rhetoric and the fight to come, the talented black women aviators just had one
too many biases against them to fit into a wartime flying program.
Since it has been determined the WASP were with only limited exceptions white,
it is important to determine to which part of white American society they belonged. An
analysis of the women's education, their families, and how they learned to fly helps
determine their socio-economic status. Their educational background before joining the
WASP most clearly sets the women apart from other women of their age cohort.
One of the basic eligibility requirements of the WASP was a high school diploma,
so the minimum education of the women is known. Analysis of the interviews and
questionnaires in the author's possession shows that a great majority of the women had
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far above the basic requirement with 8 1 % of the women having at least some college
before joining the WASP. For the purposes of this study, "some college" is defined as at
least one year. While in 1 940 just over 6% of the general white female population had
some college and only 4% of the same group had four or more years of college, a
surprising 54% of the WASP had at least their four-year degree before joining the
program, and 7% had completed courses at the graduate leveL 53 These figures illuminate
the fact that the WASP were substantially better educated than their peers in the general
population. Some 67% of the women attended state universities, while only 1 5% attended
private colleges. 54 This is another clear indicator that the WASP were primarily middle
rather than upper class women. The fields they studied ranged from home economics and
physical education to bacteriology and engineering, with the majority of the women
taking courses in the former, more traditional fields.
By 1 930, 69% of the 1 ,322 colleges in the United States were coeducational. The
fact that such a large percentage of WASP attended state institutions ( again, 67%)
suggests that the vast majority of the women attended coeducational colleges. 55 The
debate over whether women should be educated in a single-sex or coeducational
.
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atmosphere is an old one. Thomas Woody first wrote his classic history of women' s
education in 1 929, and it has been debated ever since. According to Maxine Schwartz
Seller, Woody argued that the best way for women to prove their intellectual worth was
to become educated side-by-side with men·. The dilemma of this argument of course was
that women were often not treated equally in a coeducational atmosphere. 56
More recent studies of the issue of single-sex versus coeducation have not come
to any strong conclusions on what is best for women. Carol Lasser has edited Educating
Men and Women Together focusing the study on the motives, outcomes and content of

coeducation. This collection suggests that having access to the same education as men
does not always prove "to be a solution to all the problems of educational equity."57 Janet
Zollinger Giele argues that girls having strong mothers as a role model was as important
as where they were educated in shaping their adult lives. 5 � As will be shown, the WASP
tended to have strong mothers suggesting that their family life may have played a more
important role in developing their character than whether they attended a single-sex or
coeducational college.
In their article for Sociology ofEducation, Katherine Canada and Richard Pringle
admit they are "skeptical of efforts to ':1ssess, once and for all, which is better: single-sex
or mixed sex education."59 Canada and Pringle argue that socially constructed gender
roles influence be_havior when in mixed sex group. It is the behavior learned while boys
56
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play with boys and girls play with girls that tends to favor boys when boys and girls are
together. Some ofthese characteristics include leadership and dominance. 60 The women
ofthe WASP were strong-willed, independent women. Perhaps their personality traits
were strengthened in the coeducational atmosphere through competition with male
students. Regardless, their strength and successes and failures add yet another topic to
consider in the discussion about single-sex versus coeducation for women.
While the WASP were clearly better educated than the general population, and a
review ofthe other military branches indicates that it is unlikely their women were as
highly educated as the WASP either. A primary clue is the fact that the requirements to
join the organizations were lower than the WASP. For example, to be admitted into the
WAACS (Army - later the WACS), a woman did not need a high school diploma but had
to pass an intelligence test and be deemed "intelligent enough to understand and execute
orders."61 Women hoping for general admission into the Navy's WAVES had to have
two years ofhigh school education, but potential officers had the higher requirement ofa
college degree. They could substitute the degree with two years ofcollege and two years
ofexperience, preferably administrative, executive or technical, and at least two years of
college mathematics. 62
Mattie Treadwell's classic history ofthe WAC provides some evidence that the
WASP were much better educated than the women ofthat organization. Ofthe enlisted
women, 62% had at least a high school education, with just over 5% holding a four-year
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degree (slightly above the 4% of the general female population). 63 Officers, to which, as
will be explained below, it is more accurate to compare the WASP, did significantly
better. According to Treadwell, a wartime study of WAC officers determined the women
were of"unusually high intellectual caliber" based on their educational background.
Twenty-seven percent of the women had between one and three years of college, 26% ·
were college graduates, and over 14% had postgraduate education. 64 These education
levels of the WAC officers were higher than for the male officers in the Army, indicating
that the women's service was held to a higher standard because of their gender. 65
Although impressive when compared to the general female population, these
figures pale in significance when compared to the women of the WASP. Based on
percentage alone, twice as many WASP were college graduates, although it is interesting
to note that twice as many WAC officers had postgraduate education. There are a number
of explanations for this discrepancy. First, the program of women pilots was considered
an experiment. The AAF purposefully set high admission standards with the intention of
creating the greatest likelihood of success by getting the most successful women. Second,
Cochran could be selective. Twenty-five thousand women, many who learned of it by
word of mouth, applied to join the WASP training program. Cochran chose only 1,830.
The other women's services worked hard to recruit_women, and still fell far short of their
goals. They could not be as demanding in their selection. 66 The small size of the WASP
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program, fewer than 2,000 women altogether, compared to the 1 00,000 women of the
WAC influences the significance of the fi gures as well. 67 Cochran had a definite
advantage when it came to selectivity.
The third reason the WASP were better educated than women of other services,
has to do with their duties. While the women of the WAC had numerous jobs with
different requirements, the women of the WASP all had one job: flying. Every WASP's
primary duty was to fly. They were all equal in their roles, although some flew heavier or
more sophisticated aircraft than others. Nevertheless, every woman identified as a WASP
was an active pilot. This relates to the fourth reason for the high education levels, namely
the AAF established the WASP requirements with demands similar to those for male
pilots. Following the tradition of officer pilots, the AAF planned that once the women
proved themselves capable, they would be brought into the AAF as Second Lieutenants,
rather than just working as civilians. If that were to happen, the women would need to be
eligible to be officers, and thus the higher requirements and admission of better-educated
women. 68
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Most women of the WASP were in college in the mid-to-late thirties and early
forties, a time in which the Great Depression still held America captive. The fact that so
many of these women went to college reveals something about their economic status.
Many of the women tell of earning scholarships and working to put themselves through
school, but the fact that the families could afford to let them attend college indicates that
the majority came from middle or upper class backgrounds. It also suggests their
families' progressive beliefs about women's education. A family's support, often an
important component to attending college, was vital during the difficult economic times
of the 1930s. Many of the WASP were determined to get an education, despite limited
funds.
The Depression hit WASP Bernice Falk Haydu's family hard, as it did so many
others. Although high school attendance rose during the thirties, college attendance
dropped dramatically. Historian Susan Ware cites Caroline Bird's explanation that the
United States "lost a generation of college graduates in the classes of the early thirties.
Almost everyone knew someone who couldn't go to college because of the
Depression."69 Haydu's family was no exception. There were only enough funds to send
one child to college, an indication that they were perhaps a middle class family hurting
from the Depression, and so she went to work while her older brother went to school. Not
wanting to give up on her hope of education, Haydu went to night school taking aviation
courses.70 Many of the WASP not able to attend a four-year college followed paths
similar to Haydu's, taking courses when possible, often geared toward aviation. These
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women's perseverance in getting at least some education beyond high school, despite the
fact that it was relatively uncommon at the time, indicates the determination of character
that would help them become successful military pilots. Their families undoubtedly
shaped their desire for education and determination to get it. One factor that helps to
explain their ability to pursue their goals is their youth.
Amelia Earhart was thirty years old when she first became famous in 1 928 as the
first woman to cross the Atlantic via airplane, although only as a passenger. 7 1 Compared
to the women of the WASP, Earhart was anything but young. Originally the WASP
requirements demanded the women be between twenty-one and thirty-five years of age.
The AAF' s male flying cadets were between eighteen and twenty-six years old, and
"experience was clearly to the effect that the best pilot material was to be found in this
age group."72 In her Final Report on Women Pilot Program, Jacqueline Cochran
explained that despite the thirty-five year old upper limit, "in the selection of candidates,
few were taken over 26 years of age."73 She argued "the finest material for pilot training,
speaking generally, was to be found in the lower age brackets."74 Cochran broke down
the ages of the 1 , 1 02 WASP who were eventually assigned to operational duties as
follows: twenty-one or under, twenty-nine percent; twenty-two to twenty-seven inclusive,
fifty-seven percent; twenty-eight to thirty-two inclusive, eleven percent; and over thirty
two, three percent. 75
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Further supporting her assertion that the younger women were more. successful,
Cochran presented a table depicting the graduation rate of all 1,066 women trainees in
1944, revealing a dramatic drop in success of the older women. Seventy-three percent of
the eighteen to twenty year old trainees graduated, and sixty percent of the twenty-one to
twenty-five year olds graduated. Only forty-one percent of the twenty-six to thirty year
olds graduated, and a shockingly low twenty-five percent of the thirty-one to thirty-five
year. olds successfully completed the training program. While only twenty-two and
twenty-eight percent of the two younger age groups were eliminated from the program
for flying deficiency, forty-two and fifty-four percent of the older two age groups were
eliminated for the same reason. 76 Kathryn Landry Steele was twenty-four and had lived
on her own for several years when she entered the WASP program. She describes the
WASP training as a "girl scout camp" because the women were forced to live together in
barracks and had to march everywhere together, never as individuals. Steele speculates
that most of the washouts were the "older girls," as supported by the evidence, who 'just
couldn't take that crap."77
Cochran ran the training program in a strict military fashion, so Steele's argument
may be valid for some of the women. Another possibility is that the military required a
more precise style of flying than general aviation required and the older women may not
have been willing and/or able to adjust their flying style. Although it is impossible to
confirm, perhaps more of the older women had family obligations, such as young
children or older parents, which influenced their ability to stay through the entire training
76
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program and commit to serve after training. Cochran did not express an opinion on why
the older women were not as successful, but for the purposes of this study, the main
importance of her evaluation is that the average age of all trainees at the time of induction
was twenty-four years old. 78
Taking into account that the majority of the women, particularly those in the
earlier classes, had been out of school and/or independent for some time before they
joined the WASP it is not surprising that at least sixty-six percent of the women were
working before they joined the WASP. Twenty-nine percent of the women were clearly
working in war-related or aviation-related jobs. The sixty-six percent is a much higher
percentage than the twenty-four percent of women in the general population who were
part of the workforce. 79 This discrepancy can partially be explained by the youth of the
WASP women. If a figure of twenty-four year old women in the general population were
available, it is likely that the percentages would not be so divergent. Regardless, the facts
stand that the majority of the women were working before they joined the WASP. Of
those who were not, it is known that many women from the later classes, those after the
age minimum was dropped to eighteen-and-a-half, joined directly out of high school.
Others were married with children, though no conclusive numbers have been drawn to
satisfactorily report on those statistics.
The jobs the women held before joining the WASP were diverse. A few of the
women were flight instructors and others operated the simulators used to train Army and
Navy pilots, Link Trainers. Some of the women worked in the offices of a variety of
78
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businesses and several of the women were teachers of everything from meteorology to
history. A few were parachute riggers, a couple were engineering draftsmen, one was an
inspector at a defense plant, and at least two were professional dancers, one with the
Ziegfield Follies.
A number of women, at least fifteen according to one WASP, worked for Piper
Aircraft. They performed a variety ofjobs for Piper, from counting parts to making
ailerons, and sometimes ferrying brand new Piper Cub airplanes. One strong advantage to
working at Piper was the employees had the opportunity to join a flying club, getting to
fly for essentially the cost of fuel and oil. Dorothy Swain Lewis took full advantage and
in the two hundred days she worked for Piper she got two hundred hours of flight time, a
significant amount of flying in so short a time. Lewis later became a WASP basic flight
instructor until she realize� her students were moving on to fly more exciting airplanes
and she signed up to be a WASP herself. 80 With so many of these women working or in
school, what motivated them to apply to join the WASP, give up their good war-time
wages, and endure the rigorous military training with none.of the military benefits?
In September 1 942, ninety women received a telegram presenting the
requirements and imploring them to join the Women' s Auxiliary Ferrying Squadron
(WAFS). 81 The women who received and responded to this telegram had a high number
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of flight hours, and many were flying for a living. 82 The motivation for most was simple,
as Teresa James explains "I felt I could contribute to the war effort." 83 Another WAF,
Cornelia Fort, wrote in an article shortly before she was killed, "I for one, am profoundly
grateful that my one talent, my only knowledge, flying, happens to be of use to my
country when it is needed. That's all the luck I ever hope to have. "84 Patriotism and an
effort to do what they could for their nation with the skills they possessed were primary
motivators for these women. Both the government and the private sector deluged
American women with propaganda reminding them that they were vital to the war
effort. 85 In their book teaching women how to successfully apply to each of the Armed
Forces, Jeanette F. Lissey and Edith Harvey warned their readers in a feminist tone that,
"every American woman knows that in the terrible plans of our Axis enemies, women
will be relegated to a secondary place in the life of a nation, to domestic slavery and
denied the privileges of education and suffrage which every American woman considers
her natural heritage."86 The WAFS were highly skilled pilots and they believed that they
were called to action by their country.
Many of the women who entered Jacqueline Cochran's Women's Flying Training
Detachment (WFTD), which later joined the WAFS to become the WASP, were called to
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duty as well. Cochran and her staff gained access to CAA records and sent long telegrams
to women whom they believed met the necessary qualifications. These women were
required to pay their own way to meet with Cochran or one of her staff for a_ personal
interview, and had to pass an Army physical examination, the same one used for male
combat pilots. Still, they responded quickly and positively because of their patriotism and
the opportunity to use their skills and to fly military planes. Others sought out the WASP
once they learned of it, with some 25,000 women applying to join. Only 1,830 women
were accepted and 1,074 eventually graduated the training program to become WASP.
These women joined for much the same reasons. Caro Bayley Bosca declares her
"motivation came in wanting to do something for the war effort - if I had not loved flying
so I would have done something else for the war effort, and since this program opened up
I would have volunteered for :free."87 Anna M. Logan Frenzel explains, "the WAR was
on, I couldn't knit and it seemed the right thing to do. People all around were joining the
service in some capacity."88
Faith Buchner Richards was poised to join the Marines when the recruiter told her
not to because women were going to be able to fly. Richards waited and joined one of the
earliest classes. 89 Florene Miller Watson, whose father had purchased the family
Luscombe so his children could be of service to their country, fulfilled her father's wish
despite (or perhaps because of) the fact that he and Watson's brother had been killed in
the aircraft just before the attack on Pearl Harbor. 90 Several of the women, when asked
about their motivation to join, named in addition to patriotism and a desire to fly,
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particularly military aircraft, a "love of adventure."91 For many of these young women, as
for many Americans at the time, the war brought the opportunity to travel and meet
people from other parts of the country for the first time. Despite the seriousness of their
endeavor, it was also a grand adventure for most of these young women.
A more grave reason some of the women joined was the desire to replace or help
a husband or brother. Margaret Tamplin reveals "my brother was in the air corps fighting
in the South Pacific and I needed to get more involved."92 Elaine Harmon's husband was
overseas as was Clarice Siddal Bergemann's brother. Winifred Wood's sister was a nurse
in North Africa and Italy. 93 Mary Lou Colbert Neale explains that, "everything changed
dramatically'' with the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. "Friends from childhood already
had been killed, imprisoned, or were in 'harm's way.' And I myself had missed being
caught in Manila by my trip being delayed a mere thirty days!" Although Neale enjoyed
the job she had at the time, "serving my country by utilizing my flying experience was
my goal." 94
Mildred Inks Davidson Dalrymple began flying and joined the WASP
immediately after she received a "Missing in Action" telegram about her husband, a B- 17
pilot in England. Ty Hughes Killen's husband was killed in a B-24 while she was in
WASP training. Betty Haas Pfister was also in training when her brother was killed. After
a family conference her worried parents let her go back to become a WASP and continue
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her war efforts. 95 When many of these women declared they were doing their part for the
war effort, they very often had someone close to them in mind. Most did not feel they
were giving up anything to become a WASP, but were doing what they were good at to
help their nation in its time of need.
Although, as has been shown, the families of the majority of WASP were very
supportive of their joining the program, some of the WASP reported that their mothers
did not completely approve. Elaine Harmon describes her mother as "quite old fashioned
and very family oriented" and admits she did not speak to her when she joined the
WASP. Harmon believes her mother was embarrassed because flying airplanes was so
unladylike, indicating that the efforts of the early women aviators to appear feminine
(such as Cochran applying her make-up and other efforts) were not unfounded and were
not entirely successful. Before going overseas Harmon's husband suggested she join the
WASP, clearly indicating that at least he was supportive of her flying. 96
Thelma K. Miller's mother was against her leaving home to join the WASP.
Adding to her mother's negative attitude, Miller explains, "other 'people' considered me
a 'fallen woman ' for joining the military."97 The image of women in the military,
particularly women in the WAC, was one of contradictions. The government tried to
promote the women as doing·their duty and releasing a man to fight, but the women
themselves faced prejudice and undeserved slander against their character. The women of
the WAC especially faced a vicious rumor mill about their promiscuousness, their
95
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drinking and general carousing, and other scandalous suggestions, none ofwhich was
supported by the facts. 98
In her work Creating GI Jane, Leisa Meyer addresses the issues surrounding
women in the military. She explains "public assumptions that military women would be
mannish, when joined with the cultural equation ofmannishness with lesbianism, meant
that women joining the Army during World War II were popularly perceived as having
the potential to be lesbians. "99 Military leaders worked hard to present their women in as
non-threatening a way as possible, much like the women aviators, but nonetheless, a
woman in uniform faced certain bias, and some ofthe WASP's families were concerned.
Not only were their daughter's joining what for all intents was the military, they would be
flying military airplanes which some ofthem still considered a male domain. Despite the
doubts ofsome ofthe families, as earlier comments revealed, most ofthe WASP headed
for training with at least one parent's support.
Unlike Meyer's work, this study does not address the issue ofthe women ofthe
WASP's sexual orientation. When attempts were made to talk with some WASP about
the topic, it was brushed off as insignificant. Rather than push the issue and alienate the
women, the author moved to other topics. While actual numbers will never be known, the
reality is that among a group of women that size, there were undoubtedly some lesbian
women. When asked, one WASP responded that she knew ofa few, but it was not talked
about then and besides, they were good pilots and that was all that really mattered.
Although the issue ofsexuality is important, it does not influence the central question of
98
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this work and so its absence does not weaken this study. The silence among the WASP
on this topic may stem not only from their times, but from their leader as well. Jacqueline
Cochran was very much against any suggestion that "her" women were anything but
ladies.
Every potential WASP had a personal interview with Cochran or her
representative. This could have been used to prevent any embarrassing questions of race,
or to keep out any women who did not meet her standards of feminine appearance.
Cochran's views are clea� in her comments in a 1976 Air Force Academy interview in
which she discussed the possibility of the WASP becoming a part of the WAC. Cochran
had several pages of the transcript of the interviewed closed, so the full context of her
comments is unknown, but what is available is consistent with other statements. General
Arnold, head of the AAF, was apparently trying to convince Cochran to talk with Colonel
Oveta Hobby, head of the WAC, about the WASP joining the WAC. According to the
oral history, Cochran's response was, "Look, General, she's bitched up her own program,
she is not going to bitch this one up." She apparently continued, "She can't control it,
she's put up a wire fence around these girls, and they have to have men parading up and
down to make sure that they keep the men out at night." 1 00 As chapter three will show,
there are other issues at play in the conflict be_tween Cochran and Hobby, but for the
purposes of this chapter, Cochran's attitude about lesbian and/or promiscuous women is
clear.
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Avenger Field, where the WASP' s flight training took place, was also commonly
known as "Cochran 's Convent" because she had such strict rules against the women
socializing with men. She had seen, and it seems believed, the slander campaign lodged
against the WAC, and was not about to let her program be tainted by women who would
make the press or the AAF even question the purity of the WASP. A feminine appearance
was very important to Cochran and was no doubt a part of her screening process in the
personal interviews. A cursory look at pictures of the WASP reveals feminine, athletic
and pretty, young women. While there were undoubtedly lesbians within the
organization, they did not fit Cochran's stereotype of a "mannish" woman, and they have,
at least with this author, kept quiet.
The women of the WASP were young, white, well educated, for the most part
middle-class women who were extraordinary when compared to other white women of
their age cohort. 1 01 This very extraordinariness makes them an ideal group to study the
limits of American society for women of their generation. The obstacles they faced and
succeeded or failed to overcome show the parameters of society for American women. In
their youth and during the War they moved beyond the accepted role for women and did
what they wanted with their lives. Many seem to have achieved the goals of their youth
and those same women would today claim they achieved their wartime goals as well. But
as a group they faced limits during the War. The next chapter will discuss what the
women of the WASP actually did during the War, and how far they were able to push the
limits of wartime society.
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CHAPTER THREE
THWARTED OPPORTUNITY

"Glamour Girls." "Thirty-five hour wonders." "Chore Ladies." "Unnecessary and
Undesirable?" 1 The press, their opposition, and even their own leader portrayed the
women of the WASP as everything from pigtail wearing girl pilots to dangerous vixens
out to get men's jobs. 2 From the beginning of the program the women's opponents and
proponents saw them as a threat. Depending on the perspective of those doing the
manipulating that threat needed to be downplayed or neutralized. The AAF allowed the
women to be seen, and for Cochran to promote them, as innocent, feminine girls who just
happened to fly military airplanes. This image both helped the WASP to gain their
. positions with the AAF and helped bring about their demise in December 1944.
Why were the WASP so threatening and who did they threaten? During the war
women were entering new positions that had been previously dominated by men. The
story of Rosie the Riveter is now a part of the American psyche. Most Americans also
believe that Rosie voluntarily left her job in the factory as men began to return home
from the War. Although historians such as Maureen Honey have shown that propaganda
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was used to get women to work and to reassure the public that it was only temporary, the
WASP experience was different from that ofother American women. 3
First, the leaders ofthe program kept the WASP relatively secret in the first
months oftheir operation and then periodically throughout their existence.4 Initially,
Nancy Love, Jacqueline Cochran, and the AAF wanted the fact that women were flying
military aircraft kept quiet. No one was quite sure ifwomen could fly military planes, and
so wanted to begin the experiment with minimal publicity. Ifthe women could not fly,
which many naysayers in the AAF predicted, it would be much less embarrassing for the
AAF ifthe women could just go away rather than it being a public failure. 5 This was also
part ofthe AAF motivation in keeping the women civilians in the beginning, rather than
militarizing them right away.
As D' Ann Campbell makes clear in her comparative article, "Women in Combat:
The World War II Experience in the United States, Great Britain, Germany, and the
Soviet Union," the wartime situation in the United States was such that attitudes toward
gender roles superceded military efficiency. 6 This supports John Morton Blum's
argument that the American experience during the War was quite different from its
Allies. Although Americans faced shortages ofconsumer goods, they were not severe and
3
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Americans did not starve. And the United States, in part by virtue of entering the War
late, was not facing a real crisis of manpower (literally) in 1942. In other words, the
United States did not suffer as severely as its Allies and so the American government
hesitated to take risks using women to fly military planes.7
The second difference between the WASP and other American women workers or
members of the military in World War II, and the primary reason the men who opposed
them perceived them as such a threat, was what they did. The women of the WASP were
pilots. They flew everything from light trainers to four-engine bombers. They entered
aviation, one domain that always has been, from its inception through today, dominated
by men. 8 As noted in the introduction, women have always been a part of aviation, albeit
limited in both numbers and roles. But these women went beyond just flying; they
entered military aviation, the previously exclusively male and masculine sector of flying.
The fact that the women of the WASP carried out duties that although domestic (versus
continental) and non-combat were for and of the world of military aviation, threatened
men who coveted those positions and placed the women in what was deemed from the
beginning as an experimental program. As this chapter reveals, these factors influenced

what the WASP actually did for the AAF and their disbandment in December 1944, long
before the end of the war.
Throughout their existence, from September 1942 to December 1944, the WASP
fulfilled a number of duties for the AAF. Initially the WASP were ferry pilots. The first
7
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part of the AAF to experience serious pilot shortages was the Ferrying Division of the Air
Transport Command. Led by Colonel William Tunner, the Ferrying Division, or FERD,
was responsible for ferrying AAF planes from the factories to training bases or points of
debarkation. 9 Due to the large number of new planes being built, the pace of ferrying the
planes was furious. The FERD desperately needed pilots, and they turned to women as an
experimental answer to their problem. 1 0
In early September 1942, the AAF appointed Nancy Love Director of Women
Pilots and she began recruiting women to fly for the FERD. The AAF considered the
women support pilots and so Love named them the Women's Auxiliary Ferrying
Squadron, or WAFS. The qualifications for the WAFS were very high. Love required the
women to be high school graduates, between twenty-one and thirty-five years old, hold a
commercial pilot's license, have at least five hundred flight hours, and hold a certificate
showing that they were capable of flying planes with two hundred horsepower engines (a
two hundred horsepower rating). In addition, the women had to supply two letters of
recommendation and proof of their flight time. The men who were hired by the FERD as
civilian ferry pilots had lower qualifications. The FERD required the men to be between
nineteen and forty-five years old, have finished three years of high school, and have at
least two hundred flight hours. Once Love accepted the women into the program, and
after a short training period, they became civilian ferry pilots for the FERD, distinguished
as WAFS.

9
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As the head of the WAFS, Nancy Love, not the AAF, made the women's
qualifications more demanding because she "recognized that her pilots would be
scrutinized." 1 1 Love herself was a highly qualified commercial pilot and envisioned an
experienced group of women pilots aiding in the war effort. She proposed that the women
initially be paid a salary of $250 per month, $ 130 less than the men civilian pilots
apparently because in the beginning the women would be flying only trainer and liaison
type aircraft. This could also be seen as an attempt to appear less threatening to the male
pilots - if the women were making less money then the AAF must not see them as equals
with the men, and therefore not a threat to their positions or egos. 1 2 Love's later actions
to expand the types of aircraft the women could fly indicate she believed these to be
"foot-in-the-door," temporary measures. The fact that she accepted and even proposed
the inequalities suggests that she believed this was the women's best opportunity to prove
themselves as capable pilots. It must be realized that only a few years before the WAFS
began, some members of the then Anny Air Corps saw women as "too high strung for

1 1 Deborah Douglas, United States Women in Aviation, 1940-1985 (Washington DC: Smithsonian
Institution Press, 1 99 1 ), 42.
1 2 This lower pay for the women could have also led to the male pilots fearing that ferrying would become
"women's work" earning less pay. Perhaps this was part of the motivation in the women getting a pay raise
as they proved their abilities. For a further discussion of women's pay for their work see Alice Kessler
Harris, Out to Work: A History of Wage Earning Women in the United States (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1 982).
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war-time flying." 1 3 The WAFS had a great deal to prove, were closely watched "guinea
pigs," and were fully aware oftheir responsibility to other women pilots. 1 4
Upon arriving in Wilmington, Delaware, home to the Second Ferrying Group and
the first WAFS base, in early September 1 942, Teresa James said a short prayer,
"whereas, they have decided to let us try, be it resolved that come hell, high water, and
insulting criticism, we will not let Washington down. Amen." 1 5 Comelia Fort, the second
woman to join the program, recognized the pressure as well. "All ofus realized what a
spot we were in. We had to deliver the goods - or else," she explained, "or else there
wouldn't ever be another chance for women pilots in any part ofthe service." 1 6
In keeping with their experimental status, after the initial announcement ofthe
creation ofthe WAFS by Secretary ofWar Henry Stimson, all publicity on the WAFS
ceased as the women began ferrying planes across the nation. 1 7 As noted above, the
restrictive measures concerning the dissemination ofinformation on the women was a
safety measure. Ifthe experiment ofwomen pilots failed, the AAF would be protected by
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the relative lack of public knowledge about the program. As the program continued, it
would also help prevent any animosity from male pilots who might resent the women
getting extra recognition for the same work solely because of the their gender.
By December 1942, the twenty-five original WAFS were actively ferrying for the
FERD. The first thirteen women had an average flight time of over twelve hundred
hours. 1 8 Despite their numerous flight hours and their two hundred horsepower rating, the
AAF commanders, uncertain whether women could safely fly heavier military aircraft,
limited the WAFS to light trainers and liaison aircraft. Following Nancy Love's example,
the women ·flew as much as they could and tried to prove themselves as safe, competent
pilots.
It is evident that the AAF commanders soon gained some confidence in the
women. The AAF showed their faith in the experiment of the women pilots by expanding
them from their original base, the 2nd Ferrying Group in Wilmington, Delaware, to three
others. By December 1942 WAFS joined the 6th Ferrying Group in Long Beach,
California; the 5 th Ferrying Group in Dallas, Texas; and the 3 rd Ferrying Group in
Romulus, Michigan. The AAF was undoubtedly motivated to move the women in part to
place them at the bases where they were most needed, and because some of the women,
led by Nancy Love, gently pushed the AAF to expand their role. According to an official
AAF history issued shortly after the War, "Mrs. Love and some of the other women were
dissatisfied because they were restricted at Wilmington to ferrying elementary types of
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planes." 1 9 There is little doubt of the accuracy of this statement. These women had
extensive flight experience and it is safe assume that they quite easily and quickly
became bored and frustrated flying only simple trainer aircraft. This reinforces the idea
that although Love agreed to the limitations originally placed on the women, she fully
expected them to be upgraded to more sophisticated aircraft once they had proven their
abilities. 20
Love left Wilmington in January 1943 to join the new WAFS squadron at Dallas.
The AAF still technically limited the women to flying light primary trainers, but in her
first month at Dallas, Love flew an AT-6, an advanced trainer, and was soon followed by
other WAFS in more basic and advanced trainers. The opportunity to upgrade to flying
more advanced planes was yet another sign of the growing confidence the Ferrying
Division had in their women pilots. In February 1 943, Love flew a North American P-51,
one ofthe newest and hottest pursuit aircraft ofthe time, capable of flying 440 miles per
hour. Other WAFS ferried a Douglas C-47, known domestically as the DC-3, a twin
engine cargo plane, and Betty Gillies, second-in-command in the WAFS, flew a Republic
P-47, another high-performance pursuit aircraft. Love transferred to the Long Beach,
California base in March and checked out in sixteen different types of aircraft within one
month of her arrival. Other WAFS quickly followed partly because the FERD had more
faith in the women, but primarily because they were needed.
Despite the AAF's limitations, the commanders at each base determined what and
how much the women would fly. The workload at each base influenced their flying as
19
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well. The Long Beach base, for example, was surrounded by numerous factories, which
were busily building new, sophisticated aircraft for the war. The Long Beach FERD was
responsible for getting the new planes to points of debarkation on the East Coast as
quickly as possible. The high levels of productivity meant that Long Beach desperately
needed competent pilots, and the commanding officers obviously did not care what
gender the pilots were, as long as they delivered the planes quickly and safely. The
WAFS continued to prove themselves with an outstanding safety and delivery record, but
they still faced discrimination on some bases.
Despite their successes with more sophisticated aircraft, on March 25, 1 943, the
commander of the 3 rd Ferrying Group at Romulus, Michigan, ordered that WAFS from
that base could only fly light trainer aircraft. The directive stated that the women "were
. not to be assigned as co-pilots on ferrying missions or to transition on any high-powered
single-engine plane or on twin-engine aircraft. " Also, supposedly to protect their morals,
the young women ''were to be assigned missions in individual flights and, so far as
possible, deliveries on alternate days with male pilots. If at all possible they were to be
sent in a different direction from any male flights. "2 1
Such a restrictive directive effectively limited if not ended the women's flying out
of the Romulus base. The logistics of assigning women to fly alone, when ferry flights
were often carried out with numerous aircraft following the same general path to a
common destination, was nearly impossible, thereby removing an important pool of
pilots from active duty. The motivations of the commanders who issued this directive
can be interpreted to be singular: to rid women pilots from their command.
21
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Rumors exist among the surviving WASP that at least for a time women at the
Romulus base were not treated as well as they were at other bases. When directly
confronted with the question however, the women tend to be vague and to downplay any
negative experience. For the most part they are unwilling for their experience to be used
to portray them as victims ofany sort, and quickly point out the positives.22 In her book
Sisters in the Sky, Volume I WAFS, Adela Riek Scharr, a WAF herself, only conveyed

that the WAFS were welcomed by some and ignored by most when they arrived at
Romulus. Scharr explained that Sis Bernheim, also a WAF, told her years after the war
that they were the "darlings ofthe enlisted men. They'd do anything for us, not like some
ofthose beardless lieutenants who thought we were in the service only to look for
husbands."23 This distinction between enlisted and officers may indicate a difference
between those whose roles were not threatened by the women and those whose roles
were. There was a great deal ofpride connected with being a lieutenant in the AAF
during the war. Being an AAF pilot could lead to much recognition among a young
man's family and community. To have a woman stand beside you and do the same job
flying the same aircraft tended to somehow lessen the importance ofthe male pilot's role.
Many young men and their commanders likely wondered, or feared that others would
wonder, ifa woman could do the same job, then was it really that difficult or significant?
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And yet the majority of WASP interviewed for this work indicated that although
they initially had to prove themselves as competent, and not "high-strung" pilots, once
their commanders and the male pilots recognized they could fly, their experiences with
negative attitudes were rare. Louise Bowden Brown, who was one of the first graduates
of Cochran's training program (the WFTD) to be based at Romulus, explained: "I don't
remember any resentment from the male pilots, but I do remember many who were proud
of us, also officers and C.O.s."24 Despite Brown's positive memories, the final report on
the WASP created by the Romulus staff, quite unlike reports from other bases, was filled
with critical comments that clearly indicated a substantial bias against women pilots in
general.25 The commanding officers at Romulus may have hoped to ground their women
pilots by issuing the directive cited above, but the ATC and FERD moved quickly to
overrule them.
On a copy of the Romulus directive held in the Ferrying Division files is the
comment, penciled in by Director of Operations Colonel George D. Campbell, stating
"Mrs. Love objected to this directive."26 Love did more than simply object. Between the
Romulus directive and the FERD' s new limits on the times of the month women could
fly, the women's flight activities were being severely restricted. The abilities or
disabilities of women while menstruating were a serious concern. The AAF made
attempts to limit the women in their flying, primarily by requiring them to report when
they began menses, and to not fly during and for several days after. First, they quickly
24
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discovered, it was impossible to know, without embarrassingly violating the women's
privacy, when a woman was menstruating. Once the AAF recognized this reality and
waved the flying restrictions, and keeping with the experimental status of the program,
they carried out medical studies concerning the women and the impact of their monthly
cycles. Cochran reported the conclusions as being "menstruation in properly selected
women is not a handicap to flying or dependable performance of duty. "27 These medical
studies of the WASP contributed to their utilization as an experimental and resulted in a
fifty-three page report written in 1 945 which discussed everything from menstruation to
the preferred size and psychological makeup of future women pilots. 28 The government
did not limit this medical analysis of pilots strictly to the women. According to Dominick
Pisano, the CAA kept records and wrote numerous reports on different aspects of pilots'
health. 29
Love made a personal appeal to ATC Headquarters against the limitations and
used the women's excellent flight record and her own and others' successful upgrade to
more sophisticated aircraft as evidence of the women's abilities. The ATC apparently
agreed with Love and on April 1 7, 1 943, the AAF Chief of Staff (no name available in
source) sent a letter to the FERD describing the new policies to be taken concerning to
WAFS. Part of the letter stated:
It is the desire of this Command that all pilots, regardless of sex,
be privileged to advance to the extent of their ability in keeping
with the progress of aircraft development. Will you please ensure
27
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that the terms of this policy are carried out insofar as it applies to
30
ferrying of aircraft within the continental U.S.A.

The FERD responded to the letter by rescinding its earlier directives and issuing a letter
of new rules concerning the WAFS. The letter stated that "WAFS will be transitioned
upon multi-engine aircraft or high-powered single-engine aircraft under the same
standards of individual experience and ability as apply to any other pilot." The WAFS
were still restricted from flying with male pilots "except during training," but delivery
flights could be considered training flights when deemed as such prior to take off. The
WAFS were finally free of most of the limitations they faced simply because they were
women and were able to advance to the best of their abilities as pilots.3 1
The ATC decision that women could transition into any aircraft they were capable
of flying was a major turning point in the women' s roles as pilots.32 The safe flying of the
WAFS, while unquestionably a major reason for the ATC and FERD change of heart,
was not the only factor that encouraged the policy changes. In the spring of 1 943, the
FERD became a part of the AAF training system. The AAF utilized the FERD as part of
the more advanced stages of training its combat pilots. The male pilots first ferried light
planes and then more advanced planes to gain experience with the aircraft, particularly
vital cross-country experience, before entering combat. As the number of pilots needed
for combat increased, any slowdown in their training would be detrimental to the Allied
cause. If women were restricted to ferrying only trainers and other light aircraft, the
number of planes available for men to fly would be limited and there would be a
30
31
32
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blockage in the training cycle. By allowing the women to progress to the most advanced
aircraft they were able to fly, there was no blockage, the combat pilots were trained, and
the planes were delivered.
The AAF made their decisions concerning the WAFS just at the first class of
Cochran's Women's Flying Training Detachment (WFTD) was about to graduate. 33 Ifthe
original WAFS had not had a safe and efficient flight record when the decision time
arrived, there is little doubt that the experiment ofwomen pilots would have been ended.
No one was about to risk the training ofmale combat pilots simply so women could ferry
trainers. The FERD decision in April 1943 to officially expand the duties of the WAFS to
ferry more advanced planes was a critical step in the experiment ofwomen flying for the
AAF. The WAFS proved that women were capable ofsafely flying military aircraft and
helped open the door for the women who had completed military training and were ready
to prove they could fly too.
The women who went through the training program faced the same rigors as the
AAF' s male cadets. The women took the same ground and flight training as the men with
the exception ofaerial combat maneuyers. The women trained at Avenger Field near
Sweetwater, Texas, the first all-women military aviation training facility in the world. It
was called "Cochran's Convent" because Cochran was so stringent with the rules and
regulations, particularly those dealing with alcohol and men. The women worked as

33
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though they were in the military, even earning demerits for poor behavior. They took
check-rides (essentially final exams for each part of their flight training) with Army
check pilots. Their instruction was geared around preparing the women to be active
members of the AAF. 34
In addition to the flight and ground training the WASP often discuss the rigorous
calisthenics and the high anxiety concerning check rides. They looked forward to getting
a rare Saturday off to go to Sweetwater Lake or into town. There was never a shortage of
young men to date and the women made the most of the fact that they were toned, tanned
and having the time of their life. The women marched everywhere on base and sang
songs from common to raunchy. They still have sing-alongs when they gather today and
are always sure to sing the dirtiest songs first, last, and the loudest. 35
In August 1943 the WAFS and WFTD were merged and became the Women
Airforce Service Pilots, or WASP. This combination of the two women's groups came
primarily because the AAF did not want to spend the time or energy running two separate
programs. Cochran gained the title of Director of Women Pilots and Love became
Executive of Women Pilots in the Ferrying Division. There was some controversy over
Cochran's gaining control, particularly among those in the ATC who preferred Nancy
Love. The primary difference between the two women was their philosophy about the

34
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women pilots. Love wanted the women to be integrated with the male pilots. 36 Cochran
wanted the women to remain a distinct group under her control even after their training
was through. Despite the opinions of General Olds and Colonel Tunner of the Ferrying
Division, from this point forward Cochran directed the path of all women pilots flying for
the AAF. 37 It can be assumed that her strong relationship with the Roosevelts and
General Arnold, had some influence in her promotion to the leadership position. Her
plans to expand the experiment of women pilots beyond ferrying planes may have helped
her as well.
The first graduates of Cochran's training program joined the WAFS in the
Ferrying Division. Shortly thereafter in August 1 943, the WFTD and the WAFS were
combined to become the Women Airforce Service Pilots, or WASP, with Cochran at its
head. 38 By July 1 943, eighty-eight women were ferrying military planes, at one point
flying an average of fifty-two hours per month. The men's average at the same point was
thirty-five hours per month. By the end of the experiment with women pilots, the women
in the FERD were ferrying seventy-seven types of aircraft including the B-1 7, P-47, P-5 1 ,
UC-78, P-38, P-39, P-6 1 , B-24, AT-6, and primary, basic and advanced trainers. From
September 1 942 to December 1 944, the women pilots of the FERD completed 12,650
ferrying movements over approximately 9,224,000 miles. The women were carrying out
36
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a vital role but the AAF, prodded by Cochran, decided it was time to expand the
experiment. 3 9
In July 1943, the AAF assigned twenty-five women pilots to Camp Davis, North
Carolina "for experimental use by the Third Air Force in tow-target flying_ , ,4o The
women at Camp Davis, and later at other fields, towed targets behind their aircraft
(usually basic or advanced trainers) in support of anti-aircraft and aerial gunnery training.
They also flew for searchlight and tracking missions. As the WASP gained mote
experience, their duties expanded. In the Fourth Air Force the WASP served as first pilots
and co-pilots "in towing targets, daytime tracking missions, nighttime searchlight
tracking missions, radio control work, laying of smoke screens, and simulated bombing
attacks."41 They also worked as pilots on administrative flights and some ferrying of
aircraft.
Despite their initial duty of ferrying aircraft within the Air Transport Command,
the majority of WASP served within the Training Command, equaling at program end
620 out of 9 16 women. Their duties within the Training Command were varied. Eleven
women graduated transition training on the B-26 and did tow-target work. Thirteen
WASP graduated as first pilots on the B-17, with four doing engineering flying and the
remaining nine flying as co-pilots of B-17s on gunnery missions. Nineteen WASP
graduated as first pilots on B-25s and did tow-target work for the Third and Fourth Air
Force.42
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Other than these forty-three women, the WASP within the Training Command
flew primarily basic and advanced trainers, including some twin-engine aircraft. They
flew engineering flights, which were basically flights to test the aircraft after minor or
major maintenance repairs or checks. They also tested and flew the aircraft slow-time for
new engines. As noted above, the WASP towed targets for the training ofboth ground
personnel and air-to-air gunners. These gunners, whether on the ground or in the air, used
live ammunition, but none ofthe WASP were ever injured or shot down. The women
ferried aircraft from base to base within the Training Command system. They also served
as administrative pilots flying personnel where they needed to go. Several ofthe women
flew Chaplains from base to base every Sunday. Although some Training Commanders
believed that it would be bad for morale ifwomen were to teach men in basic flight
training ( although a few women did on an experimental basis), several WASP were
instrument instructors, instrument check pilots, and safety pilots for male cadets. They
also flew flights to acquaint Link Trainer Operators with instrument flying and radio
range.
The jobs that they completed were not glamorous but were essential to both the
War effort and to proving that women could be counted on as pilots in the nation's time
ofneed. The women ofthe WASP have become more popular with the American people
in the past several years. Documentaries have been made, books have been written, and
the WASPs themselves have begun talking about their experiences.43 A phenomenon has
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developed which WASP Florence Shutsy Reynolds has called the "Foggy Goggles Club."
It seems that the majority of those interested in the WASP tend to only know or
remember that women ferried the bombers and fighters. They tend to forget the numerous
other jobs that many more WASP carried out. Reynolds can frequently be seen at
airshows and other events pointing out individuals who must belong to the "Foggy
Goggles Club" because they just do not seem to be at all interested in the reality of the
WASP experience but would rather put on their goggles and see only the most alluring
parts of their duties. 44
Although Reynold's assessment is accurate, the focus on the women who flew for
the Ferrying Division is not a new phenomenon. The duties of the majority of the WASP
were, although essential to the War effort, not terribly exciting and at times were quite
mundane. The actual job of towing a target behind a war-weary trainer, basically flying
back and forth over a prescribed course for hours at a time, was not one often envied by
the men who flew alongside the WASP or by those who were transferred to other
positions by the influx of WASP. But flying a P-s 1· Mustang from one coast to the other
was quite attractive.

According to Cochran, "considerable criticism and resentment [had] been directed
,
at WASP personnel who ferry the higher class aircraft.' 45 The criticism was apparently
from male pilots who saw the WASP flying aircraft they were not yet qualified to fly.
Marion Hodgson supported Cochran's comment revealing "some men resented us. They
Bartels, Sharpie: The Life Story ofEvelyn Sharp, Nebraska 's Aviatrix (Lincoln, Nebraska: Dageforde
Publishing, 1 996).
44
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were insecure types who thought we were taking something away from them. So we
knew we had to fly better and gripe less than the men.',46 In its official history, the ATC
admitted that some resentment against the women existed among some of the male pilots.
"Allegations that women were favored in transition training and in desirable assignments
were made " the history noted, "but seem to have been entirely unfounded. Undoubtedly
,
it was galling to some young men to see a woman fly a plane which they were not yet
qualified to handle." According to the history, the resentment "was always confined to a
minority. ,,47
Several of the WASP corroborate the ATC's contention that it was the minority of
men who showed resentment toward the women. While Marion Hodgson supported
Cochran she also explained that "male pilots were mostly friendly and admiring."48
,
Margaret Chamberlain Tamplin believed she was fortunate because she "never felt
discriminated against by the male pilots." Tamplin maintained that the men "treated me
,
with respect and as an equal in so far as flying.' 49 Mary Edith Engle described the mixed
response the women received. "Many [ of the men] would just walk by and ignore us
while others were friendly and accepted us as one of them." Engle stated that the men's
"reactions didn't bother me as I was happy doing what I loved to do - FLY."50 Lillian
Epsberg Goodman supported Engle's view, saying "I was so young and happy to be
flying that if there was any animosity toward us, I never noticed."5 1
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The likelihood that the women received a mixed response is strong. Once they did
their job and proved they were competent pilots working for their nation in its time of
need, they were often accepted as a fellow pilot. The negative reaction some of them did
receive could have come from more than just the fact that they were women. It is
important to note that in the aviation community, pilots are almost always looking for the
bigger, faster, more complicated airplane they can fly next. Friendly competition among
pilots about the planes they have flown and the extensiveness of their flying experiences
is also common. Even the WASP themselves coveted different positions and aircraft.
WASP Caro Bayley Bosca flew primarily B-25s and a few other types of aircraft.
The B-25 was a great airplane to be assigned to, and as has been noted, not many of the
WASP were fortunate enough to fly it. And yet Bosca tells the story of a time when she
was waiting in her plane and saw a beautiful P-38 Lightning taxi past. Bosca was
admiring the lines of the plane, wishing more than anything that she could get into one,
when the pilot opened the canopy and out draped a head full of long blonde hair. She was
so mad and jealous - she could hardly stand it that this gm was flying that P-38. This
anecdote, which Bosca tells at airshows and other gatherings for the certain laugh that it
brings, demonstrates the intensity pilots feel about the aircraft they do or do not fly. 52
Add to this common feeling a challenge to traditional gender roles, and the laughing
usually stops. It was the vision of young women climbing in and out of the hottest aircraft
of the day that aggravated and threatened the WASP's opposition, and it is that
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threatening image which helped to bring the end of the experiment of women pilots in the
AAF.
In January 1944, the public began to learn of the WASP's efficiency when several
articles appeared that discussed the WASP in a positive manner. One New York Times
piece described head of the AAF General Henry "Hap" Arnold's commendation of the
WASP for doing an "effective job of delivering aircraft in the United States . . .. " On the
same page an article titled, "Wasps to Be 600 Strong This Month, Hope Soon to be
Members of the Army Air Forces," brought to light the desire of the WASP organization
to become an official part of the military. 53 Congressional action toward the goal got
under way on February 1 7, 1944, when Representative John Costello of California
proposed H.R. 42 19, which called for militarization of the WASP. But controversy
surrounded the bill because of two announcements that had been made the previous
month.
On January 1 5, the Civil Aeronautics Administration (CAA) announced that its
War Training Service {WTS) program was being eliminated and the AAF announced that
the training of pilots by WTS program civilian instructors was to end on the 30th of
June. 54 Apparently losses of airmen in the European theater had been lower than
expected, thus new pilots were no longer in high demand. The announcements put
thousands of male civilian pilots who had been serving as flight instructors for the CAA
and AAF out of work, and ended their deferment from the draft. On February24th, just
one week after Costello proposed the WASP bill, another bill was submitted to the House
53
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that proposed to commission the out-of-work CAA-WTS pilots. That same day
Representative Robert Ramspeck (Georgia), head of the Ciyil Service Investigating
Committee, began his investigation of the WASP, prompted by members of the House
and Senate and supporters of the male pilots. The issues of the unemployed male pilots
and the fate of the WASP became hopelessly intertwined, and the questions surrounding
both became clouded by politics. The WASP' s losing battle for militarization and their
eventual disbandment in December 1944, despite a successful record, place them among
thousands of American women who were removed from their jobs in favor of men.
In order to understand the battle over and ultimate failure of WASP militarization
efforts, it is important to first understand who made up the differing sides of the
militarization bill and their reasons for supporting or opposing the WASP. Representative
Costello proposed the bill and gained the support of at least 169 fellow Congressmen who
voted in favor of the bill's passage. Many undoubtedly supported the bill because the
AAF, including General Arnold and Colonel Tunner, strongly supported the WASP being
brought into the AAF. Originally Tunner envisioned the women working as civilians for
a ninety-day trial period, and then being commissioned into the Women's Army Corps
(WAC). Problems concerning the women pilots joining the WAC arose with the
legislation that created the organization, namely the lack of provisions for flight pay and
some discrepancies in the admission requirements.55 The problems prompted Nancy Love
to push for acceptance of the women as civilians until something could be worked out at
a later day. Love recognized the need for pilots and wanted the women to have a chance
55
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to prove themselves. Again, this was part of her initial, "foot-in-the-door" thinking.
Jacqueline Cochran agreed that the women pilots should prove themselves useful to the
AAF before there was any attempt to militarize them. As a result of this mutually agreed
upon decision, WASP militarization was postponed until 1 944. The AAF wanted the
women to be made an official part of the service for reasons of discipline and morale, and
so the women would receive government insurance and hospitalization benefits. 56
The WASP themselves supported militarization for the above reasons, but also for
the respect that came with being a member of the United States Anny Air Force.
Although some women preferred flying as civilians, according to a survey completed by
Cochran in early 1 944 (which could be flawed as she was strongly for militarization),
nearly ninety-five percent of the women wanted to be an official part of the military.
Among those who opposed militarization were some women who had children and feared
they would be forced to resign, and a few who simply preferred the flexibility of civilian
status.57 The WASP wore uniforms, received demerits for poor behavior, and lived in
barracks. Their lives were everything one envisions when imagining military life. And
yet the women had no government insurance in case of injury or death. Of the thirty-eight
WASP w};l.o were killed flying for their nation, only Cornelia Fort's family received any
benefits from the AAF; she was the first woman to die and no policy concerning the
women had yet been established. 58 The trainee handbook of 1 943- 1 944 let the women
know exactly where they stood on the issue of insurance. They were covered by Civil
56
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Service insurance - all $250 of it. The handbook went on "in view of the unusual nature
of their duties, trainees are encouraged to secure approximately $3,000 worth of life
insurance either before coming on duty or shortly thereafter." The women were told they
would also have the opportunity to purchase a special policies "drawn for their benefit,
which include hospitalization, accident insurance, life insurance, and a special
combination of all three. "59 In other words, they were on their own.
When a WASP died, at some of the bases, friends of the deceased WASP donated
money to ship the women's bodies home to their families. At others, the base
commanders sent the bodies home to their families with a WASP escort. These varying
practices reveal to what extent the women were at the mercy of the whims of the
commanding officers at bases where they were assigned, a situation that would have been
alleviated with militarization. For all of the reasons listed above, Jacqueline Cochran
pushed hard for the WASP to be brought officially into the AAF. Cochran's opponents
argued she also fought for her own goal to be the highest-ranking woman in the army,
particularly over Colonel Oveta Culp Hobby, head of the WAC. 60
The opponents of WASP militarization were many, including at least one hundred
eighty-eight Congressmen who voted against the WASP bill. The Congressmen were
pressured to vote against the bill by the unemployed CAA-WTS pilots. Upon losing their�
jobs, the male civilian pilots lost their draft deferments, and there was no guarantee that
their absorption into the AAF would be automatic. With the invasion of Europe and a
planned later invasion of Japan, the likelihood of the health)'.' men of the group being
59
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drafted into the Anny was high. The argument that these men were skilled pilots and that
it was a waste of taxpayer money to train more women as military pilots when the men
were available had some merit, but the WASP's opponents' goal was the total dissolution
of the women's program, an even bigger waste of the taxpayer's money. Women flying
military aircraft when even one male pilot was being shuffled off to the walking-man's
army, was entirely unacceptable. This attitude once again illustrates the relatively strong
manpower position of the United States, a direct contrast from their Allies. 6 1
The official battle for militarization of the WASP began on with hearings on
March 22, 1 944. General Arnold, who advocated bringing the WASP into the AAF, was
the only witness to testify before the House Committee on Military Affairs. Arnold
pointed out the shortage of men in the Anny, particularly with the predicted invasions of
Europe and Japan, and argued that utilizing women was the best way to alleviate the
problem. He explained what duties the WASP carried out and boasted about their abilities
as pilots. Arnold described why the WASP could not be made part of the WAC, and then
declared the women needed to be admitted to the AAF because as civilians they did not
have the insurance and death benefits that were their due. 62
The remainder of the hearing was devoted to Arnold's explanation of why the
AAF was not automatically admitting the male former Civil Aeronautics Administration
(CAA) instructors. A hearing initially dedicated to getting the WASP into tlie AAF,
shifted to pacifying concerned Congressmen' s worries about vocal and politically active,
unemployed male pilots. Arnold described how the AAF accepted men who were
61
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qualified as pilots, bombardiers, navigators or as ferry pilots in the Air Transport
Command. According to Arnold, the majority of men the AAF was trying to find jobs for
were a part of the AAF Reserve. As for the other men, Arnold bluntly stated ''we don't
consider we owe them anything because they were offered a chance to join the Reserve
and did not take advantage of it. And now when they see they are likely to be drafted they
want to come in and it is too late."63
General Arnold's obvious disgust reveals his attitude toward the former civilian
instructors who, as he saw it, were unwilling to commit to the AAF when they had
nothing to gain for it, and then, in order to avoid being drafted into the army, pleaded to
become a part of the AAF. He had not been supportive of the CAA-WTS program while
it was active, and he certainly did not support the civilian instructors after they had
become unemployed. The Military Affairs Committee was satisfied with Arnold's
arguments and his answers to the charges the male pilots levied against the women, and
voted to recommend the passage of the WASP Bill, H.R. 42 1 9.
Jacqueline Cochran silently sat next to General Arnold during his testimony to the
Military Affairs Committee. She did not speak out in support of the WASP and ordered

the women to refrain from writing their Congressmen and from landing their planes in
Washington to avoid publicity. Cochran believed that with only the respected and
admired General Arnold speaking out in favor of WASP militarization, the women would
not appear "pushy," thus reflecting the attitudes about women in the 1940s.64 A group of
women asking for what they wanted and rightly deserved could have easily been
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perceived as too aggressive and unfeminine, and Cochran did everything she could to
avoid that image.
While the WASP themselves did not write their Congressmen on their own
behalf, some did encourage their families to write but these were relatively few in
number. 65 The FERD was not vocal in expressing its need for women pilots either, based
on a War Department decision to halt all publicity concerning the WASP because of the
misrepresentations of the women's actions by the out-of-work male pilots and their
supporters. There was an apparent belief that the less exposure the WASP got, the better.
Unfortunately, the end result of that decision was that the only press the WASP got was
that which was fed to the media by their opposition. The image of the WASP in the
public eye was therefore one of selfish women, led by power-hungry Cochran, greedily
keeping a group of poor, hard-working men out of work. The decision to have WASP
militarization depend entirely on the prestige of General Arnold, who up to this point had
not been refused any requests from Congress, was a fatal one for the WASP bill.
On March 25, the New York Times reported that Representative Charles Halleck
of Indiana had raised the question of whether the women even wanted to join the AAF.
He pointed out that none of the women themselves had come before the House declaring
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their desire to do so. 66 This question was undoubtedly also on the minds of other
Congressmen, and the WASP's silence did not ease their doubts. The Congressional
proponents of the bill did not organize as they could have and probably would have if
support for the bill had been louder and more demanding. They were not pressured
strongly enough by the AAF to support these women and as politicians were likely
nervous about appearing too supportive of what had become a volatile topic. The AAF's
cautious approach was a sign of th� times concerning women in a traditionally male role.
It was a continuous thread throughout the experiment of women pilots: support the
women, but do not appear to be threatening men or traditional gender roles by that
support.
In early May, Secretary of War Stimson came out in favor of the WASP and
defended their work by declaring that "neither the existence nor the militarization of the
WASP will keep out of the Army Air Forces a single instructor or partially trained
civilian pilot who desires to become a service pilot or cadet and can meet the applicable
standards of the Army Air Forces."67 Stimson was trying to reassure the Congressmen
and the American people that women were not replacing men, but only releasing them.
Women were not keeping men from their jobs. Despite Stimson's assurances, WASP
opponents seized upon the bill and utilized the sympathies of the press and the traditional
bias against women in non-traditional roles and quashed the AAF' s plans for WASP
militarization.
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The male CAA pilots intensified their fight for their own utilization as pilots and
against the WASP in April 1944. The disgruntled pilots inundated their Congressmen
with letters and visits protesting their loss of deferment status and especially objecting to
the use of women pilots when the men were available. 68 The Congressmen responded to
the male pilots' pleas, many fervently supporting the men at the expense of the WASP.
Throughout the spring, several members of Congress publicly questioned the necessity
and quality of the women pilots. The women quietly went about doing their jobs, not
allowed to speak in their own defense.
The question of authorization for the money spent on the WASP program was
also a sore point for a Congress whose authority had been weakened by strong
presidential leadership during a Depression and a world war. Several Congressmen
extended their comments against the WASP in the appendices to the Congressional
Record, with several including negative comments from the press. Some of the comments

put forth legitimate concerns, while others were thinly veiled or openly biased attacks. 69
Representative James Morrison of Louisiana showed concern for the unemployed
male pilots_and for the potential cost of training more women. "Why release male pilots
who have been trained at great cost and with great expenditure in time and effort from
pilot duties," he asked "just so women can be trained, while receiving salaries of $ 1 50
per month, to replace them." Morrison continued by quoting an article in the February
1 944 issue of American Aviation, stating that although it was understandable that women
68
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wanted to fly, they simply were not as "suitable" for the job as men and that everyone,
including the AAF, knew it. 70 These accusations against the women's abilities as
compared to men's were unfounded and untrue. The sexist attitude that the women ·could
not possibly be as capable in the cockpit of military aircraft as were men was prevalent in
many of the WASP's opponents' comments.
A few of the articles submitted to the appendices of the Congressional Record
were vicious in their degradation of the WASP. A May 1 944 article in the Idaho
Statesman speculated that the women were allowed to fly because of the "sentimental
softness of American men in regard to their women." The article crassly continued, "in
colleges the smooth, good-looking gals can get A's without a lick of work; and in the
armed services it may be that dimples have a devastating effect even on the generals."7 1
Insults of this type continued in Congress and the media throughout the battle for
militarization. In early June, Austine Cassini wrote an article in the Washington Times
Herald entitled "These Charming People." Describing Cochran as a "shapely pilot" and
"an attractive composition of wind-blown bob, smiling eyes and outdoor skin," Cassini
accused General Arnold of gazing into Cochran's eyes and taking "her cause celebre very
much 'to heart. "' Cassini snidely concluded,
It's whispered he's battling like a knight of olde, or olde
knight, for 'the faire Cochran.' So the announcement can
be expected any day that Jackie's commission has been
approved, if the captivated general is victorious in his
tournaments. 72
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Some articles that were not admitted to the House Appendix cast just as much
doubt about the significance of the women's role. Time magazine had a brief article titled,
"Unnecessary and Undesirable?"73 The New York Times had an article in June 1944 in
which it declared that male pilots with over 2,000 hours of flight experience "may soon
be cleaning windshields and servicing planes for 'glamorous women flyers who have
only thirty-five hours of flying time. "'74 One aviation publication that was -particularly
· harmful to the WASP cause was Contact. This publication was primarily for pilots and it
would seem primarily for men. It definitely supported the male instructors who had lost
their jobs. For example, one cartoon titled "How to get into the AAF" showed a former
War Training Service Pilot striding out of a second hand store wearing a skirt and jacket
with his old uniform now in the store window. An accompanying editorial titled "Wanted
- Female-Impersonators" asked ''why this discrimination? Who is throwing their weight
around Washington? Is somebody making a play for the 1944 female vote?"75 The
opposition presented the women as glamour-girls out to get the men's jobs.
The negative image the WASP opponents used to portray the women was
consistent with the conflicting images for women of the period. The American press
hailed "Rosie the Riveter" as a heroine early in the war, but the shift in advertisements
and articles toward pushing the women· back into the home and a return to femininity and
family had already begun by the time of the WASP struggle. In her work American
Women and World War II, Doris Weatherford reveals that the same hateful headlines
about the WASP, would soon face the rest of America's women workers. Citing the fears
73
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of another economic depression as the war began to wind to a close, Weatherford
presents titles of magazine articles such as "Getting Rid of the Women," "Watch Out for
the ""omen," and "Give Back the Jobs" as representative of the times.76 The fear of
future economic struggles was a factor in the WASP struggle as well.
On June 5, 1944, the Ramspeck Committee released the report it had been
working on since the previous February. The Ramspeck Committee, formally the House
Committee on the Civil Service, was utilized to help Civil Service agencies make the
most of their funding and to find any abuses within the agencies. The committee made
clear early in the report that its investigation of the WASP was "not a question of the
utilization of male or female personnel, but it is a question of the utilization of experience
and capabilities before resorting to the use of inexperience and costly training."77 In other
words, the committee did not intend the report to be an attack against the women, but
rather an attack against wasteful spending and an argument for the most efficient
utilization of personnel.
Despite the reassurance, the overall theme of the report was negative in nature.
Early on it declared:
The implication contained in the proposal [the WASP Bill],
that it is now either necessary or desirable to recruit stenographers,
clerks, school teachers, housewives, factory workers, and other
inexperienced personnel for training at great outlay of public
funds as pilots for the military planes of this Government,
particularly when there already exists a surplus of personnel
78
to perform these identical duties, is as startling as it is invalid.
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The reference to the "surplus of personnel" is only one of many allusions to the
unemployed male pilots. The report speculated about the problems of the probable post
war surplus of pilots and noted that any additional training of pilots would only "add
another surplus to this recognized post-war surplus."7 9 This is in direct contrast to the
prewar worry about a lack of pilots that resulted in the development of the CPTP.80
Congress and Americans in general worried about a possible post-war depression, and the
thought of women competing with men for pilot positions was rejected. As later chapters
will show, the Congressmen had little to be concerned about. The women pilots were
simply shut out of significant aviation jobs no matter what their level of experience.
This unfounded but acted upon fear about a surplus of potential employees
supports Weatherford and other historians such as Maureen Honey. In her book Creating
Rosie the Riveter: Class, Gender and Propaganda during World War II, Honey analyzed

the various tactics the government used and their effectiveness in recruiting women to
work, as well as their success in the drive to get women back into the home after the war.
According to Honey, the government used propaganda throughout the war to emphasize
the nuclear family. She argues that the nuclear family was presented, and seen, as
representative of "the survival of decency and humanity in a world rent by suffering."
This image grew stronger as the war began to draw to a close, and women were idealized
as those who would heal men's physical and emotional wounds, and nurture the
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generation who would have the advantages of postwar prosperity. 8 1 This idea of women
as nurturers who would make the world right again carried over into the post-war period
as Elaine Tyler May shows so clearly in her Homeward Bound: American Families in the
Cold War Era which will be discussed more thoroughly in later chapters. Women

creating a safe, comfortable, happy home would save the world. This image strongly
conflicted with that of the women pilots.
The WASP themselves presented conflicting images. In a July 1943 Woman 's
Home Companion Cornelia Fort described the experience of the typical ferry pilot and

expressed dismay at the misguided attitude many non-fliers held toward pilots.
They chatter about the glamour of flying. Well, any pilot can tell you
how glamorous it is. We get up in the cold dark in order to get to
the airport by daylight. We wear heavy, cumbersome flying clothes
and a 30-pound parachute. We are either cold or hot. Lipstick wears
off, and hair gets straighter and straighter. We look forward all
afternoon to a bath and steak; we get the bath but seldom the steak.
Sometimes we are too tired to eat and fall wearily into bed. 82

Despite the rough reality of their flying, Cochran and the AAF expected the women to
keep their image non-threatening. Jacqueline Cochran, even when she was competing in
air races, would always pause to fix her hair and re-apply her lipstick before climbing out
of the cockpit to greet reporters. She expected her WASP to be ladies at all times and
carefully selected women for her training program who looked pretty and feminine, along
with fulfilling the other qualifications. The 19 July 1943 issue of Life magazine had
WASP Shirley Slade on its cover, braided pigtails and all. 83 The image of these "girl"
pilots was one of young adventurers, playing in a man's world, rather than as serious
81
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pilots doing a serious job. With representations such as these already prominent, it was
easier for the uneducated or blatantly biased to attack the women as unnecessary,
wasteful and under-qualified for the "man's job" of military pilot.
But the end of the WASP was more complicated than just that the mean old boy's
club kicked them out of the AAF. Unlike Molly Merryman's Clipped Wings: The Rise
and Fall of the Women Airforce Service Pilots (WASP) of World War II, as discussed in

the introduction, this study goes beyond the explanation of the male pilots. 84 The
Ramspeck Committee, although tending to focus on the male pilots more than necessary,
had other problems with the WASP. The Ramspeck report addressed the high cost of
training the women and pointed out what the committee saw as questionable
authorization for the original training program, namely no specific authorization from
Congress for the expense of the women's training program. The War Department
justified its authority for the experiment of women pilots as part of a 1943 act allowing
expenditures for the training of civilian employees. 85 The complaints concerning proper
authorization for money spent on the women's program may have added to the negative
feelings already generated in Congress about the WASP. For most of the 1930s and early
1940s Congress had allowed its authority to be diminished by the President and the
military as a result of the back-to-back emergencies of the Great Depression and World
War II. By mid-1944 Congress was beginning fo reassert itself and its role in the
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government. 86 The fact that the AAF had not specifically asked for funding for its
experiment with the women placed additional doubt upon the legitimacy of their claim
for military status. 87
The Ramspeck Committee, citing the costs and the availability of male pilots,
concluded that there was no justification for the expansion of the WASP program and
suggested that further recruitment and training be ended. Significantly, they
recommended that "the use of the WASPs already trained and in training be continued
and provision be made for hospitalization and insurance."88 On 2 1 June 1 944, after
extensive debate on the House floor, the enacting clause of the WASP bill was stricken
by a roll call vote of 1 88 to 1 69, with seventy-three members abstaining. The failure of
H.R. 42 1 9 meant that the training program would be ended, although those already in
training would graduate, and the women already on active duty would remain so. 89 Of
those voting, 145 Democrats voted nay - that is not to strike out the enacting clause (in
other words they supported the WASP). Of the yeahs (that is the opposition to the
WASP), 1 3 1 were Republicans. Of the women voting, six of the eight voted in favor of
the WASP. The veterans were split with seventy nays and sixty-five yeahs. 90 These votes
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make it clear that the WASP were a political issue that the Republicans wanted to hold
over the Democrats in the elections of November 1 944. Roosevelt had been President a
long twelve years. Gaining the support of the male pilots and their supporters was
important to the Republicans.
The end of the WASP was not just the result of the male pilots and the restless
politicians. To some extent, Jacqueline Cochran, Director of the WASP, can be held
responsible for the dissolution of the women's program. Cochran's determination to have
_ events go her way or not at all had already gained her some enemies. Cochran knew what
she did and did not want for her women pilots. Her thoughts on the WASP being made a
part of the WAC, an idea considered by the FERD and AAF both before and after the ·
failure of the WASP bill, were very clear. Cochran strongly disliked Colonel Oveta Culp
Hobby, the head of the WACs, and refused to even consider the WASP becoming a part
of that organization. Some have accused Cochran ofbeing jealous of Hobby's position
and of not being willing to be subordinate to another woman, and they may not be
completely mistaken. 91 In an autobiography, Cochran described her confrontation with
Hobby when General Arnold first suggested that the WASP become part of the WAC.
She wrote that "if she [Hobby] didn't understand airplanes or the kind of women who
the United States Congress from 1774 to the present in the Congressional Biography Directory pages.
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flew them, then she had no business being their commanding officer. It was my job and I
wanted to keep it. I just couldn't see throwing my girls in with that bunch." Cochran went
on to explain the failure of the WASP bill as follows:
I lost the battle for militarization of the WASPs in Congress in the summer
of 1944 and I believe I lost because of Mrs. Hobby [Cochran's italics] and
her powers. But, looking back at the outcry of telegrams from congressmen
who voted against us, I don't think they all knew what they were voting away. 92

Cochran's apparent unwillingness to work with Colonel Hobby as her immediate
superior is not the only evidence suggesting she played a part in the WASP disbandment.
Cochran's personality was such that if she could not have complete charge of a situation,
she simply turned against it. Air Transport Command, apparently convinced that this was
. true, stated in one memorandum that she [Cochran] was "determined to take the WASP
program down with her if she is turned down in her efforts to militarize the WASPs."93
Support for this theory concerning Cochran's character is evidenced by events later in her
life, particularly Cochran's dealings with the women astronaut program in the early
1960s.
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As Margaret Weitekamp argues in her dissertation on the women astronaut
trainees of 1 959 to 1 963 , "in aerospace, as in aviation, Jackie would help to advance
women, but never at the expense of her own recognition." She continues,
Cochran's actions also illustrate one way that a powerful woman
negotiated the masculine world of aviation. Susan Ware has written
about Amelia Earhart, Cochran's friend and contemporary, as an
early feminist. Cochran does not fit that mold. One could almost
say that Jackie Cochran aspired to be a good old boy. She excelled
at using personal, professional, and financial connections to create
her opportunities. 94

Weitekamp 's analysis of Cochran some fifteen years after the end of the WASP program
supports the suggestion that personal ambition was a motivator, and that Cochran must be
considered when evaluating why the WASP were disbanded. Even with Cochran's
potential role in the WASP disbandment, there were other factors at work as well.
The AAF' s decision to terminate the WASP in December 1 944 appears to be a
total reversal of its position just months earlier. While advocating WASP militarization,
. General Arnold asserted that he desperately needed more women pilots and yet, by early
October 1 944, he announced that the WASP would be disbanded in December. One
major factor that influenced the decision to end the WASP experiment was the apparent
shift in the tide of the war. In August 1944, the Allies liberated Paris, and by October
American B-29s were bombing the Japanese mainland. The Battle of the Bulge had not
yet begun, and the level of emergency that had existed when Arnold had gone before the
House Committee on Military Affairs the previous March, no longer seemed as intense.
94
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The projected losses of men in Europe had not occurred and so the need for women to
replace male pilots to release them for other duties no longer made sense.
In his book Global Mission, written shortly after the war, Arnold said "the
WASPs did a magnificent job for the Army Air Forces in every way." He explained the
disbandment as a result of a movement in Congress, "obviously backed by male pilot
organizations."95 Despite his clear support for the WASP, Arnold does seem to be
sidestepping responsibility here. When the prospect of a second battle for the WASP
arose in the Senate in the fall of 1 944, Arnold was not willing to stand up and fight for
the WASP again. A letter from Arnold to Cochran, dated October 1 st, 1 944, reveals why
his support for WASP militarization had waned. Arnold begins the letter by explaining
"reduction in the flying training program and the changing war situation's bearing on the
availability of pilots make it evident that the WASP will soon become pilot material in
excess_ of needs." He continues by praising the women for their valuable performance of
duties but reminds Cochran that the women "are serving, however, to release male pilots
for other work and not to replace them," and announces, "The time has arrived to plan the
program's deactivation. "96 This letter is strong evidence that the shift in the tide of the
war in favor of the Allies was an important factor in the WASP disbandment. It also
. supports the contention that women's wartime roles were always considered to be
temporary, at least by those who were in charge of delegating those responsibilities.
Earlier, in August 1 944, Cochran submitted a report to General Arnold as the
WASP neared their second anniversary. She reviewed the purposes of the WASP,
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explained the training program, and described the women's duties and their effectiveness
at carrying out those duties. Cochran also revealed her somewhat surprising view on the
permanence of women in the AAF writing, "certain it is that the WASP will have no
useful place with the AAF when the male pilots who wish to remain in service are
sufficient in number to perform all the duties." In addition to this revelation that she did
not believe women should retain a permanent role as pilots in the AAF, the final point in
Cochran's report was considered by some as an ultimatum on militarization. Cochran
declared "serious consideration should be given to inactivation if militarization is not
soon authorized. If such action should be taken, an effort should be made to obtain
military status, if only for one day, and resulting veterans' recognition of all who have
served commendably."97
There is no evidence to suggest that Cochran was insincere in her efforts to gain
military status for the WASP. In addition to her personality traits discussed above, her
apparently conflicting positions concerning women replacing men were consistent with
the times and the government sponsored propaganda of the period to encourage women
back into the home once the emergency of the War had ended. While fears of a postwar
depression gnawed at the American public, government and business responded with
propaganda campaigns calling for male war veterans to return to work. In addition,
federal agencies and corporations released women from jobs to make room for the
returning men. The thought that the women were replacing male pilots, rather than
releasing them for more important duties was as unacceptable as the idea of women
retaining their positions in factories while men remained unemployed. The WASP were
97
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among the first of tens of thousands of American women who were thanked for a job well
done, given a paternalistic pat on the head, and sent home. As Susan Hartmann asserts in
her work The Home Front and Beyond: American Women in the 1940s, the end of the
war brought a shift in the way female behavior was portrayed in the popular culture.
Women's portrayed roles were narrowed just as :their real opportunities were limited as
well. 98 In addition to society, personalities, and the war itself, the WASP faced
disbandment for one other reason.
One final factor in why the AAF did not follow the advice of the Ramspeck
Report and retain the women who had already been trained is hinted at in a May 1944
cited from General Arnold's office. The letter, addressed to Congressman Andrew J. May
of Kentucky, Chairman of the House Committee on Military Affairs, explains the goals
of the WASP program and the AAF's desire to have the WASP militarized. One of the
primary reasons the program was created, in addition to releasing men for combat duty,
was to "determine the manner and extent that women pilots can be effectively used in the
Army Air Forces," for any future need. The fact that the WASP program was an
experiment was not hidden and is of no surprise. Of great importance in this document is

the AAF's second point. "If we are going to test the project completely and fully we must
have enough WASP so that the groups allocated to various phases of non-combat service
will be large enough for us to reach definite conclusions. Without the enlargement of the
present WASP training program, we will have the numbers necessary early in 1945."99
The WASP were disbanded on December20th , 1944. Could the main reason for the end
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of their program have been simply because the AAF had enough data to analyze the
experiment of women military pilots? It is probable that this was just one of the many
factors as discussed in the decision to terminate the program, but it cannot be entirely
dismissed. In December 1944, the Battle of the Bulge was raging, the Japanese were still
entrenched, and the war was far from settled, but the experiment of women pilots in the
AAF was over.
Upon the AAF announcement of the WASP disbandment, the FERD began to
.
.

take steps to hire the women on an individual basis, just as they did male civilian pilots.
The official history explains this by maintaining, "the Ferrying Division did not want to
lose a corps of pilots who were rendering an extremely useful service." The FERD was
still busy ferrying aircraft and could not afford to lose pilots, particularly those qualified
to fly pursuit aircraft, regardless of their gender. Arnold quickly quashed the FERD
attempt to hire the women individually by declaring "there will be no repeat no women
pilots in any capacity in the Air Force after December twenty. . .. " Despite his assertion
that the women were effective pilots, and despite the intensity of the Battle of the Bulge,
General Arnold refused to allow the FERD to retain WASP in any capacity. Men were
available to take the WASP positions, aircraft production had slowed somewhat, and
public opinion called for women to return home. 100
Even Cochran did not advocate retaining the women. In her final report Cochran
explained her belief that "all WASP should either stay or, to avoid preference as between
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commands or individuc:i-1 WASPs, go out of service altogether." 1 0 1 Her detractors in the
ATC would be quick to point out that if the WASP had been retained in the FERD,
Cochran would have had no authority over them. 1 02 First, the FERD wanted to hire the
women as civilians, just as it did men pilots, thereby having the women answer directly
to the FERD commanders. Second, Jacqueline Cochran was Director of Women Pilots,
but Nancy Love was Executive of Women Pilots in the ATC. If the women had retained
some sort of organization while flying for the FERD, a part of the ATC, they would have
answered to Love and Cochran would have been completely out of power. Whether this
was a factor in her decision to advocate the end to women flying for the AAF is not
provable, but is likely. Such a hypothesis supports Margaret Weitekamp's argument that
Cochran would not support women in aviation if she could not be recognized, and it is
worth considering.
Following her late summer 1 944 inspection trip to more than fifty bases where
WASP were on duty, Cochran confirmed that the WASP should be inactivated. Some
AAF bases where activity had slowed as the war had progressed were not too adversely
affected by the loss of the WASP, but with the loss of the women in December 1 944, the
FERD was forced to borrow 1 6 1 pilots from other branches of the AAF to make up for
their absence. The majority of the men were not qualified to fly pursuits aircraft and had
to be trained, creating a backlog of aircraft at the factories. Many of the women saw the
problems the FERD would face upon their dismissal and a number of them volunteered
their services on a dollar a year basis until they were no longer needed. Their offer was
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refused. 1 03 One WASP from the 6th Ferrying Group illustrated their disappointment when
she wrote to the command at her base that
It is unfortunate that a group so highly trained and skilled can no
longer use that skill for the benefit of the Air Forces. With the
war still far from over and a very apparent need for trained
pilots I personally feel guilty about returning to civilian life
where my training can be of no further use in helping to win
the war. 104

Despite the continuing need for the women in the FERD, all of the WASP were
officially disbanded on December 201\ 1944. Cochran reacted to the disbandment, which
she had somewhat helped bring about, in a businesslike manner� writing a fifty-three page
report for General Arnold in which she analyzed the great experiment of women pilots.
At the December J1h , 1944 graduation of the "lost last class," class 44- 10, General Arnold
spoke favorably of the WASP. Only thirteen days before their deactivation, Arnold
reassured the women that thanks to their efforts the experiment had been a success, and
he declared the AAF's debt to them·. 1 05 On the twentieth, some of the bases threw
farewell parties for the women and allowed them to choose an airplane in which to fly
home. At other bases the women quietly packed their bags and found their own way
home. Whatever the experience, the women of the WASP were done flying for the AAF.
Due to the fact that they were women and that no one was quite sure at the
inception of the program if women could actually fly military aircraft, the WASP were
always deemed an experiment. This experimental status kept the women from initially
being brought into the AAF. By the time the WASP had proven themselves enough to be
1 03
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accepted, they were seen as threatening the place of male pilots and overstepping the
limits that the emergency of War had allowed them. Their gender, not their skills as
pilots, both got the WASP their jobs for the AAF and caused their disbandment. As the
next chapters will show, their gender, not their experience and skill, would determine the
paths their lives would take after the War as well.
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CHAPTER FOUR
FINDING THEIR PLACE
We went into this program wanting to do nothing but fly,
I mean that's all there was to it. And we would have done
almost anything to fly. I think this was the attitude of
everyone there. There is something about this. It is almost
like a drug. Even today if I go to the airport and smell hot
oil, I get this terrible feeling inside of me that I just have got
to get in an airplane and go someplace. You just want to fly
and you would do anything to do it. There are very few things
in my life that I have felt so strongly about and would have
given up almost anything. After awhile, after you've been away
from it for a while, you resign yourself to your fate-because . . .
something else comes into your life like a husband and
children and other activities, but you always, in the back of
your mind think, God I'd like to be up on a day like this. 1

Ruth Kearney was well into her seventies when she revealed her continued
passion for flying. Her statement perfectly summarizes the experiences of the majority of
the women of the WASP. They loved flying. They loved the smell of it, the feel of it, the
power and independence of it. They flew as long as they could until the government no
longer wanted them, and then until they had to choose between making a poor living
flying and moving forward with-their lives.
With the AAF's official deactivation of the WASP on December 201\ 1944 the
women experienced disappointment, �mbarrassment, pride, and a joint determination to
keep flying. In late November the women of the WASP created the "Order of Fifinella"
and began publishing a newsletter for distribution among all WASP. The first issue
clearly stated the purpose of the organization and the newsletter: "Its purpose is to
provide a medium for dissemination of information concerning WASP employment and
activities. The additional purpose of unification will also be served."2 For the second
1
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newsletter the writers urged their fellow WASP to "respond briskly with news of
reemployment possibilities, of plans and individual activities, and suggestions for
publicity and unification."3 The women may have lost their jobs with the AAF, but they
were determined to find a place for their skills and talents as pilots in the world outside of
military flying. The WASP's struggle to adjust to postwar living on their own terms
reveals their tenacity and the limits women faced in American society.
The AAF repeatedly reassured the women that they had been successful in their
duties, despite the fact that they were sending them home. In his speech at the graduation
of the final WASP class, class 44-W-10, on December 7, 1944, General Arnold that he
believed they had done their job well. "It is on the record that women can fly as well as
men. In training, in safety, in operations, your showing is comparable to the over-all
record of the AAF flying within the continental United States.',4 Arnold went on to reveal
that he was not the only leader in the AAF who admired the WASP's work.
You have worked hard . at your jobs. Commendations from the
generals to whose commands you have been assigned are
constantly coming across my desk. These commendations record
how you have buckled down to the monotonous, the routine jobs
which are not much desired by our_ hot-shot young men headed
toward c·ombat or just back from an overseas tour. In some of
your jobs I think they like you better than men. 5
General Arnold was not the only one to give WASPs recognition as their program
was ended. Lieutenant General B.K. Yount sent a letter to every WASP serving in the
Training Command thanking them for their service. Yount wrote, ''we have watched you
3
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perform your tasks, often under difficult and trying conditions, with an eager attention to
duty and a degree of craftsmanship worthy of our most seasoned pilots." He continued,
"We know that you have accomplished your duties without regard for possible danger or
risk, placing the welfare of the nation above your own, thereby evidencing a degree of
devotion which has not gone unheeded among the men of the Air Forces." Yount
concluded with a promise of continued grateful appreciation for their service.6 Many
women of the WASP have retained this letter and others similar in nature for over sixty
years as evidence to both themselves and to those who might question them that, indeed,
they did serve their county well in its time of greatest need. But once the kind words were
spoken and written, it was still time for the women to leave their bases for the final time.
The WASP' s experiences as they were deactivated were as diverse as their
experiences while on duty. The Commanding Officer at Blytheville, Arkansas Army Air
Base called a formal retreat to honor the nine WASP stationed there. The entire field
passed the women in review, an enormous sign of respect and honor. Other reviews were
held at Ellington Field (Houston, Texas), Pecos Army Air Field {Texas), and Childress
Anny Air Field (Texas). This simple gesture clearly displayed the beliefs of the various
Field's Commanding Officers that the WASP were valued military pilots who earned
their respect. 7 The admiration for the WASP often went beyond just professional respect.
When Ann Lincoln got married on her base, the Commanding Officer stepped in and
gave her away. The WASP newsletter reported, "everywhere we hear of parties galore
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and the sadness of leaving can almost be forgotten in the gaiety."8 All is evidence of the
respect and admiration the Commanders of many bases had for their WASP.
The AAF did not require any of the bases to throw departing WASP parties or
present reviews. Just as while on active duty, the mindset of the men in charge of the
bases where they were stationed determined the women's experience. The AAF did
decide that the women should at least get a ride home as is evidenced from the following
memo from General Arnold's office to the Commanding Generals of all parts of the
AAF. "WASP in good standing will be given the opportunity to ride in military aircraft to
their homes or to the vicinity of their homes, provided space is available and no
additional expense to the Government is incurred."9 Hundreds of WASP made it home in
time for Christmas thanks to this brief memo that gave them the right to ride in military
aircraft one last time. At some bases, the Commanding Officers allowed the WASP to fly
the aircraft home with the copilot of her choice. 1 0
But not all WASP had such a positive disban�ment experience. Many of the
women, particularly those who were on bases with only a handful of WASP, often quietly
packed their bags, signed the proper clearance certificates, and found their own way
home. 1 1 Florence Shutsy Reynolds was based at Merced with one other WASP. When the
announcement came that they could get rides home she was relieved she would not have
to pay her own way. She was sure everything was taken care of, but as December 20th
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arrived, her easy trip home did not go as planned. "I lived in the Pittsburgh area and the
other girl lived in Philadelphia. We had two BT-13s and two young lieutenants. Our first
stop was in Las Vegas and for some amazing reason, both aircraft were grounded. It
didn't take much to figure that out." 1 2 Reynolds clearly believed the planes were
grounded because the officers at Las Vegas did not want them to be used to take two
women home.
Reynolds' experience in getting home from Las Vegas has become a favorite
story at airshows and other gatherings, but it clearly demonstrates the insecurity ofthe
WASP experience. Reynolds left Merced with $10.25 to her name. "I took the twenty
five cents, converted it into nickels, and at every place we stopped I would make a collect
call home and you know, 'Mom, can you send me some money?' and the money never
caught up with me." Reynolds spent most ofthe ten dollars on a hotel for herselfand the
other WASP who had even less money with her, and kept calling her mother for help. "I
ended up somewhere in Tennessee. I called my mother and she said, 'Look, I have spent
. hundreds ofdollars and you haven't gotten a dime. It's Christmas Eve, I can't do
anything, you're out ofluck. "' Reynolds ended up hitching a flight to Akron [Ohio] and
tried her mother one more time. Apparently there was an aunt in the area "that we really
didn't talk to. I mean it was one of those family things, but she came down, gave me
money, and put me on a bus and I made it home for Christmas, Christmas morning." 1 3
Reynolds' tale, today told with humor and laughter, demonstrates the difficulty ofthe
WASP being in limbo between the military and civil service. They would have had a
12
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more consistent experience if they had been fully in one or the other, rather than the
pseudo-military set up under which they ended. Regardless of the quality of their send-off
or how they got home, by the end of 1 944 the women of the WASP were done flying for
the AAF and faced deciding what to do next with their lives.
The most common description the WASP today use to describe their emotions
upon disbandment is "heartbroken." They believed they were working hard and were
needed by their country. Their disbandment, long before the end of the War, sent many of
the women home a bit embarrassed, to tell their families and friends they were no longer
wanted. Faith Buchner Richards revealed that upon disbandment, "I was a very bad
person. I didn't like anything or anybody. I guess the resentment was the fact that the war
was still going on and there was still work to be done. " 1 4
Other WASP did their best to keep flying military planes. Margaret Ray
Ringenberg was with the Ferry Command at Wilmington, Delaware, ferrying pursuit
aircraft. "At Wilmington we volunteered for a dollar a year. Number one I got a telegram
that said my services were needed. Now all of a sudden I'm told to go home, you're no
longer needed." 1 5 The women at Wilmington, and those at other bases who also
volunteered, were turned down. Violet Cowden was shocked when the WASP were
deactivated. "I mean here I thought I was winning the War all by myself, and somebody
told me I wasn't." Upon disbandment she just wanted to "die. Just die for a while. It was
just horrible. I went home and I didn't know what to do." 1 6 The press captured the
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sadness, disappointment, and sense ofloss so many ofthe WASP experienced, as well as
their determination to keep flying, at the time oftheir disbandment.
By December 1944 the press, which had been so negative about the women
during their battle for militarization that summer, presented the women in a positive light.
Once the women were out ofthe way and were no longer a threat to the male pilots of
their nation, the media hailed them as heroines. Sympathetic articles citing General
Arnold paying "high tribute to the record the women fliers have made" were common. 1 7
Even Bob Hope wrote an article describing his experience aboard a plane flown by a
WASP and arguing that he believed ''we should all make them take a bow because any
time a girl can pilot the lead ship ofa formation ofFlying Fortresses it certainly makes a
sucker out ofthat phrase, 'weaker sex."'1 8 Although Hope and others were positive about
the work the women had done, none questioned their deactivation while the War was still
ongoing. The AAF said they had enough men to do their jobs, and so the press and the
public expected the women to go home. Women who worked in nontraditional wartime
industry would face the same expectation soon enough. The WASP experience was
simply a forewarning to those women who wanted to keep their jobs that they were likely
on borrowed time. 1 9
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Another sympathetic article titled "She Will Miss Flying Planes for the WASPs,"
was about "Ruth Groves, 26-year-old blonde" who would "soon be out of a job." The
article went on to explain how Groves first got interested in flying and briefly what she
did as a WASP. It then has a sub-heading "Ruth is Attractive," and clarified that
"contrary to the popular conception of women athletes and pilots, Ruth is a slim,
attractive young woman with brown eyes and an up-sweep hair-do. Her conversation is
lively and she laughs easily."20 The author emphasized that "contrary to the popular
conception" this female pilot had a feminine appearance, rather than· focusing primarily
on her flying skills and service to her country. This furthers the argument that the women
of the WASP, as pilots and even more so as military pilots, conflicted with society' s
views of what women should and could be. It supports Cochran's decision to hire
feminine-looking women as WASP to counter the stereotypes and homophobia of the
general public as explained by Leisa Meyer in her Creating GI Jane. 2 1 Despite the
stereotypes and some negative attitudes some of the American public had about women
pilots, upon disbandment the majority of the WASP wanted to keep flying.
Although the WASP were disappointed with the end of the program, the period
between their disbandment in December 1 944 and the end of the War in late 1 945 was a
brief "golden age" for those among them who wanted to keep flying. The surplus of male
pilots that the AAF feared did not yet exist because the men were still flying and fighting
in two theaters of operation. And although the AAF might no longer need the women as
pilots, much flying still needed to be done within the continental United States. Many of
20
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the WASP were optimistic they could find jobs and support themselves doing what they
loved the most, flying. They would soon learn, however, that once the male pilots were in
sufficient numbers, their efforts would be even more difficult.
The organization the women formed, the Order of Fifinella, explained through a
bimonthly newsletter that its purpose was "to provide a medium for dissemination of
information concerning WASP employment and activities" to its members. 22 In the initial
year of the organization, that is exactly what it did. Some of the first jobs listed for the
women came from branches of the AAF for civilian, non-flying positions. Before they
were even deactivated the Training Command, the branch for whom the majority of the
WASP worked, announced that they wanted to hire a few ex-W ASPs as Aircraft
Accident Analysts. 23 The Training Command Headquarters also approved hiring the
women as civilian Link Trainer Operators. The Link Trainer was essentially a simulator
in which pilots were trained for specific flying techniques, such as instrument flight. 24
The Eastern Flying Training Command proposed a job for the WASP as Civilian
Personnel Officers. They would be employed on an Army Air Field, which the women
were used to, and would go to all the civilians working on the field, find out what their
job entailed, and then make an analysis of their work.25 Again, none of the jobs for the
AAF involved flying. The WASP could work as civilians, but the AAF did not allow
them to fly their military aircraft ever again.
As has been noted, the majority of the WASP wanted to continue flying so
although several of the women took the AAF up on their offers, most continued to search
22
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for flying jobs. The first few newsletters had articles clarifying CAA (Civilian
Aeronautics Commission - the precursor to today's FAA and the body in charge of all
�on-military flying) ratings and certificates for the WASP. The women were anxious for
their military training and certificates to be transferred into civilian ratings so they would
not have to repeat the training they had already completed. The WASP used the
newsletter to keep one another up-to-date on CAA regulations and opportunities available
to get the most from their military training/ratings.
Following the importance of their ratings, the WASP were most concerned with
gaining flying jobs. Despite Jacqueline Cochran's involvement in the disbandment of the
WASP, she did work hard to promote the women as competent pilots who had earned
post-WASP flying positions. In a speech to the National Aviation Conference in
November 1944, just one month before the women were deactivated, she pushed hard to
get women recognized as important for the business of aviation. Cochran argued, "If the
airline companies, the aviation schools, and the plane manufacturers wish to broaden
their customer lists, they had better stop talking about flying being a man's game. The
woman's angle has been overlooked or discounted to the great disadvantage of our

aviation industry."26
Cochran, a businesswoman herself, argued that it was just good business to
include more women in aviation, and she used the success of the WASP as evidence that
she was correct. The high number of women who applied for WASP training, some
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30,000 according to Cochran, proved that women were interested in flying. 27 The duties
the WASP carried out and the skill with which they did them, were proof that women
could be trained as skilled pilots. Cochran then went on to argue that statistics show that
women controlled eighty percent of the buying within the nation. This is part of the same
argument that was used to justify allowing women to partake in the Civilian Pilot
Training Program that was discussed in chapter two.28
Cochran asserted women had different concerns than men though, and the
aviation industry needed to pay attention if they wanted to get women' s business. Women
"give more time to their dress and toilet than do men," and so "more attention must be
given by airlines to the niceties of travel." She claimed, "a woman definitely fears being
left halfway to her destination with only a small handbag," and so the airlines must work
to ensure that more trips are completed on time. In her final push, which was clearly
directed toward helping the WASP get jobs Cochran argued, "as over half the prospective
customers wear skirts and think and act in many ways different from men, it would pay
for transport companies and small plane manufacturers to cater more to the woman's
angle by having some women who know both aviation and the woman's angle in their
organization." She concluded that in the one thousand women who were trained to fly in
the WASP, "many have had past experience as executives, others could be trained and
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would exert a powerful appeal on the nation's women - who as a group love travel, have
most of the money, but haven't flown planes or traveled in planes."29
It is clear that Cochran was working hard to gain the women of the WASP the
recognition they deserved as pilots and opportunities for employment in their chosen
_ profession. It is significant to note that she does not suggest that women should be used
as pilots in the commercial airlines. She is consistent in this omission in other efforts at
publicity for the women. In a November 1944 New York Times article Cochran suggested
that the "greatest commercial use for women pilots in this country in the future will not
be on the main airlines but on feed lines, and in such projects as aerial photography, fire
watching, crop-dusting and aviation instruction . . .. "30 This attitude toward women as
airline pilots is consistent with her argument against keeping the WASP if they were
replacing men. As chapter three revealed, Cochran seemed to support the dominant
position of men in the industry in general, as _long as it did not hurt her personal goals.
Perhaps too, she recognized the reality of the times and situation and the lack of
probability of women gaining airline positions. This neglect of promoting the women for
airline jobs was not unique to Cochran. Even if she had supported the idea of women as
airline pilots, it is unlikely it would have made a difference.
The WASP sent letter after letter to the airlines laying out their qualifications and
asking to be considered for pilot jobs. According to Beverly Beesemeyer, "we all tried to
get flying jobs and, of course, at that time the airlines wouldn't even look at us."3 1
Bernice Falk Haydu wrote to the airlines and claims she "never heard 'no' written in so
29
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many manners."32 Marianne Beard Nutt tried to get a job with the airlines but quickly
learned that "they hired no women."33 Try as they might, the women were repeatedly and
consistently turned down as airline pilots. The airlines did not justify themselves other
than to say they just did not hire women. The general idea was that the flying public was
already cautious enough about getting into the air, and that ifwomen were flying the
airplanes, they would simply be too nervous to fly. 34 More accurately, there was a surplus
ofmale pilots and, as in other industries, the airlines preferred men over.women simply
because they were men.
Since there was not a shortage ofmen pilots, they did not need to even consider
women. This further supports Higonnet and Higonnet's arguments for the "Double
Helix" in American society as discussed in the introduction. Again, this was the idea that
as new opportunities increased for men, so they did for women. As opportunities for men
decreased, women lost opportunities as well. In this case, men flying military aircraft in
combat opened up more flying positions for women. As military flying for men
decreased, women's flying, even in the private sector, decreased as well. 35
The women ofthe WASP quickly learned that Cochran was right, ifthey wanted
flying jobs it would need to be in some part ofaviation other than the scheduled airlines.
Several ofthe women applied to be test pilots, a job many ofthem had done as WASP, at
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Boeing, but they did not meet the basic requirements of an A.B. in engineering and
qualification as a four-engine pilot. 36 Jobs that the WASP did qualify for and that many
took were listed in the December 1 , 1 944 newsletter. That issue included a listing of
some twenty-four companies in Alaska who might employ WASP as pilots. Even today
Alaska is home of more pilots than the rest of the United States combined simply because
it is so mountainous and spread out that aviation is the key mode of transportation for
people and goods. Companies who employed p�lots in Alaska did not care if they were
men or women as long as they could fly and get the job done. The same December
newsletter cited potential jobs for ten WASP ferrying surplus aircraft from storage to sale
points for the Surplus War Aircraft Division of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
(a government entity). 3 7 Dozens of the women ended up ferrying surplus planes for the
government and private companies.
The women worked hard to gain potential flying jobs and even pursued the
chance to fly for the government again. In February 1 945, from the Headquarters of the
AAF, Jacqueline Cochran sent a letter to all former WASP squashing their hopes for
military flying once and for all. Apparently a questionnaire had been circulating among
the WASP from unknown sources, asking the women if they would be interested in
joining the Women's Army Corps (WAC) as rated flying officers. This had been
discussed on and off during the WASP program's existence and so the suggestion, so
close to the end of the program, likely interested many of the women.
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In her letter to the women Cochran explained, "There are sufficient trained male
pilots to handle all the domestic flying assignments for the AAF. There is not now any
military requirement for women pilots, nor is there any foreseeable requirement for them
in a pilot's capacity."38 Cochran's reference to the male pilots alludes to what she
considered the primary reason for the deactivation of the WASP. The women flew to
release male pilots, not to replace them. In her work comparing the women of the WASP
and the Soviet women pilots of World War II, Reina Pennington asserts that both Soviet
and American cultural values were flexible enough to allow temporary shifts in gender
roles. Once the temporary emergency that required using women as pilots was over, their
government expected the women to remove themselves from their temporary roles. 39 The
WASP experience supports Pennington's argument.
Cochran sternly continued in her letter, "No hope can be held out to former
WASP of a return to military flying duties through WAC or through any other civilian or
militarized arrangement now visible." She scolded, "it seems only fair that all former
WASP understand the exact situation. Many have delayed obtaining other war service
employment in the hope of recall to flying duty with the AAF, unfortunately, that hope
has no foreseeable basis in fact." Cochran softened her tone a bit as she concluded, ''The
patriotic motive which has guided former members of the WASP to seek to reenter the
service of their country in the capacity for which they have been trained is deeply
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appreciated." Despite the appreciation, it was quite clear that the WASP were no longer
wanted because there were men to do the job of military flying.40 It is important to
recognize that the main purpose of the AAF, and by 1947 the independent Air Force, was
flying military planes and training to fly them in combat. While women in the other
branches of service could be utilized in numerous other duties as were other women in
the Army Air Force, the WASP were all pilots and the J\ir Force and American society
was not ready to have American women flying in combat.4 1
Although it was clear the United States no longer wanted the WASP, some
women wondered if other nations might want their help to win the War. After all,
Jacqueline Cochran had taken twenty-five American women to England in mid-1942,
before the formation of the WASP, to fly for the Air Transport Auxiliary (ATA). The
pilots of the ATA primarily ferried aircraft from base to base, or wherever they needed to
go, a job many of the WASP were familiar with and which all were capable. The January
1945 WASP newsletter let the women know that this was not a possibility. According to
a wire from the British Information Services, "All Americans must obtain permission
from Department of State to leave country to take up war work abroad, and, according to
,
our information, this permission is not being granted at present.' 42 So despite the fact that
the American military had decided it no longer needed the women, the State Department
was not willing to let them go fly in Britain.
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Options for flying in nations other than Britain were addressed in the same
newsletter via quotes from a Washington Daily News article. The writer of the article
visited a number of foreign embassies to follow up on possible leads for the women
pilots. It looked positive for one embassy, until one read the fine print. "Attaches at the
Bolivian Embassy asserted their country would be willing to assign any or all of the
women fliers to active piloting IF also they could get cargo craft to go with them." In
other words, if the women brought their own cargo planes, which Bolivia was apparently
in need of, they would let the women fly. And according to the article, "the Chinese
Embassy said the W ASPs chances of flying in the Far East are no better than hundreds of
applications from men pilots . . . 'and we can't even consider those now. "' Finally, the
reason for the women being denied in Britain came out in this article as well. "The State
Department also cast gloom on the proposal, declaring the department couldn't issue
passports to the women unless a specific and urgent request for their services was made
by a foreign government and Army and Navy approval granted." It seemed no matter
how willing the women were to offer their flying services to the War effort, they were
refused around the world.43
Despite the rebuff, the women continued searching for flying jobs, even if they
had to be of the civilian and domestic sort. As part of their mission to find the women
jobs, the Order of Fifinella worked to get the women positive press. In an article titled
"Ex-WASPs Band Together to Hunt Civil Flying Jobs," president Clara Jo Marsh told of
the women's struggle to gain positions, but was certain to maintain a non-threatening,
feminine stance. The writer of the article, Barbara Bigelow, was sure to emphasize that as
43
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well, citing Marsh's appearance as much as her words. '"We don't want to be noisy or
suffragettes about this,'Clara says, giving her topknot curls a pat. 'We just want a chance
to prove what we can do. And we aren't getting it." Between Marsh's words and
Bigelow's description of her appearance, the women pilots were represented as
sympathetic, non-threatening females. Marsh continued with a stronger challenge, "It's
the old story of concerns giving a job to a third rate man before they'll consider a first
rate woman. I suppose we're crazy to try and buck the set-up, with all these men pilots
looking for jobs too. But if you're a good flier and want to earn your living that way, you
should at least get a fair break." Notwithstanding her comments about not wanting to
appear "noisy," Marsh was demanding that the women be given an opportunity to prove
their skills as pilots. The article goes on to list a number of women in the New York area
who had gained flying jobs in flight instructing, aerial photography, and even as a co
pilot for a small, non-scheduled airline.44
Although the women were not able to fly for the major airlines, many did find
flying jobs. Nearly forty percent of the women reported finding flying jobs after
disbandment. Dozens of the women ferried aircraft, usually war-weary planes from bases
to "graveyards" or as the war came to a close, from manufacturers to points of sale. These
same women often did chartered flying on the side. Most of the women who found flying
jobs after deactivation became flight instructors, often teaching men who paid for their
training with the GI Bill. Some of the women opened their own flight school or operated
an airport, occasionally with their pilot huspands. Many of the flight instructors reported
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having a second job to help supplement their income as the profession was and is
traditionally underpaid.
Despite the success of many of the women, obtaining a job as a pilot with which
one could support herself was still difficult and frustrating. Jacqueline Cochran addressed
the lack of opportunity for the women in a letter she wrote for publication in the March
1 945 WASP newsletter. In the letter she confirmed that no Allied Governments had a
need or desire to use American women pilots. She explained, "I have been in touch with
airline companies, aircraft manufacturers, and have exhausted all possibilities of
utilization - and everywhere the answer has been the same: 'We have more pilots at
present than we can possibly use and the manpower reservoir is so great that there is no
possible use in sight for women pilots. "' This surplus of pilots is a legacy of the massive
training programs the government established before and during the War, including the
CPTP of which many of the WASP took advantage. As the end of the War neared it was
apparent that there were more pilots than would be needed in the postwar period. 45 It is
quite clear that the women's experience and abilities as pilots meant nothing, and their
gender meant everything. They were automatically disqualified from flying jobs only
because they were women and there was very little they could do about it. 46
For those who could not find flying jobs, or perhaps could not afford them,
getting a job in another aspect of the aviation field seemed like the next best thing. At
least they would be close to airplanes, even if they were not able to fly them. In the 1 945
newsletters, WASPs reported holding 202 aviation related jobs with another eleven
45
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working in the office of an aviation related business. The most common non-flying,
aviation-related job was working for the CAA in some capacity, often in the control
tower at an airfield. Other non-flying jobs included teaching on Link Trainers, accident
analysts, working in operations or dispatch for various airlines, and two WASP became
stewardesses. 47
The 1 945 newsletters were filled with notices ofjobs for the women, although
none as pilots. The March 1 945 newsletter alone had notices for a Link instructor at
Napier Field, two pages of positions in the AAF Flying Training Commands and
Technical Training Commands, openings in the Weather Bureau, and jobs as dispatchers
and control tower operators at San Marcos Army Air Field in Texas. Douglas Aircraft
sent the newsletter information telling the WASP about job openings for which they were
qualified,- and TWA announced that they had forty positions that could be filled by
WASP. All of these notices of positions were directed to the women of the WASP
because they were uniquely qualified because they had knowledge of aviation, but they
were not wanted as pilots because they were women. With the end of the War, most of
these jobs would either disappear or would be given to returning men who held the same
knowledge as the women but were the preferred gender. 48
The WASP faced the same discrimination in the postwar period as the thousands
of American women who lost their skilled jobs to returning men, despite their abilities. In
her discussion of the growth of women in the workforce in the 1 970s, Alice Kessler
Harris reveals that the clerical and service sectors saw almost all of the growth. She
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quotes the Detroit Free-Press that stated in 1953, "Rosie feels something like Typhoid
Mary when she applies for a factory job." The skilled women who were "Rosies" and the
skilled women of the WASP, faced the same removal and refusal based on t4eir gender in
the postwar years.49
While the majority of WASP wanted to find flying jobs upon deactivation, some
of the women decided they had either taken enough chances in the air and were not going
to risk any more, or, more likely, they had flown the fastest, most sophisticated planes of
their day and simply were not willing to "fly around the patch" in some light-weight
"puddle-jumper." Many of the women who either did not try or could not find flying jobs
let their patriotism guide their next step. The WASP were disbanded in December 1944,
just as the German Army was making its major push at the Battle of the Bulge. A desire
to help their nation in its time of need had motivated the women to join the WASP in the
first place, and that desire to help was not dampened by the end of the program. In the
1945 newsletters, there were nineteen reports of women who had joined the American
Red Cross and served overseas in a variety of roles. Another fourteen women joined
some branch of the military, whether it was the Marines or the Army's Air-Evacuation
Nurse Corps. 50
For those who could not find flying or aviation related jobs, and did not want to
join another branch of the military, a return to the jobs they held before the War was
common. Several of the women returned to teaching at both the secondary and collegiate
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levels. Many returned to their family businesses, and a few of the women were
professional writers for magazines and newspapers at the local and national level. 51
The majority of the WASP seem to have searched for and found jobs of some sort
upon disbandment, but a number of the women did not look for jobs. 52 At least sixteen of
the women went to college or graduate school, including one who went to medical school
and another who went to law school. But behind flying and aviation-related work, the
most common profession for the WASP post-disbandment became housewife. Nearly one
hundred of the women were married in the first year after the WASP ended. Babies often
quickly followed.
As World War II finally came to a close, the tone and focus of the newsletters
began to change. By October 1 945, not one job was listed. By the end of the year, the
women were concerned with their status/recognition as veterans. Three pages of that
issue were devoted to whether or not the WASP should push for legislation that would
establish the WASP on a reserve status or give them privileges similar to the GI Bill of
· Rights. The Executive Board of the Order of Fifinella presented six reasons why such
legislation would be good for the women. They included compensation for the families of
those killed and to those who were disabled in service. Educational and loan facilities
such as were included in the GI Bill of Rights were another issue. They listed the
strategic value to the War Department in having the WASP on reserve as a national
security issue. Another advantage of veteran status was the preference the women would
have received in Civil Service and civilian employment. The final most interesting point
51
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the Board made, and one that would later serve to motivate the women in their fight for
recognition in the 1970s was that "prestige and the historical record should be clarified
and determined: that Women Airforce Service Pilots were the first women in American
History to serve during time of war or in peace as rated personnel on AAF air crews. "53
The women could already see, in December 1945, that their work for the AAF and their
nation was about to be forgotten.
The negatives the Executive Board included the reluctance of the government to
grant retroactive veteran's recognition to any group, and the additional disadvantage of
the WASP's gender. In asking for the GI Bill, the Board argued, "it would be difficult to
prove that any WASP's education was interrupted as WASPs were volunteers. Men who
volunteered would have eventually faced the draft under selective service." They
continued, "WASPs were in receipt of approximately $20,000 worth of high horsepower
training and flight time. Some universities are accrediting as much as 22 hours for
Avenger [training field] work." And finally, "training and education for peace time living
is more acute for veterans whose training was for combat, and are now without a
peacetime skill." In other words, the men needed it worse then they did. This argument
neglects the point that offering it to the 1, 102 women of the WASP would not take it
away from the men who served in combat. 54
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The Board addressed the disadvantages or unlikelihood of WASP being put on
reserve status as well. One point was the fact that so many of them were getting married
and having children, the reserve group would only be useful as an organizational and
training tool, not as a real reserve unit. A second and realistic argument was that "a bill
placing WASP on reserve status is improbable in view of the history of failure of
legislation proposing to militarize WASP while actually in service, and backed by
powerful testimony and statement of need to the House Military Affairs Committee by
General Arnold." In other words, the Congress did not allow the WASP to become a part
of the military when the military really wanted them. Their chances of passing a bill in
the postwar period were likely nil. 55
Another negative aspect of pursuing recognition was "there is a strong possibility
of harm being done to WASP now engaged in competitive commercial flying, by renewal
of the old feud, prejudice and criticism, directed at WASP as a group who have had much
and are primarily concerned with matters of self interest only." This is clearly referring to
the negative press the women received during the initial fight for militarization in 1944.
The Board continues to warn the "position of all active women pilots [is] highly
competitive due to approximately 1 90,000 pilots being discharged from [the] AAF and
the estimate maximum consumption in civil aviation to 1950 of 37,000 pilots." Although
the Board does not cite where they got these numbers, it is likely that they had been made
available by the CAA which put out numerous reports on the status of aviation late in the
War and in the early postwar period. 56
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That this issue is even a point in their discussion is evidence that the women were
conscious of the fact that they were discriminated against as pilots because of their
gender. They knew they faced an uphill fight in obtaining jobs and were worried that by
appearing pushy and renewing "the old feud, prejudice and criticism" they might hurt
their chances even more. These comments prove that the WASP leadership considered
keeping quiet and not going after what they wanted, thereby avoiding any controversy for
those who were continuing to try to fly. The Board's comments about the WASP as "a
group who have had much" shows their belief that they should feel grateful to have had
the chance to fly military planes, rather that the government being grateful for their
service. The Board was downplaying the significance of the women's roles with their
timid humility. As will be shown below, not all WASP were so deferential. 57
Broader issues of the state of the nation and a desire to privilege veterans seemed
to concern those writing the list of negatives as well. The Board members revealed their
political conservatism by making an argument that was later used in Congress in the
1 970s by those who opposed recognizing the women. The Board made the point in
December 1 945 that "the logical culmination of such thinking is to attach all civilian
groups that served in World War II to legislation providing such privileges. With equal
claims are Red Cross overseas and continental workers and U.S.O. groups. All civilian
defense groups would soon be compiling reasons backing agitation. There is no time for
this strain on the budget or critical problems of World Govemment."58 This reference to
the problems of "World Government" seems to support Elaine Tyler May's broad
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argument in her Homeward Bound: American Families in the Cold War Era that the
international politics of the day greatly influenced American's daily lives. 59 Even before
the end of the War, tensions developed between the United States and the Soviet Union.
This, in addition to the physical and thereby economic devastation of Europe worried
many Americans about the postwar state of the world.
The Board asked the WASP to carefully consider the positives and negatives of
the issue and return a survey stating whether or not they want the Board to pursue the
matter. The issue was next mentioned in the April 1946 newsletter. Clara Jo Marsh,
president of the organization, reported, "a bill for WASPs, similar to Merchant Marines
and C.A.P. [Civil Air Patrol] bills is neither desirable nor likely to get action at this time."
According to Marsh, "The above two bills have never gone beyond 'committee' -and will
probably be dropped due to pressure of national and international concerns in
Congress. "60
Marsh's simple announcement was countered in the next newsletter of June 1946,
in an article written by the San Francisco chapter of the organization. The intensity with
which the article presents the group's arguments and the clear disagreement with the
earlier negatives that were listed by the board reveal the lack of unity among the women
on this issue. The article is a plea for those opposed to pursuing recognition because of its
difficulty or a lack of interest, to think of those who want and need the recognition and to
support their efforts.
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Many of you, we fully realize, would never have occasion to
apply for Veteran's benefits, and therefore would derive no
personal gain. Many have ceased to be active in the field of aviation.
Many are married and have families, which in itself, is a full time
job, and many have positions in which they are well satisfied.
HOWEVER, there are those among us that would definitely
benefit had they the right to say, 'I am a Veteran. ' It is true these
girls are in the minority, but without the help and understanding
of each and everyone that compose the majority they will never
benefit as they certainly deserve. 61

The article continued by arguing against several of the negatives the Board had
earlier put forth. "Yes, we did receive the finest training in the field of aviation that was
possible to obtain, and it was given to us. But didn't we give something in return? Didn't
YOU give up something, put forth effort .. . ?" The writers then attempted to goad the
women into realizing the importance of their own roles in the War by contrasting the
flying they did with the more mundane, safe duties women in other military branches
did. 62
"Do you actually feel that your training and the job you held after
you received your wings was inferior and held less responsibility
than that which was imposed on the WAC who punched a typewriter
eight hours a day, or the WAVE that checked text books in and out,
or the Marine that was a receptionist?? Can YOU honestly say that
they deserve recognition and we do not? That we do not have the right
to the honor and privileges awarded to other women's wartime
organizations?? We, in San Francisco, don't think you can. And the
forty-one girls who gave their lives, what of them; what of the honor
due them????',63

The article concluded by presenting a practical reasons the women should move
forward with the fight for veteran's status. "One of our members here recently applied to
61
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the CAA for a position. She had all the requirements and experience. However, she was
denied the position because she was not a Ve�eran." Many of the women who had gained
positions as civilians with the CAA or other government agencies quickly began losing
their jobs after the War because federal government made the agencies follow Veteran's
preference rules in hiring and staffing of positions. The WASP were not Veterans and so
even though many of them had been recruited into the positions for their aviation skills,
they. lost their jobs. The San Francisco group conclude their article asserting that they
would do the work of what they knew would be a "long and bitter struggle" if the
members of the Order of Fifinella would just give them their consent to try. 64 The women
of the WASP seem to have listened.
The October 1 946 newsletter had a brief mention that a bill had been brought
before the House of Representatives "to provide certain benefits for civilian flying
instructors of personnel for the Armed Forces in World War II, " the group that had
fought so vocally and successfully against WASP militarization in June 1 944. A search of
the Congressional Record did not find any evidence of the bill ever making it to a vote. 65
A report in that same issue of the newsletter explained that the WASP' s efforts to get
Veteran's recognition had been adopted by the Congress of American Women, an
organization that pressed for women's rights and "the freedom of women to do the work
of their own choosing. " The group agreed to help draft a bill that would be presented to
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Congress in January 194 7. Despite the optimistic nature of these comments, the bill, and
Veteran's recognition, is not mentioned in the newsletters again. 66
The disagreement among some of the WASP concerning whether to strive for
Veteran's recognition seems to have been a minor issue, if the coverage of the argument
in the newsletters is any indicator. No WASP has mentioned the issue in any recent
interview or questionnaire and so it can be assumed the event has either been forgotten or
was not considered important enough to discuss. Another possibility is that they did not
support veteran's status in the 1940s but did in the 1970s and to discuss the 1940s
argument they would have to justify their earlier stand. The women's attitudes about what
they deserved likely changed over time as well, influencing both their memory and their
choices about what to share with modem researchers. The fact that the issue was dropped
in 1946 and yet was renewed with a vengeance and a successful conclusion in the 1970s
makes one wonder what changed for the women? Was it the fact that the Women's
Movement had made the success of the legislation more likely, the fact that the women
were in their fifties and children were out of the home providing more time and energy to
pursue the issue, or was it because the Air Force announced that for the first time ever
they were going to allow women into the cockpit of their airplanes making the WASP
realize that unless they stepped forward their work during the War would forever be
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forgotten? Regardless of their actions in the 1970s, in the late 1940s the women of the
WASP were simply trying to find their place in society.
From the end of the WASP program in December 1944 the most common goal
among the women was a continued push to promote women in aviation. The newsletters
show the continuation of this goal, even as the success of the WASP themselves in the
field of aviation began to decline. As the mid-1940s moved on to the late-1940s, the
numbers of WASP making their living in aviation declined, but their interest remained
steady although the flying became more and more associated with entertainment and
travel. An analysis of the newsletters in the last years of the 1940s reveals a shift from
hopeful optimism to a sense of moving on with their lives.
Although by 1946 the War was over and the WASP had scattered across the
nation with many married and some beginning to have children, the Order of Fifinella
was strong with just over 800 members. The 1946 newsletters were full of news about
what the members were doing (including 164 who held jobs in aviation, at least 105
flying for a living), marriages, and babies, but the strongest theme throughout was
aviation, p'articularly the promotion of women in aviation. 67

Reports from various chapters always included flying plans and even a few
schemes to get the women into the cockpit for a living again. The New York chapter was
making a list of "girls who were seriously interested in flying cargo and freight in case an
airline could be formed primarily of girls . . .."68 If the male dominated airline industry
would not hire the women to fly, then they would just form their own airline. Although
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the idea was optimistically received, it was not very realistic. Women in the 1 940s had
enough trouble getting loans from banks to start their own businesses when they fit with
society's views of a "woman's" field. The chances of women getting money from either
private or public (such as the government) sources to begin an airline were not likely.
Despite the thin chance that the airline would get the funding to get the airline started, the
fact that the women were proposing the idea suggests that they were still very interested
in flying and were brainstorming about how they could get around the male-dominated
system.
Knowing the women today and reading their words from the 1 940s, one can
almost see the group of twelve or so women sitting in someone 's living room, drinking
cocktails or beer (there are numerous references in the newsletters about gatherings at
which beer would be provided) and fantasizing about running an all women airline. They
likely plotted and planned and hoped that they could make it work but, by 1 946, most of
the women would go home and lay in bed at night knowing that it would never happen.
One of the most amazing things about the women of the WASP is the lack of bitterness.
They had all the skills and qualifications but some doors were closed to them over and
over just because they were women.
Despite the rejections and disappointments, the WASP were not passive victims
in the postwar period. They actively met and planned and worked to promote women in
aviation. The June 1 946 newsletter reported numerous activities with that objective in
mind. WASPs Margaret Moore and Gene Landman reported on the meeting of the
Congress of American Women (CAW) at which Jacqueline Cochran had been the
luncheon speaker. Moore and Landman joined the organization after the meeting because
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they believed the group had goals that clearly supported women in general and the
women of the WASP in particular. When Moore and Landman confessed to the leader of
the CAW, Dr. Gene Weltfish, that they felt a bit selfish with the narrowness of the WASP
goals as compared to the global goals of her organization, Weltfish reassured them, "it is
a very important matter and one that interests us highly - to see that women with highly
technical skills [ such as] you women flyers have be treated on equal status with men."
The fact that the CAW, the same group that agreed to help the women formulate a bill to
present to Congress to eamVeteran's recognition, had those goals, is evidence that
professional women such as the WASP were not alone in their postwar struggles. 69
The same June newsletter reveals that the WASP were not the only women fliers
fighting for their rights as pilots. In April of 1 946, the Conference on Women in Aviation
was held at Stephens College (a women's college) in Columbia, Missouri. Other than
WASP there were members of the 99s (the women pilots association), women writers
from aviation magazines, and representatives of government agencies and the airline
industry. One session was devoted to airline work with the emphasis placed on
hostessing, but the CAA representative discussed a variety of aviation jobs for women

although few involved actual piloting. Nancy Love spoke at the conference and urged the
women to "take their place in aviation by working up and making a good reputation." She
emphasized, "although women made great strides toward overcoming prejudice during
the War, they have already slipped back to where they were before."70
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This idea of working hard and building a good reputation brings to mind Booker
T. Washington's theories about African-Americans around the tum of the century. If they
would just work hard and prove their abilities, they were sure to get the recognition they
deserved. The WASP followed this same tact during the War and to a certain extent were
able to gain greater opportunities in the aircraft they flew once they proved they were
capable, but only when the AAF needed them to fly the more advanced aircraft, and not
before. Despite their record the women were not given military benefits during or after
the War. Just as with Washington's African-Americans, it would take a revolution of
· demands in the 1 960s and 1 970s before the women would be recognized for their efforts.
But in the 1 940s, they continued to try.
In August 1 946 the Order of Fifinella held its first national convention. This
meeting was all about flying. Hundreds of the WASP met at Lock Haven, Pennsylvania,
home of the Piper Cub Factory where so many of the women had worked before the War.
William "Papa" Piper, the owner of the Piper Aircraft Company, hosted the event and
actively encouraged the women in their flying. The women had a spot landing contest
and a tour of the Piper factory. The next day they had an afternoon flying meet that
included bomb-dropping (usually water balloons) contest. They concluded the second
day with a cocktail party and prizes of nylons were given as rewards for the games. At
least 200 women attended the final banquet, hosted by Piper, at which Piper invited them ,
to hold the next year's reunion at his other plant in Ponca City, Oklahoma. 7 1
The following morning the WASP joined together for a formation flight to the
National Air Races in Cleveland. Four flights of twenty-five Piper Cubs flew the trip
71
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from Pennsylvania to Ohio in three-ship formations. In all, there were 276 formation
take-offs and landings with not a single Cub scratched. It was the "largest civilian
formation ever flown, the largest mass delivery ever attempted, [and was] accomplished
entirely by women pilots." Goodyear hosted the women with sandwiches and drinks as
the media swarmed them for pictures. Nearly two years after they were deactivated, the
women of the WASP proved they still had it. 72
Despite the success of the 1946 reunion and the positive press the Cub flight had
gained, the following year clearly begins the decline of the women in flying and the
Order ofFifinella as an organization. The 1947 newsletters report only sixty-one aviation
jobs with only forty-one of those definitely flying for a living. The newsletters
themselves were different in 1 947. The earlier years were fairly small print with only a
few pictures and were filled with news about the women and activities promoting women
in aviation. These newsletters were still of high quality, but the articles were often several
pages long with numerous pictures filling the pages and not much news of activities,
indicating a decline in the interest of members. One reason for the decline might have
been many of the women were simply too busy to respond. The 1 946 newsletters

reported fifty marriages and eleven babies. The 1947 newsletters reported only thirty-two
marriages, but thirty-eight babies. With more women getting busier with new families,
they might have been less willing to spend the time to write in to the newsletters. Some of
the women succeeded in pushing their way into postwar aviation, but more and more
began moving on with their lives.?3
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One telling note came from the Chicago Chapter who discussed their November
1946 meeting. They revealed, ''we escaped from our pink chiffon civilian world for a few
very enjoyable hours to talk of better days and compare notes of friends who have
continued in the ozone industry and those who have gone on to better things." The
boredom with daily life and -longing for days of active flying is reminiscent of Betty
Friedan's arguments in her Feminine Mystique. The frustration that the WASP felt with
their disbandment came clear with further comments from the Chicago chapter. "Most of
the meeting was taken up discussing our memorial party of the 20th • . • the dear, lovely,
repulsive 20th of broken dreams. This is the second anniversary, oh weeping ones, and we
are going to have a beautiful blow-out . . . and we'll all be on instruments before the
evening's through." Although these comments come from one chapter of the Order, there
is no reason to believe the frustration and sense of longing were not common among the
women. Although most were likely happy with their lives, or so they argue in current
interviews, they admit they felt a sense of loss for the flying and the independence and
freedom which came with it. 74
Although fewer WASP were attending the reunions and there was a decline in the
number working in aviation, they did continue to promote flying� One way the women
were promoting flying was a nationwide effort to create Wing Scouts as part of the Girl
Scouts. Dozens of WASP worked with their local Girl Scouts to encourage them to get
interested in flying. They were successful and received positive publicity in some places,
but faced some negative reaction as well. One pair of WASP in Texas "met with a great
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deal of opposition from the [scouts] mothers."75 Flying teaches self-confidence and a
sense of independence that fit the Girl Scout goals. Having women who had served their
nation as pilots as role models would seem to be a good thing for the girls. The lack of
knowledge about flying is a battle the entire aviation industry did and does face. Adding
in the factor of accepted gender roles appears to have limited what the mothers were
willing to let their daughters do.
The 1 94 7 newsletters show the women continuing to work for aviation, despite
the frustration of some as revealed above. The April news covered the All Woman
Airshow that was held in Tampa, Florida in March 1 94 7. WASP and other women pilots
held an air race, tried for speed and altitude records, and held an airshow including a
. novelty act, a parachute jump and a sailplane act, among others, for the public. The event
was a hit and garnered a great deal of positive publicity in the local and national press.
Caro Bayley explained to her fellow WASP "we're trying to sell more American women
on the sport and practicability of flying and also to give the girls who do fly something to
use their skill for. We can't make a living at it, we might as well have fun with it."76
Some of the women were still making a living flying, but they became more rare.

Occasionally the women were finding positions that combined more "typical" female
jobs with flying. A few were "flying secretaries" where they would work as a secretary
but were available to fly the businessmen to their meetings. Doris Gee got a job flying
around the country in a Super Cruiser demonstrating sewing machine attachments. 77
Despite these few jobs, the majority of the women who were still making a living flying
75
76

7
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either owned an aviation business, often with their husbands (at least eight women did
this), or were flight instructors.
The October-December 1947 newsletter reported on the Second National
Convention that was held in Oklahoma the month before. It described the flying contests
and festivities and the fact that fifty girls had gone on to the Cleveland Air Races to
represent the WASP, even having a display with pictures and information about what
they had done in the War and what they were doing now. Although the news about the
reunion was positive, the newsletter ended voicing great concern. Apparently the Order
of Fifinella membership had dropped to 500 women and while 75% of the membership
voted to hold the reunion in Oklahoma, only 1 0% showed up. Members of the Board
wondered why so few women came asking if it was financial problems or perhaps the
"husband and wife problem" meaning the family got one vacation per year and it was not
going to be to her reunion. The Board wondered if they should have less aviation oriented
reunions or perhaps only hold them every other year. They reminded the readers that part
of the reason for the reunions is to earn positive public relations for the WASP and
"progress and accomplishment," with a goal of 1 00% attendance. 78
A year later the December 1948 newsletter is nearly entirely dedicated to the
Third National Convention held in California, but is basically page after page of pictures
with descriptive captions. The notes about the business meeting are most telling. The
organization's membership had dropped to 375, about 400 fewer than they needed to stay
financially viable. The meeting concluded with a resolution to push for more members.

78
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But by December 1949 the executive secretary resigned the position she had held for five
years and waved, for the second year in a row, back pay of some $900. Membership had
dropped to 355 and the organization had $5.49 in its account.
An article in the September 1949 newsletter suggests why the Order of Fifinella
continued to exist for two more years. The women of the WASP were invited to join the
Air Force Reserve as officers. The issue reported, "this . is your opportunity to be a part of
the Air Force once more. We do not know what the future will bring, but it is a good time
to get in on the ground floor. So fill in those forms and once again be a part of the Air
Force." Some 1 12 WASP served in the USAFR, with fifteen serving for over twenty
years.
The decade of the 1940s ended with a note of hope for the WASP. The Air Force
wanted them back, if only on non-flying reserve status, but who knew, perhaps the
women could do more later. The postwar period was one of disappointment and
frustration, but also of optimism. The formation of the Order ofFifinella itself revealed a
confidence that the women of the WASP would be able to find the flying jobs they
wanted, and, as they moved into family life they would be able to stay close to the flying
world and their fellow WASP. The women knew that they had done something special,
and were determined to stay together reminding themselves and the world what they had
done. The WASP wanted to fly. They wanted women to enjoy and accept aviation and to
be accepted as pilots. They worked hard to achieve these goals, constantly pushing the
limits of what society expected of women. But by 1950, most of the WASP had to face
the reality that their place in society was not as professional pilot. The 1950s would bring
the demise of the Order ofFifinella and the silence of the WASP as a group. But as the
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evidence will show, the women, as individuals, continued to be ahead of the curve,
always pushing American society as far as they were able.

1 47

CHAPTER FIVE
LEADING BY LIVING

The year 195 1 was a good one for Caro Bayley Bosca. While working for the Jess
Bristow Airshow, she flew a 125 horsepower Piper Cub to an altitude of 30,303 feet,
creating a new international altitude record for that class of aircraft. 1 On the same day,
Bosca competed in the new Pitts Special her father had bought for her and proceeded to
become the Women's International Aerobatic Champion. In that same year she fell in
love with a pilot from her hometown and in September they were married. 2 She quit
flying in airshows in part because her husband grew tired of being called "Mr. Bayley."
Bosca had four children in five years and sold her beloved Pitts Special.
Mary Coon Walters became a veteran's counselor after the War, but answered the
Air Force's call to duty in 195 1. She married in 1952 and finally separated from the Air
Force in 1955 because she was pregnant. When her son was three, she returned to college
on the GI Bill and eventually became the only woman in her class to earn her J.D. degree.
She began practicing law in 1962, became the first female district judge in New Mexico,
was judge and Chief Judge of the State Court of Appeals, and was the first woman
elected to the New Mexico Supreme Court.3
Bosca and Walters demonstrate the extremes of the WASP experience in the
19 5�s and 1960s. Bosca had stayed active in aviation, making her living as a pilot and
1

Her record was recognized by the Federation Aeronutique Internationale as a world record for Class 1 1
aircraft that is defined as those aircraft with a weight between 1 , 1 02 and 2,204 pounds. She held the record
until 1 984 when it was broken by a 2 1 0 horsepower Mooney that flew to 33,732 feet.
2
A Pitts Special is an aircraft designed by Curtis Pitts to be highly aerobatic. His designs continue to win
aerobatic competitions to this day. Bosca was 29 years old when she married.
3
Betty Turner, Out ofthe Blue and Into History (Chicago: Aviatrix Publishing, 1999).
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mechanic and whatever odd jobs she needed to get by. She gave it all up in 1 95 1 to
marry, have children and a stable home life. Walters worked then joined the Air Force,
but was honorably discharged when she became pregnant. She went to college when her
child was young, and entered a field in which 95% of its members were men.4 Although
Walters is the only WASP who became a Supreme Court Judge, more of the women
worked in the 1 950s then stayed home. In the time of "June Cleaver" and "Father Knows
Best," the women of the WASP were just ahead of their peers in pushing the limits of
what American society expected of them and wanted them to do. 5
In June 1 948 Public Law 625, known as the Women's Integration Act, authorized
"the enlistment of women in the Regular and Reserve components of the four services. "6
While the new law had multiple purposes and was limiting in integrating women in the
military, it did provide a new opportunity for the WASP. The women began to get word
that they were welcome to join the Air Force Reserve as officers, with their rank
depending in part on their length of service in the WASP. It seemed the women were
finally getting some official recognition for the work they had done during the War.
The Order of Fifuella had one last gasp as the women clamored for news about
the Air Force Reserves. The 1 950 newsletters were full of articles on how to join the
Reserves as well as news of those who had joined and at what rank. While the WASP
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joined the Reserves in large numbers, only 1 12 were able to serve for any length of time
as the Air Force had not realized when they sent out their invitation to join that many of
the women had children after the War. Having young children was an automatic
disqualifier for women who wanted to join. This rule forced women to choose between a
military career and a family. This dilemma was, and to some extent still is, common to
professional women. Regardless of the "snafu," the WASP as a group seemed to get a
last chance at continuing.
New officers to the Order ofFifinella Board as well as a new newsletter editor
also seem to have helped give a temporary boost in the energy of the group. Hazel
Raines, the new president, called for all WASP to join the Order and pay their dues. The
April 1950 newsletter revealed "gals who attended the '49 convention heard considerable
bores about how our organization is too small, too loosely knit, and too disinterested to
persist in existence. Now we call that a rare shame . . . " and then called for new and
renewing members.
More aviation jobs were reported in 1950, thirteen (with two flying), than in the
previous two years, but participation in sending in news increased in 1 950 suggesting that
perhaps the numbers went up only because more women reported, not because more
women got aviation jobs. Reports of thirty new babies indicate what many of the women
were busy with at the time. Continued reports about the Reserves evolved into questions
about flying once the conflict began in Korea. In the October newsletter Jacqueline
Cochran reported, "whether the women [ in the Reserve] will be permitted to again fly
aircraft will, in my opinion, depend entirely on whether we have an all out war, which at
this point is anyone's guess, and I know we are all hoping and praying that the present
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emergency will soon be over and that none of our services will be required."7 Cochran
was once again making clear that women were used as pilots only as a last resort in the
case of extreme emergency. There gender, not their experience or skills, mattered the
most.
The WASP reunion of 1 950 was held in conjunction with the Air Force
Association, with thirty-three WASP in attendance. One highlight of the reunion was that
the 99s awarded WASP Caro Bayley "the Jacqueline Cochran award for distinction and
for bringing favorable publicity to women flyers by her trick flying." 8 Bayley, one of the
organizers of the All Woman Airshow in Florida, was one of a handful of WASP doing
airshows and gaining publicity for women in aviation. Overall, 1 950 was a better year for
the WASP, and the Christmas 1 950 newsletter joyously reported that the Order of
Fifinella membership was higher than the year before.
But the optimism was illusory. The two newsletters of 1 95 1 are chatty, but not
much else. Betty Williams reported on the "6th Annual Reunion" which was held in
conjunction with the Air Force Association reunion, but seems there were only a handful
of WASP in attendance. 9 The current WASP rosters list the organizations past presidents
and reunions. The last reunion listed is in Dallas in 1 949, and Dorothy Avery is listed as
the last president with her term ending in 1 95 1 . Under the years 1 95 1 - 1 964 is listed
''None." The Order of Fifinella was done, not to be revived until 1 964 when Mary Anna
Martin Wyall got the women together in 1 964 for a twentieth anniversary reunion. 1 0
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The organization was dead, its original goals of finding the women aviation jobs
and keeping them together superceded by the reality of their gender and the fact that so
many of the women just moved on with their lives. Many of the women remained friends,
with small pockets of WASP living near one another or visiting regularly. So if they were
too busy or disinterested to keep the Order_ of Fifinella going, then what were they
doing? 1 1 Just as in their prewar lives, the women of the WASP did not follow all the
patterns set by their peers in American society.
As one might suspect given their ages and the high number who reported
marriages and births, many of the WASP were self-declared housewives or homemakers.
Unlike their age cohort, however, these women were not in the majority. 12 Only 29% of
the women reported that they "stayed home with the children" or in some other way of
indicated that they were full-time homemakers in the 1 950s. Some 1 8% of those women
were military wives, following their husband from assignment to assignment, often all
over the world. Just over 32% of the WASP reported that they had children but also
worked outside the home. In 1 950, in the WASP's age cohort, only 23 .8% of married
women worked, showing that the WASP were working more than other women their
age. 1 3 Twenty percent of the WASP with children followed the pattern of their peers and
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waited until their youngest child was in school before taking work outside ofthe home. 1 4
But even more WASP did not follow that path.
While in 1950 11.9% and in 1955 16.2% ofwhite American women with children
under the age ofsix worked, in the 1950s 38% ofthe WASP clearly worked or went to
college while their youngest child was under the age offive. This is double the number of
their peers. Their high education and high skill level in a profession indicate that the
women were intelligent, independent women, and so may have been less willing to stay
at home with young children. Margaret DeBolt Christian supports this argument.
Christian stayed home with her children until they were in school but then, "never a
happy housewife, I returned to work." 1 5
Breaking another pattern set by their peers, 38% ofthe WASP reported that they
worked and did not have children in the 1950s. Some were married, some were not, but
none ofthese women reported having children. Although figures are not available on the
number ofchildless women in the 1950s, in 1976 only 10% ofwomen oftheir age cohort
were childless. 1 6 With the advent ofboth the birth control pill and the Women's
Movement in the 1960s and 1970s, it is more likely that the 10% fi gure is higher than it
would have been in the 1950s. Regardless, even using the later fi gure and taking into
account that some ofthe WASP may not have mentioned their children in the sources
( although unlikely), the women ofthe WASP were at least three times more likely to
have not had children in the 1950s than their peers. Overall, it is safe to conclude that the
married WASP were approximately twice as likely as their age cohort to be working in
14
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the 1 950s, indicating once again that they were ahead of their peers in challenging
society's norms.
The women who reported being housewives, for the most part, made the choice
themselves. Hazel Caldwell reported that she married, had three daughters, stopped flying
and "enjoyed being a wife and mother." 1 7 Irene Gregory Lindner helped operate the
family flying business until the birth of her first child in 1 950 when according to her
report, "I then became a full time domestic engineer." 1 8 Her use of the phrase "domestic
engineer" echoes the professionalization of motherhood in the 1 950s. As William Chafe
referred to in his The America17: Woman: Her Changing Social, Economic, and Political
Roles, 1920-1970, the 1 950s saw a public debate on the place of women in American

society. 1 9
Before Friedan named the problem in her Feminine Mystique, magazines and
newspapers debated why American housewives seemed so unhappy. 20 One solution to
their unhappiness was for the women to accept their "natural" occupation of mother and
excel at it. According to Chafe, conservatives of the period suggested that if a woman
found cooking too mundane a task, she should work to become "a gourmet chef (and a
food chemist), [ and] what had once been a tiresome chore could be transformed into a
creative adventui-e."2 1 Whether Lindner used the phrase "domestic engineer" during the
1 950s or has only come to use that term more recently is unclear. Many of the full-time
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homemakers reported being very active in numerous activities such as Girl Scouts <P}d
Cub Scouts, the PTA, the American Red Cross, and even a book club for difficult works
such as Ulysses. The women who could afford it flew for fun, occasionally competing in
air races, and often flying with their husbands and children. Some of the women, whether
they could afford it or not, quit flying, often out of a sense of duty to their children.
The women who married -pilots faced the dilemma of a two-pilot family.
Catherine Vail Bridge's husband flew for the Air National Guard, and so she gave it up
and took care of the children. 22 Other women married non-pilots, but their flying came to
a similar result. Ruth Dailey Helm's last flight as a pilot was in 1 953. She had a one-year
old daughter, "and her father thought flying was dangerous."23 Other WASP gave up
flying because they knew the risks themselves. Mary Catherine Johnson McKay did not
fly while her three daughters were young because she was "afraid enough of airplanes."24
All of these women, whether through their own decision-making process or with the
encouragement of a spouse, quit flying (at least temporarily) in order to reduce the risk of
orphaning their children. Flying is a hobby one must work at to remain proficient. With
the expense and time required in order to remain safe pilots, many of the women just let it
go rather than taking the risk.
What the women did with their lives varied according to whether they had
children or not, and if so, how many. The women of the WASP averaged 2.9 children,
with most of the women having two or three and a few having seven to ten. The women
with fewer children were more likely to be employed, for obvious reasons. This average
22
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of around three children matches the average of the "baby boom family'' as described by
May in her Homeward Bound. 25
The jobs the women with children held were more what one might assume of a
1950s woman-worker. Seventeen percent were teachers at the nursery, primary and
secondary levels. Another 17% of the women worked in offices, and 5% were librarians.
Overall, that means at least 39% of the working WASP 'Yith children held jobs that were
considered acceptable "women's work" in -the 1950s.26 Women who worked in other
fields included 10% who were flight instructors, the one aviation field in which women
were able to succeed, albeit in still relatively small numbers. A high 27% of the WASP
reported running or helping to run a private business. Just over half of these were family
businesses including a citrus farm and a working ranch, and one business was aviation
related. A small number of women went to college, including Mary Walters trek through
law school. Overall it is clear that the majority of WASP with children found jobs that
were flexible and conducive to family life. (See table one page 159)
The women without children followed a slightly different pattern. While 12% of
the women were teachers, nearly one-third of those were college professors, although
often in physical education rather than the more academic fields. Some 14% of the
women worked in offices, but over half of those were in aviation-related companies.
Eight percent of the women were writers, three-quarters aviation related, including one
woman who was the associate editor for "Flying" magazine, a prominent aviation
publication. Fourteen percent of the women owned or ran a business, with just over half
25
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owning the companies outright, and none listed as being family businesses. The military
was home to 10% of the women, while another 18% attended college in the 1950s. Of
those in college, two-thirds attended graduate school including some who earned the
doctorate and medical degrees. Other professional jobs for these women included a
professional golfer, a missionary, and at least one stockbroker (one of the first women in
that field).
Overall, only 26% of the WASP without children seem to have held the "typical"
jobs for women at that time.27 When the numbers of the three groups (housewives,
working with children, working without children) are combined, 50% of the women of
the WASP were in roles, either at home or at work, which were fairly acceptable to
American society in the 1950s. The remaining 50%, with or without children, were in
other, less "normal" roles. Some examples have already been given, but others include
running an air service (instruction, sales, charters, etc.), owning a real estate business, and
attending medical school. Although most of these jobs were not radical deviations from
the accepted norm, they did push beyond the most common jobs. It is interesting to note
that nearly all of the women reported working in white-collar jobs. One woman explained
she was occasionally a waitress but "only in the finest of places."28 This white-collar
phenomenon further supports the argument that the WASP were middle class women. 29
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In the 1960s, nearly twice as many WASP with children worked as did in the
1950s. This increase is not surprising as by 1960 the average age of the WASP was forty
years old. 30 The majority of the WASP reported having their children in the early 1950s,
although a few of the younger women reported having children into the early 1960s.
Regardless, by the mid-1960s, nearly all of the women's children were of school age or
older, opening up work opportunities for those women who decided to stay home while
their children were young.
The jobs the women with children took in the 1960s were varied. Some 18% were
teachers, 6% were librarians, and 12% worked in an office. Altogether, that is 36% of the
women in jobs most similar to their peers. The rest, again, did not follow the norm.
Sixteen percent of the women owned their own business in the 1960s. A surprising 28%
of the women worked in aviation related jobs or held aviation related positions. Just short
of a third of those women were flight instructors. Professional jobs some of the women
with children held in the 1960s included stockbroker, lawyer and judge, draftsman,
accountant, journalist, and school psychologist. Seventeen percent of the women went to
college, with nearly half of those attending graduate school. These fi gures all indicate
that the WASP who had children, especially those who waited until those children were
in school before returning to work, took only a slight detour before continuing to pursue
life on their own terms.
The WASP without children continued to excel in the 1960s. Thirty-one percent
of the women were in jobs more typical of their peers, with 22% teaching and 1 1 %
30
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working in an office, but just under a third of the teachers taught at the college level .
Some 1 3% had their own business in the 1 960s. Twenty-two percent of the women had
aviation related jobs with half of those working as professional pilots (half of the pilots
were instructors). Some of the other work the WASP without children did included
professional golfer, psychiatrist, encyclopedia sales, accountant, missionary, and National
Endowment for the Humanities supported photographer. Thirteen percent of the women
went to college, with half of those attending graduate school.
When the numbers for the women with and without children are combined, the
trend of the WASP being ahead of the curve is even more pronounced. Fifteen percent of
the women owned their own business. Twenty-six percent of the women held aviation
related jobs or positions. That is compared to the 3 1 .5% of the women who held the more
typical female jobs of teacher and office worker. Of the women involved in aviation, well
Table 1 . Work Outside of Home

1 950s
With
Children
1 950s
Without
Children
1960s
With
Children
1960s
Without
Children

Teacher
(University)

Office

Aviation
Related

Own or Family
Business

Col/ege 
(Graduate
School)

1 7%

1 7%

1 0%

1 3%

<2%

12% (4%)

1 4%

1 5%

7%

1 8% (1 2%)

1 8%

12%

28%

1 6%

1 7% (8%)

22% (7%)

1 1%

22%

1 3%

1 3% (6%)
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over half were professional pilots, with the majority being flight instructors. The doubling
of the number of professional pilots from the 1950s to the 1960s can be attributed to a
number of factors.
As has already been noted, a number of women gave up flying while their
children were very young either because of the prohibitive expense of flying for fun or
for the potential danger. Once their children were a bit older and perhaps the family
finances were a bit more stable, many of the women resumed flying. Flight instructing,
which most of the women who made money flying did, actually paid the women to fly
and often allowed for a flexible schedule. A second reason so many more of the women
were able to find flying jobs may have been the opening up of more positions. The 1950
census reported only 1 4,000 professional pilots and navigators in the United States. The
1960 census reported 28,000, or double. 3 1 The airline industry was expanding, and as the
number of male pilots flying commercial aircraft grew, the spaces available for women to
work as flight instructors grew as well.
Nearly 1 6% of the WASP went to college in the 1960s, with almost half of those
attending graduate school. Once again comparing the women to their peers, it is clear that
this group is incredibly well educated. In 1965 only 7.3% of the white fema]e population
over the age of twenty-five had four years of college or more. Adding the women who
attended college in the 1950s to those who attended in the 1960s, the numbers suggest
that at least 25% of the women returned to or attended college in those decades, with
approximately half of those attending graduate school. If one takes into account the high
education level of the WASP before the War as discussed in chapter two (54% had four
31
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year degrees, 7% had completed some graduate work), the education level ofthe women
is astounding. The women ofthe WASP were clearly ahead oftheir peers in gaining an
advanced education. 32 And as they began to move forward in their lives with their
education, careers, and older children, they once again turned toward each other.
In her work, Another Self: Middle-Class American Women and Their Friends in
the Twentieth Century, Linda Rosenzweig discusses the importance of female friendships

throughout the twentieth century and how they changed over time. She explains that
modem women tend to be preoccupied with men as adolescents and young adults, but "as
they have matured, women have viewed female friendships as central to their lives."33
Rosenzweig supports her argument with the example offifteen women from Hastings,
Nebraska, friends since junior high school, who drifted apart as they married and were
busy with children, but who have held an annual slumber party reunion since they got
together to celebrate turning forty in 1988. 34 The women ofthe WASP reached their
forties in the 1960s. Most oftheir children were in school or grown. They began to look
back at their own youth and became nostalgic for the women who had known them then
and had shared their passion, flying.
In August 1964, the WASP held a reunion celebrating the twentieth anniversary
oftheir disbandment. 35 They published a roster with nearly 1,000 names and addresses
listing both the name the women had in training and their current married names. In
32
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The reunion was in conjunction with the 99s convention in Cincinnati and started because Mary Wyall
insisted that the WASP be given reserved tables, thereby encouraging the women to again see themselves
as a group.
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October 1964 they published the first newsletter since 195 1. This first newsletter was
only one 11 x 17 sheet, printed on front and back. It was primarily made up of one
sentence reports from forty-eight women. Most explained why they had missed the
August reunion, told what they were doing now, or gushed about how nice it had been to
see everyone again. It gave no details about the reunion other than that it was he_ ld in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
The one article in the newsletter spotlighted WASP Dr. Dora Dougherty, one of
the two WASP who had flown the B-29. Dougherty was an aviation psychologist with
Bell Helicopter Company. The article also highlighted Jacqueline Cochran, leader of the
organization during the War, and detailed her continuing aviation feats. The newsletter
concluded with a small paragraph describing the creation of the FAA's new 32-member
Women's Advisory Committee on Aviation, a new group created to advise and make
recommendations to the FAA. Seven members of the committee were WASP, proving
that despite the twenty years since their disbandment, the women were still important to
aviation. The WASP planned to meet again in 1969 to celebrate the silver anniversary of
their deactivation. They began writing annual newsletters. It would seem, after twenty
three years of silence, the Order ofFifinella was rebom.36
From 1964 to the end of the decade, the newsletters became longer and more
WASP sent in news of themselves and of long lost friends. From the humble, one page
beginnings of the 1964 newsletter, they slowly grew. The October 1965 newsletter was
still made up of folded 1 1 x 7 sheets, but it was four sheets instead of just one, and so
presented sixteen easy to read pages. The 1965 newsletter was still fairly limited,
36
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nowhere near the sophisticated articles ofthe early postwar period newsletters. The cover
had copies oftwo news articles on Louise Bowden. One was from the War period and
told ofher experience bailing out ofthe burning plane she had been ferrying. The second
was a 1 964 article telling ofher work as a medical missionary in India. The inside cover
ofthe newsletter was "In Memoriam" with a list ofthe WASP who had died both during
the War and since.
The part ofthe newsletter that was undoubtedly the most interesting to WASP,
many ofwhom were receiving news oftheir friends for the first time in decades, was the
Class News. The three pages were filled with very briefexplanations from eighty-two
women about why they were not at the 1 964 reunion, what they were doing now, and
stories ofthose still flying. Fifteen women flew for fun, regaling their experiences in
recent Air Races and other adventures. Four women clearly earned a living flying.
The newsletter went on to three pages ofmiscellaneous pictures, one could
assume were from the 1 964 reunion, ofthe now early-middle-aged but still athletic and
fit women ofthe WASP. There was a briefarticle on Gloria Heath who had won the
Barbour Safety Award for her work toward aviation safety in her job as Director of
Special Affairs for Flight Safety Foundation. Bill Tischler, a former WASP instructor,
warranted a two-page article, reprinted from United Airlines' "Mainliner" publication.
Tischler, it seemed, had made good - he was seniority number 600 out of4,000 United
pilots.
In the article he talked briefly about his experience teaching the WASP. He
recalled, "it was always a challenge to anticipate what some ofthe bird-girls would do
next; however, some were better than male pilots. There was never a dull moment." The
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article continued, "Tischler survived the WASP program and, at the end of the war,
joined Pennsylvania Central Airlines, which became Capital, which merged with
United." The editors of the newsletter had excitedly gotten permission so they could
reprint the article, and a picture of Tischler signed "To all the Fifinella - the finest
women pilots in the world." This article, and other notices about former male flight
instructors in later newsletters, indicates that the women had a positive relationship with
their instructors. The women seem to have been pleased with the success of the men, and
not resentful about the fact that the majority of them were able to create flying careers
after the War, while they (the WASP) were not due to their gender. 37 The 1965 newsletter
concluded with four pages of roster corrections and a brief financial statement. The Order
ofFifinella had $ 172.35 cash on hand in the fall of 1965. As the organization expanded,
so did their finances.
Beginning in January 1967, the newsletters were much bigger. They were full- sized 8 ½ x 1 1 pages and only got longer over time. The first four pages were dedicated
to Class News. Sixteen of the women reported flying for fun, while six were flying for a
living. One article discussed the role of a WASP in beginning a professional pilot degree

program at Purdue University, while another revealed that several WASP taught a
noncredit aviation course at an Atlanta high school. Then the newsletter had a four-page
article about the Whirly Girls, an organization for women helicopter pilots, which was
created in 1955 in large part thanks to WASP Jean Ross Howard (W-G #13) and Ann
37
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Shaw Carter (W-G #2). The article went on to highlight the eight WASP who were
Whirly-Girls. 38 In addition to a report ofthe cash on hand in late 1 966 as $ 1 75.66, the
newsletter finished with a few more articles about WASP who were still flying or had
earned some publicity in their home towns. 39
The June 1 968 newsletter, substantially longer than earlier editions, began with
six pages of Class News. Along with the usual news ofwho had moved where and whose
· children were graduating came reports that twenty-nine ofthe women were flying for fun
and nine were in the cockpit for a living. This increase is substantial and supports the
· assertion that the women's withdrawal from flying in the 1950s was not necessarily out
ofchoice but out ofcircumstance ofa lack oftime, money or opportunity. Fairly
outstanding stories were mixed in with the rest ofthe normal news. For example, Maxine
Smith was accepted to the California Bar Association and began practicing law in 1 962.
Helen Dettweiler, one ofat least two professional golfers in the group, gave daily golf
lessons to former President Eisenhower in Palm Springs.
But the big stories in the newsletters were usually tied to flying or other more
outstanding deeds. One article focused on Eunice Boardman who had sailed around the
world a number oftimes, as the captain. Two pages ofarticles and pictures focused on
the WASP involved in the Powder Puff Derby, a slang name for the All-Woman
· Transcontinental Air Race. According to the article, this race sponsored by the 99s and
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still an annual event today, began with that first All Woman Air Show in Florida in 1947.
The growth of the race, and the press and sponsorship it received, served as evidence that
the effort the women had and were putting forth to promote women in aviation was
working. The article in the newsletter concluded, "perhaps this race comes close to being
an example as proof that women are as capable as men in handling big tasks in the field
of aviation."40
The newsletter continued with a positive review ofMardo Crane's book Fly
Down ofthe WASP, a novel about the WASP experiences during the War. Then the

newsletter had an article and pictures revealing that thirty-six California WASP (and
twenty-one husbands) had gathered in June 1967 for a 2-day reunion. The WASP spent
an entire day at Travis Air Force Base, including a tour of the Air Freight Terminal and a
loading demonstration of a C-141. The reunion itself is evidence that the women were
ready to begin more regular gatherings. The fact that they both wanted and gained access
· to_ the Base proves that they continued to be not only interested in military aviation, but
that they continued to have enough pull as WASP to get what they wanted, official
veteran's recognition or not. The newsletter concluded with a note that the cash on hand
in December 1967 was $784.45, and with tentative plans for a 1969 reunion in Denver.
The huge increase in the organization's cash flow confirms that more WASP were
willing to spend their time and money to keep the organization alive. 41
The December 1969 newsletter was sixteen pages long and was packed with six
pages of Class News. There were numerous mentions of children graduating from college

40
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and getting married, but proving there is always an exception to every rule, Hazel Hohn,
whose oldest son was in college, brought her one-year-old baby to the reunion. Thirteen
WASP reported flying for fun, and nine were flying for a living, again consistent with the
earlier high numbers.
The biggest part of the newsletter focused on the 1969 Reunion which was held
April 1 1- 13, not in Denver, but in Indio, California, home to Jacqueline Cochran.
Cochran welcomed the 275 WASP and their guests and treated them with a guest
speaker, her friend General Chuck Yeager. That Saturday morning fifty WASP played
golf at the Cochran Golf Course, while the rest took a bus tour of the Coachella Valley.
At the business meeting, it would seem the first since 1950, new board members were
elected and they held a discussion about the legal status of the Order of Fifinella, an
indication that the women were finally serious about keeping the group together. They
saluted Marty Wyall, a member of the last WASP class, 44- 10, who had held all of the
Order's materials all those years and who first initiated the 1964 reunion. The newsletter
held three-and-a-half pages of pictures from the reunion of laughing, confident women.
The final cash on hand report was $2,839.89. The Order of Fifinella was not only reborn
it was thriving.
The 1970s brought even more growth for the organization and eventually another
push for Veteran's status. When in 1976 the Air Force announced that it would be
allowing women to fly their aircraft for the first time, WASP who had been lukewarm
about supporting efforts for recognition got fired up. They fought hard and would finally
receive Veteran's status in November 1977. But in the 1950s and 1960s, while a few
WASP still argued for recognition, most of the women went about their daily lives.
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The death and rebirth of the Order of Fifine Ila reveals much. If the Order's initial
goals of finding the women jobs in aviation had been more successful, perhaps the
organization would have survived. There was already a women's pilot organization, the
99s, to which many of the WASP belonged, but the Order of Fifinella really was unique.
It tied the women together and tried to provide them with a voice, exalting their
experience and abilities as pilots. The aviation industry, try as the women might, was not
listening. Unless the women were able to run their own business, which several did in the
1 950s, or could afford to be flight instructors, professional aviation careers were just not
options for them. With the reality of marriage and family, most of the women just let
flying go. They were busy with every day life, often including careers with their families,
and their time in the WASP was simply a part of the past.
While they let the group go, the independent and determined mentality that it took
to be a WASP was clearly evident in their postwar lives as is evident from the choices
they made. These women took chances. They went to school to educate themselves at a
time when the media was questioning if over-education might be the problem with
women, particularly housewives. 42 While many were teachers, many were doctors and
lawyers and business owners. As a group, these women lived the 1 950s and 1 966s on the
edge, pushing the envelope of what society expected and wanted from American women.
The rebirth of the Order of Fifinella in the 1 960s demonstrates a consciousness of
their own importance. The women recognized that the friends they had.made during the
War were important to them, and that the jobs that they had done were important as well.
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They began to fly again, stretching their wings and soaring above those who doubted
them. 43 The women of the WASP, from their prewar lives, through their wartime service,
to the lives they led in the 1950s and 1960s, proved that life for their generation of
women was not monolithic. These middle-class white women, the very ones who were
supposed to be living the simple, easy-to-teach-in-a-survey-class lives, challenged the
norm, and pushed the envelope of society's limits.

43

Mary Lou Cobert Neale, one of the first WASP from class 43- 1, began flying again in 1967 after twenty
years due in part to her children's "polite skeptism of Mom's flying prowess." She took each of her four
children on their first airplane rides just to prove her point. WASP Newsletter, December 1969.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION
The WASPs themselves, you had to be a particular type of
person to do it. And as a result we had no privates. They're
all generals and they're all opinionated. And as we get
older the only thing we do is get more opinionated. 1

Faith Buchner Richards' comments about her fellow WASP being opinionated
emphasizes a point that should be clear at this stage of this study. The women of the
WASP were independent, strong-willed women. While not what one might call rebels,
they clearly followed their own path and did what they wanted, as much as they were
able, despite what "typical" women did. The women pushed the envelope of American
society and lived their lives on their own terms. They did not wait for someone else to tell
them they could or should go after their dreams. They just did it.
When specifically asked about what influence the women's movement had on
their lives, many of the women scoffed at its importance. Annabelle Craft Moss argued,
"I'm not a feminist. I've always been free to make choices and do whatever I'm
interested in. I know where the stumblings are and seem to get around them very easily."2
Moss is one of several WASP who indicated an awareness of potential obstacles to
reaching her goals, while at the same time presenting an individual determination to
circumvent any potential problems and live the life she wanted despite obstacles. The
theme of "they said I couldn't do it, but I did it anyway" attitude is common among most
WASP.

1
2

Faith Buchner Richards, interview by author, 4 August 1996, Oshkosh, Wisconsin, tape recording.
Annabelle Craft Moss, questionnaire, October 2000, in author's possession.
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Several WASP explained that they were simply too old by the time the younger
generation began talking about women's rights for it to have made any real impact on
their lives. Lois Brooks Hailey admitted the Women's Movement "was too late for me.
Besides, I believe we had the right stuff. We didn't need the movement." Hailey is clearly
referring to the 1 983 book "The Right Stuff' which portrayed the early astronaut program
in the United States. 3 The male astronauts were all former military test pilots and were
very select, indicating that only a rare few had the "right stuff' to make the fledgling
space program a go. This attitude that they did not need the movement to live as they
wanted was common.
As this work has made clear, the women of the WASP were extraordinary. From
their youth through the late 1 960s they pushed the limits of what American society
wanted and expected women to do. As girls they were athletic and for the most part
remained so for most of their lives. As young women the vast majority of them earned a
college education and worked in a wide variety of jobs. The one thing that all WASP had
in common, was a passion for flying.
All of the women of the WASP had some flying experience and more
importantly, had a hunger to fly. Aviation is still a fairly rare hobby or vocation,
particularly for women. 4 The WASP became pilots at a time when flying was truly a
"seat-of-your-pants" experience with much fewer navigational aids and other products
that today's pilots take for granted. Flying was daring then, and not a traditional role for
3
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women to play. Many of the WASP learned on Uncle Sam through the Civilian Pilot
Training Program, earning the one spot out of ten for a girl in each course. One cannot
help but wonder how many more female pilots there might have been in the 1 940s if they
had been given a greater share of those spots.
The women enthusiastically joined the WASP, whether they were a part of the
first twenty-five WAFS, or they went through Cochran's Army-style training program.
The WASP carried out the initial duty of ferrying, proving that women could fly the most
sophisticated aircraft of the time, even becoming the dominant pilots of the pursuit
aircraft. The women showed their flexibility by moving into other duties such as towing
targets and maintenance test flying, performing equally well. Their deactivation in
December 1 944 was a result of social attitudes about women replacing men, the
circumstances of the War, and the attitudes and actions of leaders like Jacqueline
Cochran. While their gender got the WASP their jobs with the AAF, it also cost them
their jobs both during and after the War.
In the immediate postwar period, the majority of the women wanted to continue
flying. They created the Order of Fifinella and published a regular newsletter to help each
other find flying jobs. While initially successful, as more men returned from War and the
needs of the aviation industry declined, fewer and fewer women were able to support
themselves flying. By 1 9 5 1 the Order of Fifinella was dead, and many of the women's
dreams of making a living flying were gone as well.
Despite the fact that only relatively few of the women were able to keep flying for
a living, many continued to fly for fun, while the prohibitive expense ended flying for
even more. Over half of the WASP had "traditional" roles in the 1 950s either as
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housewife or working in a "female" job such as teacher, nurse, or in clerical work. But
when looking at the women, including the numbers of women who worked while their
children were young or who held "out of the ordinary'' jobs or did not have children at
all, it -is clear that the WASP were once again not following the pattern of their age
cohort.
The 1 960s brought an even stronger shift from the norm with more and more of
the women returning to flying and graduate school. While the United States was caught
up in the Civil Rights Movement and the beginnings of the Women' s Movement, the
WASP continued to live their own lives. The WASP do not seem to have been influenced
much by the Women's Movement. Their age and experience· likely limited that effect.
Rather, it seems as though the Women' s Movement was a validation of the way they had
been living their lives all along.
The women of the WASP argue that they chose the lives they led and that
although they faced some discrimination and some obstacles, they claim to have not
complained about it, but instead found a way around it all. These determined women did
not necessarily lead others to follow them in their independent attitudes and lives. They
did not argue for broad women's rights, but for their own right to fly. Their compulsion
to fly united them, and society's limits on what type of flying it would allow women to
do, seems to be the only challenge the WASP could not work their way around.
In the 1 970s presenting a united and organized front, the women finally did gain
some closure on their wartime experience. When the Air Force announced that for the
first time ever it was going to allow women to fly its military planes, the WASP became
determined that they would not be forgotten. The women decided it was time to remind
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the nation of who they were and what they had done. While not necessarily actively
supporting the Women's Movement, the WASP certainly benefited froni the younger
women's efforts . The WASP learned from the male pilots who had worked so hard to get
them disbanded thirty years earlier and made a major publicity push to get the public's
support for their efforts to finally be recognized as veterans. It worked, and in November
1977, President Jimmy Carter signed the bill that officially recognized the WASP as
World War II veterans.
The American government and people had forgotten the WASP. The women even
forgot themselves for over a decade, but in the 1960s and 1 970s, they gained a new
awareness of themselves as a strong group, and they would not disappear again. Today
the women gather biannually for reunions with several hundred of them attending,
despite the fact that they are all now in their 80s. The also have smaller gatherings every
few months, often around an aviation theme (ex : the Experimental Aircraft Association's
annual Fly-In in Oshkosh, WI; various 99s events, etc.). They are still as independent as
ever and, just as Faith Buchner Richards explained, they get more opinionated every day. Part of the rea_sons for the strong opinions, other than the fact that they have
always been independent-minded women and now they have 80-plus years of experience
to back them up, is the fact that the American public has begun to embrace them in the
past decade or so. As the women have gotten older they have followed the trend of the
male veterans of their generation and begun writing memoirs. In addition, films such as
Fly Girls, a part of PBS's "American Experience" series, have gotten the women more

recognition. On the local level the women are speaking at more schools and other events
and are being asked to represent women veterans at different veteran' s events.
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All this new recognition and publicity have helped the women of the WASP
realize how special and extraordinary they really are. The women are typically humble in
nature about themselves, but are always quick to point out a friend who still flies, or
skydives, or bungee jumps, or still runs her own business. When the women get together,
there is a palpable energy that runs among them. It is common to hear them say how
reenergized they are when they are together. When with other WASP they are not odd, or
even special, rather they are "one of the girls" and they can talk about airp lanes all day
long.
The story of the WASP is being told more often, and more and more people
know, at least vaguely, who the WASP were. It is important to look at these women and
ask about the others. Were there other women who wanted to do extraordinary things in
their lives but just did not have the opportunity or timing to make it happen? Or was Faith
Richards right, you just had to be a certain type of person to be a WASP? These women
were clearly well-educated at a time when many women did not have that opportunity.
They held jobs when women were not expected to hold jobs. They participated in sports
before Title IX. And they flew airplanes.
Could the airplanes be the key to their extraordinariness? As chapter two
demonstrated, these women were not typical of their peers. As individuals and as a group
they went beyond what was expected of them even before the War. With the beginning of
the WASP program in September 1 942 these 1, 1 02 women made their mark on history
and established themselves as part of a group of pioneering women pilots. But what of
the 24,000 women who were not admitted to the training program? What became of
them? Were they potentially extraordinary women as well? Were they disqualified
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because of their lack of flight time or their lack of education, because of their race or their
sexual preference? Or was it timing?
Throughout the WASP, 1,830 women began the training program at Sweetwater,
Texas. All of the 1,074 women who graduated and earned their wings were and are
grateful that they were one of the lucky ones. Yes, they worked hard and earned those
wings, but they all know the girl who washed out who was a better pilot than they were.
Some resigned because of family obligations or a new marriage. Some washed out
because of test anxiety or having a bad day coincide with an Army check ride. And some
washed out because only a certain number of graduates were needed that month (these
numbers coincided with the male cadets as well - both coinciding with the losses in
Europe and the Pacific). Most of the women who did not graduate have disappeared to
history. Some have stayed in touch and attend reunions, but never seem to carry
themselves in quite the same manner as the graduates.
The confidence the women who earned their wings gained from that singular
achievement helped carry them into the rest of their lives. They were a part of a moment
in time, and it changed them forever. They went after their dreams and achieved their
goals because they knew they could do it. They may not have ever flown again after the
War, but they carried that confidence with them the rest of their lives. Societal attitudes
may have prevented them from careers as commercial pilots, but they moved past it and
embraced whatever aspect of life they could. In the pilot community they call it the
"flying bug." They say once you catch it, you are hooked. It is easy to spot on the face of
someone who has just taken their first ride in a small plane by the grin from ear to ear.
Not everyone catches the bug, but once they have, it often becomes an obsession. The
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passion for flying, and the independence and strength that comes from being a pilot,
shaped the women of the WASP and helped them to live the lives they wanted on their
own terms.
The American public has had very specific images of women of the World War II
generation for decades. During the War they all put aside their own needs and became
Rosie the Riveters, working together to help save the nation. After the War they stepped
aside so returning men could have jobs so they could feed their families. The women
gladly wore dresses with stockings and heels as they mopped an already spotless floor.
They had two to four children and reveled in their family's lives. Betty Friedan was not
the first but was certainly the most famous to burst that image of the Feminine Mystique. 5
In the nearly forty years since her movement-inspiring book, scholars have questioned
both the image of happy homemaker and of disgruntled, overeducated suburbanite. 6 They
have shown that life for that generation of women was more complex than the generally
accepted public image. The women of the WASP add another layer to that complexity.
As white, middle class, professional women, who were extraordinary when compared to
their peers, they reveal the parameters of American society for their generation.
Despite their unceremonious dismissal from the world of commercial aviation, the
evidence has shown that the women of the WASP for the most part lived the lives they
wanted for themselves and pushed the envelope of society's limits as far as they were
able. It is clear that more studies need to be done on their peers, professional women in
5 Betty Friedan, The Feminine Mystique (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1 963).
See the works of Joanne Meyerowitz, Stephanie Coontz, and Elaine Tyler May. Joanne Meyerowitz, Not
June Cleaver: Women and Gender in Postwar America, 1945-1960 (Philadelphia: Temple University
Press, 1 994). Stephanie Coontz, The Way We Never Were: A merican Families and the Nostalgia Trap
(New York: Basic Books, 1 993). Elaine Tyler May, Homeward Bound: American Families in the Cold War
Era (New York: Basic Books, 1 988).
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the postwar period. Were the WASP a phenomena, or were other professional women
just as extraordinary? Further research, including oral histories, must be started now
before we have lost the valuable resource of the women's own voices.
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